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Abstract

After having defined fishing and established a general classification of
fishing devices, the author has elaborated a systematic description of
the subsistence and commercial fishing devices and methods used in the
St. Lawrence River and Gulf from the period of contact between Europeans
and Amerinds in the 16th century to the present day. This study,
conducted from 1966 to 1968 and based on written material and on
ethnographic data, describes 73 different methods of catching fish and
other aquatic animals that are or have been used in that area. Each
method and the corresponding fishing devices are described in detail,
illustrated with a drawing and, whenever possible, placed in their
historical context.

Submitted for publication 1969, by Marcel Moussette, Quebec Region,
Parks Canada, Quebec.
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Preface

This study of the fishing methods used on the St. Lawrence River and
Gulf of St. Lawrence was an enormous project, both from the point of
view of the area of land involved and the number of years to be
considered. This is why we decided to carry out a purely technological
study rather than an historical study, for which our training in biology
and anthropology had not prepared us. By assembling what little data
there were on fishing technology and classifying these data, we hoped to
accomplish a necessary preliminary task, and in this way provide
specialists from other fields who were interested in the subject of
fishing with a working document which they could use as a starting point
for further studies.
We spent two and one-half months interviewing fishermen from the
regions of Montreal, Quebec City, the lower St. Lawrence, the Gaspé
Peninsula, the Magdalen Islands, and the north shore as far as
Sept-Iles. We were assisted in this task by a long-standing friend,
Mr. Real Rodrigue. Because we were constantly moving from region to
region, admittedly our interviews occasionally lacked depth and some
very interesting aspects of fishing which could not be considered purely
technological had to be left out. Consequently, when we were compiling
our data, a number of times we discovered that the vocabulary for
designating certain parts of the fishing devices was nonexistent. On
several occasions we arrived in a region at a time when the fishing
there for a given species of fish was over for the season; for example,
in the Magdalen Islands, where the herring traps had already been
removed from the water for several months when we talked to our
respondents. We had to obtain our information verbally in such cases
and rely on our respondents. Ideally, we would have made a preliminary
examination of the regions, much like the trip we did take, and later on
would have completed our data by carrying out a detailed examination of
the regions to be included in the inventory. Because of time and money
limitations, we were only able to conclude the first phase of this
research. However, thanks to past experience working as a biologist of
freshwater and salt-water fauna and preparing a thesis on the technology
of gill-net fishing (Moussette 1967), we were able to avoid any serious
errors.
We spent much of our time compiling as complete a list as possible
of references to fishing techniques used in Quebec, so as to complete
the data gathered in the field. Research was done at the libraries of
the Grande-Rivière Marine Biology Station, Saint-Sulpice, the City of
Montreal, the University of Montreal, the City of New York and the New
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York Museum of Natural History. During our research in New York, we
were able to consult works dealing with Amerinds that were not available
in Montreal. As a result we were able to assemble approximately 190
references to fishing in general, most of which concerned the province
of Quebec. Among all these publications, we were unable to find any
general studies on fishing technology; however, historical studies such
as that of La Morandière (1962) and Chambers (1912) were invaluable
sources of information. As far as primary sources were concerned, we
tried to utilize, as much as possible, well-authenticated manuscripts
such as those published under the auspices of the Champlain Society of
Toronto.
In our research on the fishing practices of the Amerinds before the
arrival of the Europeans, we ignored relevant archaeological literature
despite the interest it holds. Our reason was that this literature is
quite extensive and its inclusion would have broadened the scope of our
research excessively; however, we did want to gather all the
ethnographical and historical data available on Amerind methods of
fishing. These data obliged us to study a much vaster region than the
shores of the St. Lawrence River and the gulf since the Amerinds often
lived in distant areas, such as the Great Lakes area, and came to the
river at various periods in history to fish.
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Introduction

Quebec offers unique advantages to anyone interested in fishing
technology, both because of the St. Lawrence River, which crosses the
province, and because of the great length of its coastline. Fishing was
already part of the way of life of the Amerinds, who fished from the
banks of the river and the shores of the Gulf of St. Lawrence at the
time of Cartier's voyages of exploration. We would even say that this
subsistence activity played a major role in establishing the colony by
providing the first French colonists with a ready supply of fresh food.
Today, fewer and fewer fishermen are using the river and gulf waters as
their only source of subsistence.
Since no systematic study of Quebec fishing technology had yet been
published, our original plan was to make an inventory, as detailed as
possible, of commercial and small-scale fishing methods used on the
St. Lawrence River from the time of the first settlers to the present.
As a result of our preliminary library and field research, we were able
to distinguish between 73 methods used for capturing fish and other
aquatic animals either in the past or in modern times in the
St. Lawrence River and the gulf.
To make our report easier to follow, we decided to divide it into
two parts. Part One includes a definition of fishing and a general
classification of fishing devices. This classification serves a double
purpose: firstly, it provides us with an overview of fishing devices;
secondly, it allows us to encode these devices and write a systematic
report on them. Part Two, which is much longer than the first part, is
made up of a description, in the form of a catalogue, of each fishing
method that we found during our research. Each of the methods has been
given a code number so that it may be located in the general
classification.
We have illustrated the main fishing devices described herein and
we have provided a map (Fig. 1) of the St. Lawrence River basin to
enable readers to locate placenames that we mention in the text.
To conclude, we will discuss the value of our data and how they can
be used in more advanced studies.
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Part One

Fishing and Fishing Devices
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Fishing: A Definition

(Note: this chapter is extracted from our thesis on the technology of
gill-net fishing [Moussette 1967: 14-7].)

In our research, several definitions of fishing came to light.
Leroi-Gourhan, in his work "Milieu et Techniques," classes it in the
same category as hunting and war; that is, among the violent techniques
used to capture living creatures. He distinguishes fishing from hunting
and war in that it is limited to an aquatic environment, but basically
does not feel that there are any major differences between these three
activities (Leroi-Gourhan 1943-45, 2: 71):
Sans que rien ne s'oppose donc à conserver l'usage,
commode pour l'ethnologie des divisions de la guerre, de
la chasse et de la pêche, nous confondons ici les trois
formes d'activité pour en extraire des procédés qui
seront examinés sous le double aspect que l'adaptation au
milieu terrestre et au milieu aquatique a pu leur donner.
Gordon Hewes, who goes into greater detail, emphasizes, on the
contrary, the new dimension that the aquatic environment represents for
the fisherman. In his opinion, a definition of fishing should be based
on habitat and not on what is being fished or harvested. Fishing cannot
therefore be limited to the capture of fish only. After all, without
considering plants, animals as different from each other as seals,
turtles and shrimp may be fished. Seen in that perspective, Hewes
states that no distinction need be made between fishing, marine hunting
and the gathering of marine fauna. He gives the following definition of
fishing: "that category of human activity which is connected with the
capture or gathering of animals (or plants) which regularly dwell in
water" (Hewes 1948: 240).
It is difficult to reconcile this definition with that of
Leroi-Gourhan, who speaks of violent techniques of acquisition, when
Hewes includes in his definition the gathering of clams and algae on the
shore.
Besançon proposes a similar but more inclusive definition:
est considérée comme pêche toute activité de cueillette
effectuée par l'homme aux dépens de l'hydrosphère, quelle
que soit la composition chimique du milieu liquide (eau
salée, douce, saumâtre) , que cette cueillette vise des
animaux ou des végétaux. A peine devra-t-on en exclure
les produits minéraux: l'un d'entre eux au moins, le sel,
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joue un rôle fondamental dans la géographie de la
pêche (Besançon 1965: 10).
The above is an interesting view, but we would like to state at the
outset that fishing in our opinion concerns living creatures and does
not include the extraction of mineral salts as Besançon suggests it
should. We understand that the author has taken the viewpoint of a
geographer and is attempting to encompass all aspects of the fisherman's
way of life in a very general definition. It is true that the term
"fisherman" designates anyone whose main occupation is fishing, but this
does not mean that a "fisherman" could not have secondary occupations
such as farming, hunting or salt extraction.
Neither do we share the opinion expressed by Hewes and Besançon
that gathering activities are a form of fishing. We feel that our
opinion is justifiable from an ecological standpoint.
Fishing takes place in a clearly aquatic environment; that is, in
the "hydrosphere," which Besançon describes as follows:
L'hydrosphère constitue un milieu très différent du
milieu atmosphérique duquel nous tirons la majeure partie
de nos connaissances intuitives. Il oppose, en outre, a
l'analyse scientifique toute l'opacité d'un domaine
interdit à notre fonctionnement physiologique: il n'y a
que très peu de temps que nous commençons à y pénétrer
par des instruments interposés. Son étrangeté radicale
tient à ce qu'il constitue pour les innombrables formes
de vie qui l'habitent, à la fois une ambiance climatique
et un milieu nourricier, ou plus exactement une suite de
climats et une série de milieux plus ou moins nutritifs,
juxtaposés dans les trois dimensions (Besançon 1965: 61).
Gathering, however, is done at low tide and most of the time
without even getting one's feet wet. The creatures being gathered have
only very rudimentary abilities of locomotion or none at all, which
makes the whole activity comparable to gathering fruit, even if animals
are being gathered in this case. Traps are only used occasionally and
any implements that are used are normally simple adaptations of land
techniques. Indeed, someone digging for mussels on a beach at low tide
would not consider himself to be fishing in the strict sense of the
word. There is no adaptation to an aquatic environment in such a case
since this ecological area made up of the tidal zone and the shore is a
special type of environment, one of the "atmospheric environments" in
the words of Besançon, with its own set of fauna and very particular
physical conditions.
Even so, in some cases it is rather difficult to draw the line
between fishing and gathering; however, if a person wants to understand
what fishing really is, we feel that the distinction should be made.
Therefore, excluding gathering, we arrive at our definition of
fishing. Fishing is any technique used in a clearly aquatic environment
to capture animals that normally live in this environment. For the
purpose of this definition, the aquatic environment represents a
separate world, whose boundary is the water's surface. The aquatic
environment is a world into which the fisherman, if he wishes to
survive, may not enter without the assistance of instruments which are
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designed for use therein and which are in accordance with the physical
laws of the environments and the way of life of its inhabitants.
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General Classification of Fishing Devices

(Note: this chapter is almost entirely taken from our thesis on the
technology of gill-net fishing [Moussette 1967: 17-41, 203-7].)

Factors Determining Form and Method of Use
In this chapter we will attempt to formulate a general classification of
fishing devices. Methods used for gathering marine animals will
obviously not be included; we will only discuss devices used for
fishing, the meaning of the latter being as defined in the preceding
chapter. Before describing our system of classification, we will point
out the main factors that determine the form and the method of use of a
given fishing device. This outline, followed by a review of the various
classification systems already developed, will assist us in determining
the criteria on which to base our own classification system.

Aquatic Environments
First of all we will consider variations caused by the aquatic
environment. These variations can be seen initially because of general
kinds of adaptations. For example, to keep a net under water requires a
system of wooden or cork floats and a system of weights, which may be
made from stone, metal or ceramic. The relatively fine fibres used to
make seines and drag nets are another type of natural adaptation to the
environment. These fibres provide the lightness and flexibility
fishing devices must have; not only are they strong enough to withstand
rapid pulling, but also they are such that the fish may be more easily
entrapped and kept captive. Lines, with lead weights, are also
adaptations to the aquatic environment.
In addition to these various adaptations to the aquatic environment
in general, there are also adaptations to particular hydrographical
conditions. For example, because of the size of the water surface area,
nets used in the ocean are generally larger than those used in rivers.
Moreover, gill nets and stationary nets used in the ocean require a
sophisticated system of grapnels to hold them in place, which is not
true of gill nets used in rivers. In the latter case the nets simply
have one end anchored to the bank. Differing swiftness of currents may
result in some local adaptations since the strength of the current
determines what system of weights and floats will be used. In some
cases where the current is too strong, using a net might even be ruled
out. To overcome this problem, a stationary line which would not be
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affected by the current could be used, or a dam could be built to stop
the current.
From these few examples, it is easy to see the profound effect both
the aquatic environment and the particular hydrographical conditions
have on the form and method of use of fishing devices. The adaptations
can be of various kinds, from simply changing a minor detail (for
example, altering the net's system of weights and floats so that it is
suited to the strength of the current), to replacing the device by
another very different one that is better adapted when changes in
environmental conditions make the first device unsuitable.

Particular Species Fished
We will now discuss the second main factor which causes variations in
fishing devices: the species being fished. The great number of
adaptations that makes up the extensive range of fishing devices now
available is a direct result of detailed research into the habits of
pelagic and demersal species living near the coastline or in the open
sea. There are numerous examples of these adaptations:
- depending on the species being fished, the hook may be barbed or
unbarbed, baited or bare, stationary or dragged, and fastened to a long
or short line;
- there is an infinite variety of lures;
- the fact that nets are meshed (gill nets) is based on the fish's
anatomical structure; that is, some species are more easily captured by
their gill covers;
- in some areas, cod, a demersal fish, is taken using a drag or trawl
net, while herring, a pelagic fish which lives in schools, is taken with
a swing seine.
Charles Robert-Muller's book on fishing in Brittany (1944)
illustrates clearly this adaptation to the morphology and living habits
of the species being fished. He lists a different fishing device for
each species he discusses. Large nets are used for sardines, lines for
tuna, nets for mackerel, bottom lines and drag nets for ground fish, and
traps and pots for Crustacea. The reasons for this variety of fishing
devices is self-evident; therefore we will not expand further on this
topic since our list could go on indefinitely. To conclude, species
morphology and habits are certainly the main factors which determine the
form and method of use of fishing devices.

Available Material
These adaptations to environmental conditions and to differences in the
species being fished are limited by the choice of materials available in
an area. This is another factor which determines the form and method of
use of fishing devices. In arctic regions the materials normally used
to make nets, such as textile fibres, are lacking, which would explain
why the inhabitants of these regions do not use nets. One exception to
this is the use of whalebone nets for seal fishing by the Eskimos of
Alaska, whalebone is obtained either by killing the whales with
harpoons, or by using bone from whales which have been grounded on the
shore. The bones are torn into thin strips, rather like tendons, The
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Eskimos then have a raw material that is as supple and strong as textile
fibres and very well suited to making nets. Such is also the case for
other fishing devices manufactured from different materials. An example
of this is the case of simple hooks made from round and convex shells in
the South Sea Islands and in California. These hooks are very similar
in form in both areas. In our opinion, this extreme case is a fine
illustration of how much the raw material used influences the form of
the fishing device that is made.

Socio-Cultural Environment
There is a fourth factor which can cause major differences in fishing
technology in general: the socio-cultural environment. Since the
importance of this factor has already been shown in other fields of
technology, we will only give a few examples which illustrate the
phenomenon. Dietary taboos against a given species can limit or even
make impossible the use of some fishing devices. Lips (1956: 93)
reported the following situation among the Apaches:
Although delicious trout fill the streams of the Apache
region, they are never eaten, because an old legend
maintains that once people became very sick after a trout
meal. Their skin was "spotted just like the fish in the
river" and they died shortly afterward. "From that day
to this", says Regan, "no Apache has eaten fish." The
medicine men do their best to keep them aware of the
"danger".
The use of some fishing devices, such as the giant seines of New
Zealand, requires a kind of co-operation that is impossible without a
rather complex social structure. In fact, to ensure success in handling
these devices, which may measure up to several thousand feet in length,
sometimes the whole village has to work together, with each person
carrying out a well-defined duty (Best: 1929).
An agricultural society that is technologically advanced may also
be conducive to the development of numerous sophisticated fishing
devices. This is the case in China, where despite the fact that most of
the country's food is produced by agriculture, practically all known
fishing devices are used. On the other hand, in a technologically
primitive society, such as that of the Yahgan of Tierra del Fuego, where
most of the food supply comes from the ocean, fishing devices are few
and elementary (Lothrop 1928).
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Analysis of Classification Criteria Used by Other Authors

It is on the basis of these main factors which cause variation that
criteria for a classification of fishing devices should be established.
The criteria may be divided into four groups according to whether they
deal with the form of the fishing device, its use or function, the
physical or biological environment where it is used, and the raw
material from which it is made.
These criteria were used by several authors who have developed
systematic classifications for fishing devices. The criteria will serve
as our starting point for an examination of these classifications, and
we will examine each system as we analyse the above-mentioned groups of
criteria. We will not consider systems which we feel are incomplete or
unsystematic.

Form and Method of Use
Of the classification criteria, there is no question that the most
important are those concerning the form and method of use of the fishing
devices. We should emphasize that a classification of fishing devices
which uses only form as its criteria will not place enough importance on
the nature of the devices and, in general, on the very reality of
fishing.
The importance of this statement may be illustrated by the
following example: the hoop net used by poachers and fishermen in fresh
water in Quebec is very similar to the chinchorro, a purse seine used in
Peru. Both the chinchorro and hoop net are made up of a netted bag
which is held open by wooden or metal hoops. The bag has a wing of
varying length on each side of the opening to guide the fish into the
bag.
The hoop net is a stationary device used in rivers. The fish moves
along one of the wings and once it has passed a series of funnel-shaped
openings, finds itself imprisoned in the bag. The chinchorro, on the
other hand, is used in the same way as a seine dragged from the shore.
After setting the net, two groups of men, holding onto long ropes
attached to the net's wings, drag it back to shore.
If only form were taken into account, both of the above would be
classified as bag nets since they each have an opening with two wings to
guide in the fish, but if both were given the same classification, would
our system be accurately representing the type of device that each of
these is? We do not think so. In reality, the chinchorro is a drag
net and its handling involves a certain amount of movement. The
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hoop net is stationary. Therefore, these two fishing devices are
actually very different.
Form and method of use thus constitute very important criteria.
Among classifications based on these criteria, Monod's system (1928) is
by far the best one we found. He based his system on six major fishing
methods or divisons:
I
Hand fishing
II
Fishing with casting or striking devices
III Hook fishing
IV
Net fishing
V
Trap fishing
VI
Fishing with poisons
He then subdivided his system according to criteria determined by
the form and method of use of the device. For example, two main types
of nets were distinguished according to method of use, namely, nets that
are cast and nets that are moved horizontally or vertically but never
shot. Among those nets which were never cast, he distinguished bag-type
nets and rectangular cloth nets and, to further classify the bag-type
nets, he listed them according to the shape of the opening (round, oval,
arched or triangular). We feel that the last criterion was a bad
choice since within the category "bag nets," there may be dip nets with
round, oval or triangular openings which are used in the same way and
even in the same spot. Thus we see no reason for dividing this category
of fishing devices in two simply because the shape of the opening is
different. Because of this fault, and some others, always resulting
from too much insistence on criteria of form, we were unable to use this
system for our study.

Adaptation of Fishing Devices to Physical and Biological Environment
Now that we have considered the importance of form and method of use
criteria in classifying fishing devices, we will show how some writers
based classification systems on adaptations of fishing devices to the
physical and biological environment.
In his book entitled Malayan Fisheries, Kesteven (1949) divided
fishing into two main classes: freshwater fishing and salt-water
fishing. Fishing devices used in fresh water included:
- portable cane or bamboo traps with one or more compartments
- small seines, and
- cast nets.
Those used in salt water included:
- seines dragged from the shore
- cast nets
- scoop nets
- purse seines
- drift nets
- gill nets
- bottom lines, and
- eel pots.
(Harpoons and poisons were classified separately.)
There are some inconveniences to this classification system. The
same devices may be used both in salt and fresh water, so in such cases
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they would have to be listed twice in the classification. This is true
of cast nets and seines.
Morgan's classification system (1952), which is given in his book
World Sea Fisheries, presents problems similar to those found in
Kesteven's system. Morgan also based his system on ecological criteria;
however, unlike Kesteven, he used criteria based on the living habits of
fishes. He divided fishing techniques into two main classes: techniques
used for the capture of demersal fish and those used to catch pelagic
fish. His general classification is as follows:
A Demersal Fish
1 lines
a) hand lines
b) bottom lines
2 nets
a) gill nets, trammels or stationary weirs on the ocean
floor
b) trawl nets
c) regular trawl nets
d) trawl nets used in pairs
e) Danish seines
f) seines dragged from the shore
B Pelagic Fish
1 direct approach (using harpoons, spears and so on)
2 lines
a) hand lines
b) drag or trawl lines
3 nets
a) drift nets
b) purse seines
c) seines dragged from the shore
d) vertically moved nets
e) bottom trawl nets
f) pelagic trawl nets
g) stationary traps
Once again, Morgan could be accused of the same faults as Kesteven
in that some of the devices appear in both of the main classes. Even
so, for this type of classification Morgan's is one of the most
complete. We will use some of his divisions to set up our general
classification.
The main fault of these so-called ecological classifications is,
therefore, that fishing devices which are similar in form and method of
use are often listed in both of the major classes used as a basis for
the classification. Such repetition is rather unnecessary and only
points out that some devices may be used interchangeably in fresh or
salt water, and to capture pelagic or demersal species.
We feel that these authors made their biggest mistake in defining
these groups of fishing devices on the basis of features (design adapted
to freshwater fishing, to the capture of pelagic species and so on)
which, even though significant, are only of secondary importance. As we
have already stated, the major division in a classification of fishing
devices should be made according to form and method of use. Once the
broad outlines of the classification are established on the basis of
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form and method of use, ecological criteria could be used to distinguish
such groups as similar devices of the same category which are used to
fish in different environments.
In order to avoid the repetitions we pointed out in Morgan's and
Kesteven's systems, we will have to place more importance on form and
method of use criteria than on ecological criteria. This is how we will
proceed when we set up our own classification system.

Raw Material Used in Making Devices
During our research we did not find any systems in which the
classification was made according to the raw material used to make the
fishing devices. Indeed, this criterion is too closely linked with
local conditions and is of only limited use in a classification. This
is revealed by the fact that nets are made from fibres of materials as
varied as cotton, hemp, ramie, horsehair and leather thongs. A system
which classifies nets into cotton nets, hemp nets, or horsehair nets
would be useless since the different types of nets would have to be
relisted under each one of these headings.
More generally speaking, however, the material used to make the
device can be used to distinguish netting devices from other types of
devices. Basically all fibrous materials used to make nets, despite
differences in their chemical composition and their origin, must be
elongated and thin, and must possess similar physical properties of
elasticity and flexibility so that they can be fashioned using the same
techniques. Ernestine Wieder Singer defines "net" as "a piece of
network; any fabric of crossing cords, threads, ropes, wires, or the
like, with open space between" (Wieder Singer 1936: 142).
Nets can, therefore, be assembled in a homogeneous group on the
basis of the material used to make them and the manner in which this
material has been fashioned; however, we should emphasize that
occasionally nets may appear to be very similar, with respect to form
and method of use, to other fishing devices which are not in fact
netted; that is, those which do not have mesh construction. Thus, using
the criteria of material used to make the fishing devices, we should
classify devices similar in form and function in separate categories on
the basis of the fact that these devices are not meshed, but instead are
made of wicker or interwoven withes. As an example, consider baskets
and dip nets, which are very similar from a morphological and functional
viewpoint. Baskets, like dip nets, are small and have circular or
rectangular openings. Both are used by one person in shallow water
along the shore. If, however, we were to use the criteria of material
used, we would have to class the two devices in different categories
since dip nets are a netted fishing device and baskets are not. The
same problem arises in the case of seines dragged from the shore and
bush nets, and that of some non-gill-type stationary nets and some
stationary traps such as weirs and trap nets. From these examples we
can easily see that the "material used" category can only be utilized as
a criteria for classification if great care is taken, and often as a
last resort.
The importance of the criteria of form and of method of use in
describing fishing devices has already been discussed. Therefore, it is
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especially with these criteria in mind that we will attempt to group
fishing devices. These groupings will constitute the basis of our
classification system. Ecological criteria will only be used to make
further divisions, such as a distinction between similar fishing devices
used in different environments. The "material used" criteria will only
be used as a last resort, and often its use will only follow the use of
the ecological criteria.
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Our Own Classification System

Now that we have examined these different classification systems and
determined the comparative values of the criteria used to develop them,
we are in a position to propose our own general classification of
fishing devices.

The Seven Principal Fishing Methods
From our general study of reference material, we have concluded that
there are seven principal fishing methods. These will constitute the
basis of our classification system. They are as follows:
- fishing with a pointed device (PP)
- hand fishing (PM)
- fishing with a noose (PNC)
- fishing with a line (PL)
- fishing with a gill net (PFM)
- fishing with a container (PC)
- fishing with poisons and narcotics (PPN)
(As you will have noticed, each of these fishing methods is followed by
an abbreviation in parentheses. These abbreviations, based on the
original French terms and later to be followed by a system of decimal
numbers, will be the basis for coding the fishing methods and will
permit methods in our list to be more easily located. For a summary of
this coding system, see Table 1. The Table of Contents lists all the
fishing methods found to be in use on the St. Lawrence River and in the
gulf, and their associated codes.)

Leroi-Gourhan's System
It was only following completion of the above that we noticed that our
list of the principal fishing methods broadly resembled the list of war,
fishing and hunting techniques of Leroi-Gourhan (see "Milieu et
Techniques" [1943-45, 2: 70]). For this author, these three are all
violent means of capturing living creatures. He distinguished the
following categories:
Method
Instrument
with the hands
the hands
with a hunting animal
cormorant
with weapons
arrows
with a lure
bait
with a snare
rod and loop
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with a weir-type trap
with a spring trap
with a container
eel pot
with a net
net
We should add fishing with poisons to this list since it was not
included in the above enumeration, but was mentioned in his book.
It will be noted that Leroi-Gourhan included among his methods
fishing with the assistance of a hunting animal. We do not feel that
this method should be included since it is not very widespread and
constitutes a rather special case. In fact, except for domesticated
cormorants and otters used for fishing by the Chinese, we found no other
references to this type of fishing.
In our list, we referred to line fishing, whereas Leroi-Gourhan
refers to fishing with a lure. In our opinion, making fishing with
lures a separate category would only add to the confusion among the
categories, which are already difficult to define clearly. Also, lures,
or bait, which are mostly used with fishing lines, may also be used in
nets or stationary traps.
The use of baited nets is often mentioned by authors and we have
been told by many experienced fishermen that the number of large fish
taken in their nets increases after a school of fish has been caught in
the net. Another example is the lobster pot baited with herring used by
Gaspé fishermen. If the lure were to be used as a taxonomic category,
lines, nets and weirs would have to be grouped together. This is
inacceptable since it would render the entire system useless.
Therefore, a better method would be to list lines, nets and weirs, with
or without bait.
Methods involving spring-operated weirs and traps may also be
omitted since these are land techniques which cannot be used in an
aquatic environment.
Our decision to base our classification system on these seven
categories of fishing methods was reinforced by the close similarity
between Leroi-Gourhan's list of methods and the seven principal methods
which we chose.

Subdivision of Principal Fishing Methods
We then realized that our seven principal fishing methods could be
divided into two major groups: methods involving direct approach and
those involving indirect approach. By direct approach we mean the
capture of a selected quarry using an implement which is either the
fisherman's hand or an extension of his hand. This is in opposition to
indirect approach, which includes both the capture of a single specimen
or a specific group of specimens. In a direct approach, the fisherman
sees his quarry, chooses it and catches it; in an indirect approach, the
fisherman does not see the fish - he sets a trap which he hopes will
catch the fish for him. Direct methods are closely related to many land
hunting methods. This category includes fishing with a pointed device,
hand fishing, and fishing with a noose (snare fishing). A fisherman who
uses indirect methods is not concerned with an individual target.
Therefore, indirect methods include the other main categories; that is
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fishing with a line, fishing with a gill net, fishing with a container,
and fishing with poisons and drugs.
We will now discuss each of these fishing methods in greater detail
in an attempt to determine the main outlines of a general classification
of fishing equipment that will take into account all device forms and
methods of use.

Direct Approach

Fishing

with

a Pointed

Device

(PP)

In fishing with a pointed device there are two major categories of
implements that are used: spears, harpoons, leisters and tridents, and
the bow and arrow.

Hand Fishing

(PM)

In hand fishing only the bare hands are, obviously, used; however,
sometimes the fisherman may use means to prevent the fish from slipping
from his fingers (for example, he could wrap a rough material around his
hand).

Fishing

with

a Noose (PNC)

In fishing with a noose (snare fishing), the fisherman often uses a long
stick with a slip knot or snare attached at the end.

Indirect Approach

Fishing

with

a Line

(PL)

There are three main types of lines: hand lines, drag lines and
stationary lines. The main difference between hand-line fishing and
drag-line fishing is in how the lines are used. In general, hand lines
are used by a fisherman who is stationary and remains that way, either
on the shore or onboard an anchored vessel. Drag lines, on the other
hand, are used from moving boats. There is an infinite variety of drag
and hand lines. Some are attached to a rod and others are not, but in
either case they are controlled manually. Most of the time there is a
hook, baited or not, attached to the end of the line. Depending on the
species being fished, a bright lure may be added to attract the fish.
In rare cases the hook is removed and only the bait is attached to the
end of the line. The bait used can be a piece of fish or a bunch of
earthworms (lumbricids) which the fish swallows.
Stationary lines or nightlines, which in general are set for the
night and left unattended, can be divided into two main types: those
with a single hook and those with multiple hooks. Single-hook
nightlines are lines which are baited and attached to buoys so that they
can be located on the surface. Multiple-hook nightlines consist of a
main line to which numerous leaders and hooks are fastened. The number
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of hooks on such a line varies greatly, but may reach 5,000. These
lines, which are best represented by the trawl line used on the Grand
Banks of Newfoundland, are usually sunk to the ocean floor; however, in
some regions they can be used just below the surface to fish pelagic
species.

Fishing

with

a Gill

Net (PFM)

The gill net is a fishing device made of flexible fibre and is designed
to catch the fish by its gill covers, to net it or to entangle it in the
netting. A typical gill net would consist of a rectangular cloth, with
mesh size varying depending on the species being fished. The cloth is
kept vertical by a system of floats attached to the headline and by
weights attached to the footline. These nets can be used at the surface
or sunk to the bottom. They can be either anchored or allowed to drift,
which is why we divided them into two main classes: stationary nets and
drift nets. We chose to make gill nets one of the seven principal
fishing methods because its method of capturing the fish - by catching
the gill covers or entangling the fish in the netting - is completely
different from any other fishing device. On the other hand, we decided
to include the other types of nets (both stationary and drift) in the
category of containers, since they all have a common characteristic:
they are used to encircle the fish and to confine them within a given
space depending on the size of the net.

Fishing

with

a Container

(PC)

This is a very general category of fishing devices. It includes all
nets other than gill nets and a great variety of stationary traps.
First of all, we should explain how we interpret the meaning of the word
"container." We are using the broad sense of the verb "to contain":
"have within itself; hold as contents; include." Indeed, under this
heading we have included fishing devices as diverse as dip nets, which
involve movement and are at the most a few feet in diameter, and trap
nets, which are stationary and can be several hundred feet in length.
We also included seines and drag nets, which, though pulled by hand from
the shore or towed by one or more boats, accomplish the same purpose.
We have divided these devices into two categories: stationary
containers and movable containers. Stationary containers include
stationary traps, single bag nets and eel pots; movable containers
include devices used by standing in shallow water near the shore and
those used in deeper water from boats. Containers used on shore may be
dragged, shot out, or cast. Containers used on the ocean may be classed
according to whether their motion is encircling, vertical or horizontal.

Fishing

with

Poisons

and Narcotics

(PPN)

This is a category which is particularly difficult to classify since it
does not involve devices as such to capture fish, but rather the use of
various plants as poisoning or drugging agents. Monod (1928: 354) lists
three types of poisoning: poisoning in open water, poisoning in a
portion of a river with at least one barrier, or poisoning of fish
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already caught in a trap; however, Quigley (1956), who attempted to
trace the distribution of techniques used for fishing with poison, based
his classification on the plant (taxonomic unit) used as poison. Unlike
Monod, he does not mention how the plants were used since his is mainly
a botanical study. We feel that a classification which takes both of
these aspects into account, an adequate description of the plants and an
outline of the techniques for their use as poisons, would be the best
solution.
One point we should perhaps mention concerning the general
classification is that direct and indirect fishing methods may be
combined. For example, Inuit construct stone dams, then spear arctic
char with their leisters in the pools created by the dams. Often native
peoples who fish with poisons will use dip nets to retrieve the fish, in
the same manner as an angler uses his dip net. There are many cases of
this nature.
For the present, we hope this classification will be a working
document that will assist other researchers conducting studies of
fishing technology. Since socio-cultural factors have not been
considered, we feel that the classification is particularly logical and
objective. We will use it in this study to illustrate the relationships
between various fishing devices and, most importantly, to discuss
systematically a subject which may seem rather involved at first glance.
See Table 1 for the main categories of our classification of fishing
methods.
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Part Two

Systematic Description of Fishing Methods and Devices
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Fishing with a Pointed Device - PP

Hand-Thrown Devices - PP1

Simple Fish Spear - PP1.1
By simple spear, we mean a weapon consisting of a fire-hardened point,
or a stone, bone or metal tip, either barbed or straight, which is
fastened to a wooden shaft. This is an extremely primitive device that
may well be one of man's very first means of ensuring his subsistence.
Moreover, the oldest man-made wooden object that has survived to our age
is a wooden spear found at Clacton-on-Sea in England.
Although this device is most often listed by authors as having been
used for hunting, it was extensively used for fishing in nearly all
parts of the world. No doubt its uncomplicated structure and long
history are factors which contributed to its widespread distribution.
It would seem that the simple spear was not used very much along
the St. Lawrence, or so the little literature available on the subject
would seem to suggest. Driver and Massey's (1957: 205) distribution map
was the only document we located containing references to the use of
this device along the shores of the St. Lawrence; however, a wooden
hunting spear with a fire-hardened tip was used in Ontario (Ontario.
Dept. of Education 1917: 30). Also, the Amerinds and the French
colonists in New Brunswick used a small spear to catch plaice in shallow
water near the shore. Their spear consisted of a wooden shaft with a
barbed iron tip attached to the end (Denys 1908: 565). Speck (1948:
263) describes a small spear whose tip was made from the tail of the
horseshoe crab and which was used for eel fishing by the Wampanoag
Indians of Massachusetts. This device was probably developed locally,
but it is strangely similar to a fishing spear used on Futuna Island in
the Pacific Ocean. The only difference is that the tip of the latter
spear is made from the spine of a ray's tail (Burrows 1936: 149).
These few references to fishing with simple spears in areas near
both the St. Lawrence River and the gulf lead us to believe that this
device was used at some point in the past on the actual banks of the
river; however, since we found no documents to support this theory,
substantiation will have to come from archaeological findings which
could greatly further our knowlege in this area.

Forked Spears, Dard or Trident - PP1.2
Indications are that forked spears were used the Amerinds before the
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Europeans arrived in North America; however, the few references that we
found on the use of this device were very vague. For example, SagardThéodat (1939: 339) mentions a "fork with which they [the Hurons]
harpooned fish"; however, despite the use of the word "fork," we cannot
be sure that the implement really was a fork since the leister is also
structurally similar to a fork and Sagard-Théodat could have simply used
the word "fork" to depict the leister. The Jesuit Relations of 1657 is
much more specific, fortunately, and mentions that the Iroquois did use
a true three-pronged spear: "Ils prennent le poisson d'une autre façon
dans les lacs, le dardant avec un trident â la lueur d'un feu bitumeux
qu'ils entretiennent sur la pointe de leur canot" (Jesuits. Letters from
Hissions [North America] [hereafter cited as Jesuits] 1896-1901, 43:
260). This very old method of fishing survived in the Montreal region
until just a few years ago, at which time it was banned due to a
depletion in stocks of sport freshwater species such as the pickerel
(Stizostedion sp.), the common pike (Esox sp.) and the muskellunge (Esox
maskinongy Mitchell). The original Amerind trident, which likely had a
bone or wooden tip, was replaced not so long ago by a metal fork with
barbed prongs fitted onto a shaft measuring 2 in. in diameter and about
12 ft. long. This fork, called dard in the Montreal region, was even
sold commercially or was specially forged by the village blacksmith, as
is the case of the dard preserved in the Abenaki museum in Odanak.
This type of fishing was done in the evening from a boat
approximately 15 feet long. The winds had to be calm. The fisherman,
with the spear in his hands, would stand in the prow of the vessel,
which was illuminated by an oil lamp instead of the "bituminous fire" or
birchbark torch mentioned in historical documents. A second person,
seated in the stern, would paddle as silently as he could so as not to
frighten the fish. Whenever the bowman spotted a fish, he would guide
the paddler so as to close in on his prey. When he felt he was within
range, the fisherman would plunge the fork into the fish with one sudden
movement, while holding the shaft firmly. Fish caught in this manner
could be quite large. One of our respondents told us that he had caught
a 125-pound sturgeon (Acipenser sp.) with this method.
The same type of fishing is still carried on in the Magdalen
Islands using a five-pronged spear, called a harpon by the local
fishermen. These spears are used for eel fishing. In the fall of 1966,
a single fisherman caught 128 eels in one night using this method.
These spears are quite varied since the fishermen make their own. Our
respondent had two types. One consisted of a 5-ft. to 6-ft. wooden
shaft with one end flattened and broadened into a spatulate form. The
fisherman had stapled five No. 14 cod hooks to this flattened end. The
hooks had been straightened out to form barbed prongs and were attached
to each other by a wire. The portion of the flattened end carrying the
hooks had been wrapped in nylon cord to make the prongs more solid.
This fisherman also used a second type of spear, a five-pronged iron
spear with the prongs attached fan-like to the end of a pole
approximately 12 ft. long (Fig. 4_b) .
Lips (1947: 22) reported that the Montagnais still used a kind of
spear, consisting of two barbed prongs attached to a wooden handle from
6 ft. to 20 ft. long, for river fishing.
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The dard was also used for another type of fishing. In winter,
once the St. Lawrence was frozen over, people living along the river
would skid small wooden shanties out onto the ice, though the custom in
earlier times had been to build huts directly on the ice. The shanties
had an opening approximately 4 ft. by 2 ft. in the floor. Upon arrival
at the chosen fishing site, the fisherman would cut a hole in the ice
the same size as the hole in the shanty floor. The shanty was then
placed over the hole in the ice. Ice fishing is normally done with a
line, but occasionally, especially in the Montreal region, fishing was
done with a spear; however, this was banned several years ago, as we
pointed out earlier.
For a lure, a live yellow perch about 5 in. or 6 in. long with a
wire connected to the base of the dorsal fin was used. The perch,
connected to the wire, could be placed in the water through the hole in
the ice; there it would swim about and attract other predacious fish,
such as pike (Esox sp.) or Eastern American burbot (Lota lota lacustris
[Walbaum]), to the hole. The fisherman, having taken care to plug all
openings in the shanty walls that might let in light, would wait
patiently, his spear in his hand, watching the water illuminated by the
light filtering through the ice all around the shanty.
Thus comfortably sheltered in his shanty, heated by a portable
stove and often equipped with a radio, the fisherman could fish for
hours without being adversely affected by the cold, which is often
bitter out on the river ice.
The forked spear is also used to fish eels under the ice. This
activity, which formerly was carried out upstream from Quebec City, was
described by Montpetit (1897: 286):
La pêche a la foëne ou fouane se pratique en hiver, à
travers la glace, sciée et coupée de longueur au-dessus
d'endroits vaseux. La foëne est une fourchette â
plusieurs dents plus ou moins pointues, mais toujours
barbelées, ayant entre elles un espace d'un pouce à un
pouce et demi. Le pêcheur expérimenté se rend dans les
eaux vaseuses où l'anguille engourdie gît enlisée,
pendant les mois d'hiver. Dès que la glace est brisée,
il enfonce sa fourchette ou foëne, fixée à une longue
perche, jusqu'à un pied ou plus dans la vase du lit du
cours d'eau; il tâte, il sonde patiemment, au hasard, à
l'aveugle, à la chance, ne retirant l'instrument que s'il
a senti le croquant de la chair vive.
An Acadian respondent from Carleton, in the Gaspé peninsula, also
told us about the use of this method. The implement used was a kind of
spear with three barbed points. Most probably this is an old method
because we found a reference to it in Perley (1859: 98) as early as
1859. He stated that it was used by the Micmacs and the Acadians of
Chaleur Bay.
In winter Eels bury themselves in the muddy parts of
Rivers, and their haunts, which are generally well known,
are called "Eel Grounds". The mud is thoroughly probed
with a five pronged iron spear, affixed to a long handle,
and used through a hole in the ice. When the Eels are
all taken out of that part within reach of the spear, a
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fresh hole is cut, and the fishing goes on again upon new
ground.
As you will have noticed, this second description is identical with
Montpetit's account of practices in the Montreal and Quebec City areas;
however, we were not able to find out from our documentation whether
this method was invented by the Amerinds or whether they simply borrowed
the idea from European colonists.

The Leister - PP1.3
The leister has been used since early times. In the Jesuit Relations
(1896-1901, 6: 310) is a detailed description of the leister used by the
Montagnais:
Ce harpon est un instrument composé d'un long baston,
gros de trois doigts, au bout duquel ils attachent un fer
pointu, lequel ils arment de part et d'autre de deux
petits bastons recourbés, qui se viennent quasi joindre
au bout de la pointe de fer: quand ils viennent à frapper
une anguille de ce harpon, ils l'embrochent dans ce fer,
les deux bastons adjoints cédant par la force du coup et
laissant entrer l'anguille, puis se resserrant
d'eux-mêmes, car ils coup, ils ne s'ouvrent que par la
secousse du coup, ils empêchent que l'anguille embrochée
ne ressorte.
The leister was used in many parts of North America. Driver and
Massey (1957: 205) produced a map that showed the distribution of the
leister to extend over an area from the New England coast to Alaska, the
Northwest coast of the Pacific and the shores of the Arctic Ocean.
The Inuit (commonly called Eskimos) use the leister for fishing the
arctic char (Salvelinus alpinus) when the latter swims upstream at
spawning time. To capture char, the Eskimos build stone dams across
rivers in places where the water is quite shallow; that is, no more than
knee-deep. Above the dams they build a sort of fish pond or stone
enclosure. When the fish swim upstream and jump over the dams, they are
trapped in the ponds. The Inuit, at times in knee-deep water, simply
spear the char with their leisters. Large quantities may be taken using
this method (Gibson 1940: 40-1).
Ontario Amerinds used the leister for eel fishing (Ontario. Dept.
of Education 1917: 30), but the author does not specify which tribes.
Montpetit (1897: 317) mentions its use among the Montagnais on the
Wachicoutai River, where it was used for torchlight salmon fishing in
the same way as we have described for fishing with the dard. The
Micmacs also fished salmon in streams and at the mouths of rivers
flowing into the Gulf of St. Lawrence (Wallis and Wallis 1955: 27; Speck
and Dexter 1951: 253). This type of fishing was also practised by some
Micmacs, who used to travel through the Matapedia valley to fish in the
Rimouski region (Taché 1964: 8 6 ) . From these references we can
therefore conclude that the leister was a familiar instrument on the
banks of the St. Lawrence River and along the gulf.
Moreover, it was not long following their arrival that the French
colonists adopted its use. Montpetit points out that it was used as an
eel-fishing device on Lac Saint-François and in all places upstream from
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Quebec City (Montpetit 1897: iii, 281). The leister is no longer used
in the Montreal region, but Montpetit's statements were confirmed to us
by an elderly respondent who had used this device to catch eels buried
in the mud (Fig. 2 ) .
During her research concerning the traditional way of life at
Saint-Pierre, Ile d'Orléans, Nora Dawson (1960: 148) was informed that
the island's inhabitants used the leister for eel fishing. A family
from the village was even able to show her a leister that had been
handed down through several generations (Fig. 3ji).
The leister, or nigogue, as it was called by the Amerinds and
whites alike, was also used by the colonists who settled in the Gaspé.
It was used both for torchlight eel fishing (Perley 1859: 98) and salmon
fishing (Fortin 1858). This method of salmon fishing led to abuses
which resulted in its being banned in the mid-19th century; however, it
was still used for eel fishing in Chaleur Bay near Carleton no more than
some 20 years ago.
The leister was also used for river-salmon fishing by both the
Amerinds and the colonists on the north shore (Comeau 1954: 114-5; Le
Moine 1863: 35).
No doubt one of the places where the leister is most used today in
the Gulf of St. Lawrence is the Magdalen Islands. The implement used
there for eel fishing consists of an unbarbed iron point attached to a
handle approximately 12 ft. long. On each side of the tip is connected
a double jaw made from automobile seat springs. These springs, which
are bent toward the point, serve the same purpose as the wooden jaws of
primitive leisters; however, they are perhaps even more efficient
because of the great flexibility of steel. In any case, this device is
based on the same principles as the nigogue used by the Indians and was
no doubt initially brought to the Magdalen Islands by Acadians who had
obtained it from the Micmacs (Fig. 3_b).

The Harpoon - PP1.4
The harpoon consists of a wooden shaft with a detachable head, usually
made from bone. The head is connected to the handle by a line, which
may be long or short depending on its intended use. When the fisherman
spots a fish, he spears it with his harpoon. The head, which is buried
in the body of the fish, detaches from the handle and the fisherman
simply has to draw on the line to bring in his quarry. If the fish is
large and puts up a fight, he simply tires it out as would an angler.
The main advantage of this implement, therefore, is that much larger
animals may be caught with it than is possible using the other spearing
devices that we have previously described. Because the Inuit must rely
to a great extent on large aquatic animals for their food supply, the
harpoon is considered to be an important element of their culture.
The harpoon is a very ancient fishing implement. It has been found
in sites in western Europe along with artifacts dating from the Upper
Paleolithic period (Clark 1948: 46) and has been used practically all
over the world.
The single-pointed harpoon was definitely used before the arrival
of the white man by the Amerinds living along the Gulf of St. Lawrence.
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We found an early description of how the single-pointed harpoon was used
by the Amerinds, probably the Micmacs (Denys 1908: 564):
Deux Sauvages se mettent dans un canot, celui de devant
est tout debout le harpon à la main, l'autre derrière
pour gouverner qui tient un flambeau d'écorce de bouleau,
et laisse aller le canot au courant de la marée; lors que
l'éturgeon aperçoit le feu, il vient faire des passades
tout autour, se tournant d'un côté sur l'autre: si tost
que le harponeur en aperçoit le ventre, il le darde au
deffaut des écailles, le poisson se sentant frappé il
nage d'une grande furie: la ligne est attachée au canot
sur le devant qu'il entraine de la vitesse d'une flèche;
il faut que celuy qui est derrière gouverne droit selon
quoi l'éturgeon va, autrement il renverseroit le canot,
ce qui arrive quelquefois, ils savent bien nager, et puis
toute sa force ne va de furie que cens cinquante ou deux
cens pas; cela fait on retire la ligne, on l'amène contre
le canot mort; pour lors on lui passe une corde avec un
noeud coulant en la quelle, et on le tire ainsi à terre,
ne le pouvant mettre dans leur canot pour estre trop
puissant.
It is interesting to note that, as is the case for the leister and
forked spears, this fishing method involves the use of a torch. There
are two other similar descriptions, one written at the beginning of the
18th century by an anonymous Jesuit (Rochemonteix 1904: 104) and the
second by Father Charlevoix (1761: 236). In all three descriptions,
which do not conflict on any point, only the single-pointed harpoon is
mentioned. From this we conclude that the Amerinds of the St. Lawrence
River and the gulf did not, unlike the Pacific coast Indians, use a
double-pointed harpoon.
In spite of the advantages we have mentioned above, we found no
evidence to indicate that the European colonists adopted the use of the
Amerind-type harpoon. Moreover, we feel that the Indians abandoned this
fishing quite early. Our theory is based on the fact that we found only
one further reference to the use of the harpoon, dating from the close
of the 19th century. A description of harpoon used by the Montagnais to
catch salmon and occasionally beaver was written by Napoléon Comeau
(Comeau 1954: 114; Fig. 3 b ) .

The Gaff - PP1.5
We found only one reference to gaffing and that occurred in Montpetit
(1897: III, 202). This type of fishing was practised in the rapids at
Pointe-aux-Buissons, near Melocheville. Sturgeon were speared with an
18-ft.-long gaff fitted with a metal hook. The implement was used for
both daylight fishing and night fishing by torchlight. Fish weighing up
to 100 pounds were caught in this manner.
We have no documented evidence of the use of this method by
Amerinds living along the St. Lawrence and therefore cannot be sure that
it was indeed used; however, we do know that the Quinault Indians of the
Pacific coast (Montandon 1937: 64) used similar devices for salmon
fishing in rivers. We are wondering then whether a detailed
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study of the distribution of this device might not reveal that its use
was widespread and that consequently it was an early cultural artifact
that made its way from Asia to America.
A five-pronged gaff very different from the one we have just
described is used in the Magdalen Islands for eel fishing. This gaff,
called a jig, is made up of a handle (normally a broomstick) 4 ft. to
5 ft. long with one end tapered and having five faces. On each face a
longitudinal saw cut is made in such a way that a large No. 14 cod hook
may be inserted into the groove. The five hooks are tied on at the
upper end with cord, preferably of nylon. This same nylon cord is then
wrapped tightly around the upper portion of the five hooks and the
handle (Fig. 4a_).
Using this implement, the fisherman probes the mud where the eels
have buried themselves. Our respondent told us that relatively large
numbers of eels could be caught in this manner. We found no other
references to this latter type of gaff and conclude therefore that it
was developed locally.

Spear Fishing for Beluga - PP1.6
The oldest reference to fishing for beluga or white whale
(Delphinapterus leucas) is in a work by Jacques Cartier (1924: 118);
however, Cartier simply tells us that the Amerinds fished for beluga in
the vicinity of Ile aux Coudres, without mentioning the method used:
"pareillement, par ceulx du pays, se faictes envyrons de la dicte ysle
grande pescherye des dictz adhothvys, cy davant escriptz."
We were unable to locate more specific references with respect to
the methods used by the Indians for beluga fishing; however, we do know
that there were large numbers of this mammal in the estuary of the
St. Lawrence and that it was hunted on quite a large scale for its oil.
Numerous methods were used to catch it. Among them, no doubt the most
spectacular was the use of a sailing craft. Vladykov describes this
method on information provided by a Les Escoumins respondent who had
used the method himself (1944: 29-31):
Le canot en bois, appelé barge, mesure environ 16 pieds
de long et est muni d'une voile de 6 pieds de haut par 6
pieds de large à la base et de 4 pieds de large au
sommet. Les accessoires nécessaires sont: deux avirons,
des lances, attachées chacune à une corde de 7 à 20
brasses et à une bouée, ainsi qu'un fusil à balle de
calibre 12.
La barge montée par deux hommes, suit la mouvée de
bélugas. Le chasseur est à la proue, son compagnon en
arrière et s'occupe de la voile, il est appelé le
derrière. Les animaux mangent (boëttent) et ne prêtent
pas attention au canot qui s'approche. Lorsque le canot
n'est plus qu'à 20 ou 30 pieds d'un animal, le chasseur
darde une lance sur sa proie. Le derrière jette à l'eau
la corde et la bouée. Aussitôt que le béluga se sent
touché, il donne son coup. C'est le moment critique, car
la corde de la lance peut s'accrocher au canot et même le
faire chavirer. La bouée aide à suivre les mouvements de
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l'animal blessé et le fatigue. Le chasseur suit le
béluga dans sa fuite. Au bon moment, il l'achève avec
des balles.
Vladykov considers this to be an early method of fishing. We found
only one other reference describing this same method and it dates from
1863. This time use of the method was observed off Isle Verte (Taché
1964: 9 2 ) .
Lances and harpoons are also used to kill beluga trapped in the
large white-whale weirs built in the Kamouraska region and on
Ile aux Coudres. These devices are used especially when the falling
tide is still high enough to allow the beluga to swim about inside the
trap. Once the beluga are trapped, the fishermen enter the weir in
boats and attempt to spear them with their weapons, described by
Vladykov (1944: 32; Fig. 4c:) as follows:
Le harpon est un dard muni d'oreillettes qui s'ouvrent
lorsqu'on veut le retirer. Il a deux pieds de long,
environ, et est attachée à l'embarcation. Il se termine
par une douille dans laquelle on enfonce un manche de
bois mobile. L'esponton est un dard ordainaire fixé à un
manche de 7 à 8 pieds.
We will elaborate further on these devices in a later chapter when
we describe beluga fisheries in detail.

Spear Fishing for whales - PP1.7
Our research did not turn up any references to whaling among the
Amerinds. Probably the first whalers in the Gulf of St. Lawrence were
the Basques. As early as the 13th century the Basques were whaling from
boats in the English Channel. When whales became scarce there, the
fishermen were forced to extend their hunting out from the coast in
search of new areas. As a result, their hunt led them to the Gulf of
St. Lawrence at the beginning of the 16th century, even before the
official discovery of Canada by Jacques Cartier.
In his writings for the period 1608 to 1613, Champlain (1922-36,
2: 149) provided a detailed description of the Basques' whaling method:
Ceux donc qui sont plus adroits à ceste pesche sont les
Basques, lesquels pour ce faire mettent leurs vaisseaux
en vn port de seureté, ou proche de là où ils iugent y
auoir quantité de ballaines, & équipent plusieurs
chalouppes garnies de bons hommes & haussieres, qui sont
petites cordes faites du meilleur chanure qui se peut
recouurer, ayant logeur pour le moins cent cinquante
brasses, & ont force pertusanes longues de demi pique qui
ont le fer large de six pouces, d'autres d'vn pied & demy
& deux de long, bien tranchantes. Ils ont en chacune
challouppe vn harponneur, qui est vn homme des plus
dispos & adroits d'entre eux; aussi tire il les plus
grands salaires après les maistres, d'autant que c'est
l'office le plus hazardeux. Ladite chalouppe estant hors
du port, ils regardent de toutes parts s'ils pourront voir
& descouurir quelque balaine, allant à la borde d'vn
costê & d'autre: & ne voyant rien, ils vont à terre & se
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mettent sur vn promontoire, le plus haut qu'ils trouuent
pour descouurir de plus loing, où ils mettët vn home en
sentinelle, qui aperceuât la balaine, qu'ils descouurët
tant par sa grosseur, que par l'eau qu'elle iette ils
les esuans, qui est plus d'vn poinçon à la fois, & de la
hauteur de deux lances; & à cest eau q'elle iette, ils
iugent ce qu'elle peut rendre d'huille. Il y en à telle
d'où l'on en peut tirer iusques à six vingts poinçons,
d'autres moins. Or voyant cet espouuantable poisson, ils
s'embarquent promptemët dis leurs chalouppes, & à force
de rames ou de vente, vont iusques à ce qu'ils soient
dessus. La voyant entre deux eaues, à mesme instant
l'harponneur est au deuat de la chalouppe auec vn harpon,
qui est vn fer long de deux pieds & demy de large par le
bas, emmanché en vn baston de la longueur d'vne demi
pique, où au milieu il y a vn trou où s'attache la
haussiere, & aussi tost que ledit harponneur voit sont
temps, il iette son harpon sur la balaine, lequel entre
fort auant, & incontinet qu'elle se sent blessée, elle va
au fonds de l'eau. Et si d'aduenture en se retournât
quelque fois, auec sa queue elle rencontre la chalouppe,
ou les hommes, elle les brise aussi facilement qu'vn
verre. C'est tout le hazard qu'ils courët d'estre tuez
en la harponnant: Mais aussitost qu'ils ont ietté le
harpon dessus, ils laissent filer leur haussiere, iusques
à ce que la balaine soit au fonds: & quelque fois côme
elle n'y va pas droit, elle entraine la chalouppe plus de
huit ou neuf lieues, & va aussi viste come vn cheual, &
sont le plus souuent contraints de coupper leur haussiere,
craignant que la balaine ne les attire soubs l'eau: Mais
aussi quand elle va au fonds tout droit, elle y repose
quelque peu, & puis reuient tout doucement sur l'eau: & à
mesure qu'elle monte, ils rembarquent leur haussiere peu
à peu: & puis comme elle est dessus, ils se mettent deux
ou trois chalouppes autour auec leurs pertusanes,
desquelles ils luy dônent plusieurs coups, & se sentant
frappée, elle descend de rechef soubs l'eau en perdant son
sang, & s'affoiblit de telle faço, qu'elle n'a plus de
force ne vigueur, & reuenant sur l'eau ils acheuent de la
tuer: & quand elle est morte, elle ne va plus au fonds de
l'eau lors ils l'attachent auec de bonnes cordes, & la
trainent à terre, au lieu où ils font leur degrat, qui
est l'endroit où ils fond fondre le lard de ladite
balaine, pour en auoir l'huille. Voila la façon que
elles se peschët, & non à coups de canon, ainsi que
plusieurs penset, comme i'ay dit cy dessus. Pour
reprende le fil de mon discours, Apres la blessure de la
balaine cy deuant, nous prismes quantité de marsouins,
que nostre contre maistre harponna, dont nous receusmes
du plaisir et contentement.
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It seems that this method did not change noticeably with the
passing time. A text from 1725 on Basque whaling methods provides us
with an almost identical description (Dardel 1941: 130-1):
Les négocians de ST-Jean de Luz et Siboure y
envoyent...cinq à six chaloupes qu'on Equipe à l'Endroit
ou se fait la pesche de 7 hommes chacune avec trois
funins de 120 brasses au bout duquel il y a une arpoise
de 7 brasses de fin brin plus mince que le funin, cet
arpoise est attaché a l'arpon de fer dont le bout est de
la figure d'une flèche il a 3 pieds de long et un manche
de bois de six pieds qui se sépare quand on a arponnë la
Baleine afin qu'il ne ressorte pas, celuy qui jette
l'arpon se met à l'avant de la chaloupe et risque
beaucoup parce que la Baleine après Estre blessée donne
des coups de queue et de Nageoires qui tuent souvent
l'arponnier et font virer la chaloupe...quand on est
arrivé au passage des Baleines on fait un four dans le
vaisseau pour fondre la graisse et la convertir en huile,
le vaisseau est toujours à la voile on tient les
chaloupes suspendues à costé du Vaisseau et un homme au
bout du mast d'hune, quand il voit une Baleine il crie en
Basque, Balea, Balea; l'Equipage se disperse dans les
Chaloupes et court à la rame après la Baleine, Elles se
séparent quand on en voit plusieurs; lorsqu'on a arponné
la Baleine à l'Endroit le plus sensible, Elle prend la
fuite; on fille les funins et la chaloupe suit,
d'ordinaire la Baleine revient sur l'eau pour respirer et
jeter son sang; on s'en approche au plus vite et on la
tue à" coups de lances avec la précaution d'Eviter les
Nageoires et la queue qui tuent souvent les hommes, les
autres chaloupes suivent celle qui est attaché à la
Baleine et le navire aussi pour Estre a portée de la
mettre a bord et ne pas perdre les chaloupes de veue.
However, this text informs us of an innovation which probably did
not exist in Champlain's time; that is, both the whale-catching and
processing operations took place on the ship. The whale catchers no
longer had to rely on shore stations to detect the whales and extract
the oil from the blubber. This gave them much greater mobility and
permitted them to hunt in regions previously inaccessible.
Equipped with this new technology, the Basques went further into
the Gulf of St. Lawrence until they finally reached the estuary.
Champlain (1922-36, 5) reports that at Tadoussac in June 1926 he met
Basques returning from a whaling expedition at Sept-Iles. The Darragory
brothers, who were Basque, set up a fishing station in Tadoussac and
operated it from 1735 to 1744 (Fauteux 1927, 2: 541). Bougainville
(1923-24: 57) states that "les Bayonnais ont quelque fois fait la pêche
de la baleine vers Kamouraska."
However, the whale fishery was not destined to last; we cannot be
sure whether the decline came about because of the scarcity of whales or
because the fur trade was more profitable than whale oil. Charlevoix
(1761: 229) states that the Basques from Bayonne were still whaling in
the 1720s, but that they abandoned this and took up fur trading.
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Other Frenchmen, including the Sieur Riverain at the close of the
17th century (Fauteux 1927, 2: 508) and Hilaire Brideau in 1733 (Renaud
1923: 41), outfitted vessels for whaling. Their methods of whaling,
according to our information, were based on Basque techniques; however,
these ventures proved to be short-lived.
It would seem that for a certain period of time whaling almost
disappeared from the St. Lawrence. But this situation did not last.
Following the Declaration of Independence in the United States,
Loyalists emigrated to the Gaspë Peninsula. Among the immigrants were
whalers from Nantucket and New Bedford, which at that time was becoming
one of the most important whaling ports in the world. These whalers
taught their techniques to Jerseymen living in Gaspë, who in turn began
whaling in the gulf (Perley 1859: 51). Louis Dubë (Minville 1946: 89)
states that this type of fishing reached its peak at the beginning of
the 19th century. Toward the 1850s there were five ships operating in
the gulf out of the port of Gaspë. These whalers fished mainly on the
north shore, where there were large numbers of whales (Alexander 1860:
245; Le Moine 1863: 114). The numerous descriptions of techniques used
that we read (Le Moine 1863: 114; Alexander 1860: 254; Perley 1859: 91;
Rëvoil 1863: 147) seem to indicate that the methods of the Nantucket
whalers and subsequently of the Gaspë whalers are basically the same as
those used by the Basques in the 17th century. The following is a
description given by the Abbé Ferland, as cited in Le Moine
(1863: 117):
Les bâtiments employes pour la pêche de la baleine dans
le golfe Saint-Laurent sont de grosses et fortes
goélettes, capables de résister aux tempêtes; car pour
faire des profits à ce métier, il faut toujours tenir la
mer. A leurs flancs sont suspendues deux berges
baleinières toujours prêtes à être lancées à. l'eau dès
que le premier signal en est donné. L'équipage de chaque
goélette se compose d'une quinzaine d'hommes qui doivent
être de vigoureux et bons rameurs.
The whaleboats were about 20 ft. long and had a crew of seven men,
six oarsmen and a helmsman. When the lookout saw a whale, he would
shout, "There she blows! There she blows!," because of the spout of
water that shot up from the whale's blowhole when it surfaced to
breathe. The whaleboats would immediately be lowered and the chase
would begin, with the helmsman holding the tiller. The oarsman seated
in the bow was also the harpooner. He would remain seated and continue
rowing until the boat was close enough to the whale; he would then stand
up and prepare to throw his harpoon. The harpoon was attached to a line
220 fathoms in length and 2/3 in. in diameter. This line was made up of
51 strands of Manila rope, which was stronger, more flexible and more
elastic than hemp rope. The line had previously been carefully coiled
in a tub located in the stern near the helmsman. It was wrapped a few
times around a kind of vertical drum made from a round piece of wood.
The drum served to prevent the line from unwinding too quickly after the
hit was made and the whale dived for the depths. From the drum, the
line passed between the oarsmen to the bow, where it was connected to
the harpoon which rested on a forked arm ready to be thrown. When the
whaleboat was close enough, that is, about 20 feet from the whale, the
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harpooner would leave his oar, pick up the harpoon, and throw it with
all his might at the whale. If he missed his target, he could try again
with a second harpoon also connected to the line. The wounded whale
would then begin its mad race, intermittently diving and surfacing. The
whaleboat would be towed along at such a speed that water would spray up
to six inches above the gunwhales. After the whale tired, the boat
could be rowed up to the animal. This done, the next step was to kill
the whale. This task was left to the helmsman, who was also called the
killer. He would move forward into the bow and stab the wounded animal
repeatedly with a long lance until he caused a pulmonary hemorrhage.
His success was indicated if the dying whale spouted blood from its
blowhole. The whalers called this spout of blood "flurry." Once the
whale had been killed, it was towed to the factory ship, where it was
flensed and the oil rendered from its blubber (Fig. 5 ) .
For whales that were difficult to catch, a light lance that could
be thrown a much greater distance was used. Melville (1965: 454)
dessribed this lance:
Acier et bois inclus, cette lance mesure quelque dix ou
douze pieds; sa hampe est beaucoup plus mince que celle
du harpon et elle est taillée aussi dans une matière
plus légère, le pitchpin. Elle est garnie d'une petite
ligne appelée la "touée", d'une longueur considérable,
par laquelle elle peut être halée.
However, this industry was not destined to last. Fortin (1879: 10)
tells us that American whalers hunted the black whale (Eubalaena
glacialis Borowski) to such an extent that the species was totally
exterminated, the last black whale being killed at Kamouraska in 1854.
During his 1856 voyage, on the Canadian government fisheries patrol
vessel, the same Captain Fortin (1856) wrote:
On m'apprend que les troupeaux de baleines sont assez
rares dans le golfe Saint-Laurent, même sur les bancs les
plus fréquentés de ces mammifères; en sorte qu'on
s'attend que la pêche de la baleine sera très médiocre
cette année.
That year - 1856 - there were still eight whaleships operating out
of Gaspé. Since there were very few black whales left, the hunt centred
around the humpback whale (Megaptera novaeangliae Borowski). A new
technique was introduced that season by the American ships hunting in
the Gulf: the harpoon gun. Fortin does not give a very complete
description of this method, but from what he does say we can conclude
that this gun was used to fire a bomb which exploded once it had entered
the whale's body. However, many whales were lost when this method was
used due to the fact that the whales sank almost immediately after they
were shot. Fortin (1856) estimated that out of every 30 or 40 whales
shot, American whalers were only able to recover six or eight of them.
He felt that there was a link between the use of the gun and the
decrease, which he observed over a number of years, in the number of
whales caught.
It would seem that Captain Fortin was right; in documents from
subsequent years there is almost no mention of whaling in the gulf.
Probably the size of the catches was not adequate to compensate
shipowners for the huge outlays they had to make in whaling. Norwegian
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whalers attempted to revive the industry at the beginning of this
century using modern methods including steam-operated oil extractors,
large 1,000- to 1,500-ton vessels, and the well-known harpoon cannons
(Minville 1946: 8 9 ) . At the outset, this venture was successful, as is
indicated in the following enthusiastic report by Bouillard (1908: 103):
Depuis qu'elle se livre à la poursuite de ces animaux de juillet à octobre - la Quebec Steam Whaling n'a eu
qu'à enregistrer des succès. En 1905, elle a capturé
quatre-vingt-six baleines, en 1906, soixante-douze, l'une
d'elles mesurant quatre-vingts pieds de longueur, et en
1907, 75, mais de dimensions plus modestes que les années
précédentes. Les soixante-douze baleines de 1906 ont
rapporté 180,000 gallons d'huile.
However, this was another venture that proved to be very
short-lived; after only six or seven years, operations were discontinued
(Minville 1946: 20). In 1918, the Annuaire statistique for Quebec
(Quebec [Province]. Bureau of Statistics 1918: 400) lists two whaleships
fishing in our waters. Then there is silence. There is a possibility
that in later years some foreign shipowners still hunted these great
cetaceans in the gulf, but if so, we did not find any reports on these
activities.

Fishing with a Bow and Arrow - PP2
Although bow and arrow fishing was used nearly everywhere in the world,
it would seem that the Amerinds who fished along the St. Lawrence did
not use this method extensively. We found only one reference to its
use; the Iroquois, it is reported, used the bow and arrow to catch fish
in shallow water (Stites 1905: 48).
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Hand Fishing - PM

The only general study of hand fishing that exists to our knowledge is
the one done by Gudger in 1948. According to him (Gudger 1948: 281),
this method was known on three continents. In North America, north of
the Rio Grande, Gudger believes that it was the European colonists and
not the Amerinds who used this method. In this respect we have a quote
from Father Hennepin (1698: 229-30), who tells how he taught the
Amerinds living near Fort Frontenac how to hand fish, by grabbing fish
by their gill covers:
Etant là, j'appris aux Sauvages à prendre des poissons à
la main. J'abattois des arbres au printemps prés de ce
Saut, et je les faisois tomber, afin de m'y pouvoir
coucher, sans me mouiller. En suite je mettois la moitié
du bras à l'eau. J'y trouvois une quantité prodigieuse
de poissons de différentes espèces. Je les empoignois
par les ouïes après les avoir flatez de la main, et quand
j'en avois pris plusieurs fois, cinquante ou soixante
grands poissons, je m'en allois me chauffer, et me
délasser, pour retourner ensuite plus frais à la pêche.
Je les jettois dans un Sac, qu'un Sauvage tenoit à la
main.
Our information on this topic would seem to confirm his idea. We
found no reference at all to Amerind use of this method in the
St. Lawrence valley although its use has been reported by a French
Canadian respondent from the lower St. Lawrence. The method is used to
catch carp when the fish come upstream in pairs to spawn on the sandy
bottom in shallow water. The method is quite simple - the fish are
grabbed by the tail. It is considered quite an achievement if a
fisherman is able to catch both carp at once in this fashion. We must
assume that this method was not commonly used since this was the only
reference made to it.
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Fishing with a Noose - PNC

Snare Fishing - PNC1.1
Comeau (1954: 115) describes the kind of salmon snare fishing that was
practised by both the whites and the Montagnais on the north shore.
For snaring salmon, dried greased thong, or copper or
brass wire is used. The snare is attached to the end of
a stout rod, of birch, mountain ash or sapling. The loop
is seven to eight inches in diameter, with a foot or more
of spare wire between the loop and the rod. The noose is
then passed under and around the fish and when about
opposite the back fin a jerk is given and the fish is
snared by the tail.
Hirbour (1966: 25) recently observed this same type of fishing
among the Algonquins of La Vërendrye Park:
La branche (d'environ 8 pieds de longueur et de 1 pouce
de diamètre à sa plus fine extrémité) est tenue â 2 mains
par sa plus grosse extrémité. A l'autre bout, le collet
est ouvert à son plus grand diamètre possible (environ 10
pouces). Debout sur une roche ou s'avançant pieds nus
dans le rapide, l'Indien surveille le poisson. Lorsqu'il
en voit un, il descend son collet dans l'eau, le passe
autour du poisson (tête en premier) et relève le collet
d'un mouvement brusque.
Hirbour stated that this was quite an effective method of fishing.
In less than an hour, the Amerinds he was watching caught three 18-inch
pickerel and a sturgeon about 30 inches long without moving from one
spot.
This device is also used in rivers flowing into the lower
St. Lawrence to catch carp that are assembled below rapids.
This method was definitely known during the French regime. The
habitants near Quebec City used it for fishing through holes cut in the
ice, as the following quote written in December 1759 (Knox 1914-16, 2:
311-2) makes clear:
The manner by which the people supply themselves with
fish, at this season, is deserving of notice. A hole or
well is made in the ice, about eight or ten inches
diameter; there the fish gather, in great numbers, for
air, as some conceive; and others are of opinion it is
for light. The person then amuses them by throwing down
crumbs of bread, entrails of fowl, &c. and, while the
fish are greedily employed in feeding, he slips down a
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black hair gin, tied to a short stick; and, guiding it
round one at a time, he draws it out of its element with
a sudden jirk, and thus repeats it, as long as his frigid
situation will permit him to continue on the ice; before
his departure, he lays a broad stone over the well, to
render the air or light less familiar to the inhabitants
of these aqueous regions, of which there are an
inconceivable variety, of different sizes, from that of a
sprat to a herring, of diverse colours, and most
delicious to eat, fried or stewed.
Since Jenness (1963: 411) also mentioned the use of this method
among the Eskimos and the Athapascans, we would suggest that the snare
was already in widespread use when French colonists arrived and that the
latter adopted it subsequently. Anell's study (1955), the only in-depth
work concerning this method, leads us to believe that such must have
been the case. He shows that the snare was used all over the world and
that, consequently, it could very well be a very early cultural artifact
(Anell 1955: 6 4 ) . Moreover, following a study of distribution maps for
this fishing device, Anell concluded that it most likely originated in
northern Eurasia and that from there its use spread to Oceania via
Japan and into North America across the Bering Strait (Anell 1955: 65).
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Fishing with a Line - PL

Line-fishing methods include three main types: hand-line fishing,
drag-line fishing and stationary-line fishing.

Hand-Line Fishing - PL1

Hand Lines Used by the Amerinds - PL1.1
In the opinion of Rostlund (1952: 113), the natives did not practise
hook-and-line fishing to any great extent. This probably resulted from
the fact that some of the species most abundantly available, such as
salmon, shallow-water cisco (Coregonus sp.), shad (Alosa sapidissima
[Wilson]) and lake whitefish (Coregonus sp.) did not take bait. Another
reason could be that the Amerinds had nets with which they could make
much larger catches than those possible with lines. Driver and Massey
(1957: 206) also suggest this latter reason, pointing out that
technologically advanced nations limit freshwater fishing methods to
hook-and-line fishing in order to prevent the elimination of fish
populations. This would imply that hooks yield smaller catches than
nets.
In this chapter, we will first of all describe the material used to
make lines and the various types of hooks. We will then describe
methods of hand-line fishing on the basis of historical writings we have
located.

Lines

and Various Materials

Used -

~PL1.11

The Amerinds used various materials for making lines. One source
(Ontario. Dept. of Education 1917: 25) mentioned that Ontario Amerinds
used deer gut for making lines. Champlain spoke of the use of a bark
line among the Almouchiquois of New England, but did not specify which
tree provided the bark. The Hurons spun lines out of wild hemp (SagardThéodat 1939: 322) and the Micmacs made theirs from twisted yellow birch
twigs (Wallis and Wallis 1955: 27). These methods reveal the ingenuity
with which the Amerinds used the natural resources available to them.

Hooks - PL1.12
Having outlined the types of line used by the Amerinds, we will now
describe the devices that were attached to the lines for the purpose of
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catching fish. One device, no doubt the earliest, was the straight
hook, or gorge (Fig. 6/a). This device was a small, elongated piece of
bone, wood or stone, with a line attached at the centre. The fish
swallowed the baited hook. When the fisherman pulled to draw in the
fish, the sharpened ends of the hook penetrated the stomach walls. The
gorge is therefore used in much the same way as the barbed hook. Anell,
who conducted a detailed study of this device, stated that the gorge was
widely distributed and would thus seem to be a very early cultural
artifact. It has been found in Upper Paleolithic sites in Europe and in
the oldest American sites (Anell 1955: 8 3 ) . This same author suggested
that this device was more commonly used in northern than in tropical
regions. The earliest written document that mentions the use of the
straight hook in the St. Lawrence region is in Relations par lettres de
l'Amérique septentrionalle. The Relations were written by an anonymous
author at the beginning of the 18th century (Rochemonteix 1904: 104).
An excerpt from one of the letters in this collection reads:
ils pèchent aussy à la ligne dormante de 40 à 50 brasses
d'eau, au bout de laquelle ils attachent la moitié du
petit poissons, dans laquelle ils ont passé un morceau de
bois dur et aigu, caché de telle manière que le poisson
qui vient par avaler cette moitié ne s'en aperçoit point;
par ce moyen ils prennent beaucoup de truites.
Although this source dates from the beginning of the 18th century,
it is almost certain that the gorge was used before then, most likely
prior to the arrival of Europeans on this continent. The archaeological
finds to which Anell refers corroborate this. Jenness (1963: 62) made
general mention of the use of a gorge made of wood or bone among the
Amerinds. Ontario Amerinds also used it (Ontario. Dept. of Education
1917: 25), as did the Micmacs (Wallis and Wallis 1955: 27).
Anell (1955: 132) believes that simple hooks were in use in
northeastern parts of North America from 100 B.C. until a few centuries
before the arrival of Christopher Columbus. These hooks were used as
far north as the St. Lawrence River and the Great Lakes. Most of them
were apparently barbed and U-shaped. However, in Quebec, according to
Anell, the hooks were made of copper; they were unbarbed and either
U-shaped or V-shaped. Therefore, if we accept what Anell says, the
Amerinds were no longer using these simple hooks (gorges) when the first
French colonists arrived in the St. Lawrence valley. This theory is
partially corroborated by the fact that no other written evidence of
Amerind use of this device has been found.
On the other hand, composite hooks (Fig. 6_b) were used. They have
been described by several authors, including Champlain, who encountered
their use among the Almouchiquois of New England in the early 17th
century (1922-36, 1: 343):
Il vint à nous 2 ou 3 canaux qui venaient de la pesche de
la morue, et autre poissons, qui sont là en quantité,
qu'ils peschent avec des aims faits d'un morceau de bois,
auquel ils fichent un os qu'ils forment en façon de
harpon, et lient fort proprement de peur qu'il ne
sorte: le tout estant en forme d'un petit crochet: la
corde qui y est attachée est d'escorce d'arbre. Ils m'en
donnèrent un, que ie prins par curiosité, où l'os estoit
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attache de chanvre, à mo opinio, come celuy de France, et
me dirent qu'ils en cueilloient l'herbe dans leur terre
sans la cultiver, en nous montrant la hauteur corne de 4 à
5 pieds.
The details of this description are identical with those of a
description by Sagard-Théodat (1939: 366) of a hook used by the Hurons,
who at that time were living in the Great Lakes region: "Nous trouvasmes
dans le ventre de plusieurs poissons, des aims faits d'un morceau de
bois accommodez avec un os qui servait de crochet, lie fort proprement
avec de leur chanvre."
Collier (1950: 7) mentioned that a very similar fishing device was
used by the Inuit. This would suggest that composite hooks were widely
distributed. Rostlund (1952: 118) did a study of its distribution and
proposed the following hypothesis to explain the presence of the
composite hook in northeastern parts of North America.
The distribution of composite hooks employed in historic
time suggests that they may have diffused eastward across
Arctic America: De Laguna proposes that this type of hook
may have reached the Indians in the Northeast perhaps as
a loan from Dorset (1947: 212; 1946: 122). It is
probable that the true harpoon, the leister, and the jig
were carried by people of Dorset or other Eskimo type of
culture, but it is doubtful that any of the Eskimos
transmitted the composite baited hook to a region in
which fish-hooks, at any rate in the form of carved bone
hooks, had been used long before the time usually
assigned to Dorset, Thule, or any other Eskimo culture.
If the principle of the fish-hook reached the northeast
from a northerly quarter, perhaps in the form of gorges
or composite hooks, the chance of it coming by way of
the older peoples in the woodland of the MacKenzie river
basin seems better than the possibility of Eskimo
transmittal. It is also possible that fish-hooks reached
the Northeast by both routes, for jigs as well as baited
composite hooks, were used in that region.
At the present time the above theory seems plausible. No evidence
to invalidate it has turned up in our research; however, as with any
hypothesis based on distribution, we feel that caution is in order further study or new data could shed new light on the subject and cause
us to change our views.

How Devices

were Used -

PL1.13

Following that brief description of Amerind lines and hooks, we will now
describe how these devices were used to catch fish. We can be sure that
the Ontario Amerinds practised this method, thanks to an anonymous
author (Ontario. Dept. of Education 1917: 25) who left us a description.
The device used consisted of a deer-gut line with hook attached to a
short fishing rod.
In his writings from the period 1615 to 1618, Champlain (1922-36,
3: 166) reported that the Hurons used a line for ice fishing in the
Great Lakes region. His statement is corroborated by the writings of
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Sagard-Théodat (1939: 322), a Récollet who lived a whole year with the
same tribe only a few years after Champlain's report. Nicolas Denys
(1908: 566) also wrote that the Micmacs fished for trout under the ice
using a hook and line. These authors do not specify whether the devices
used were hand lines, but we can be fairly certain that they were after all, a dragged line cannot be used for ice fishing and we found no
references to stationary lines being used for ice fishing.

Ice Fishing for Tomcod - PL1.2
Hand-line fishing under the ice was also one of the early methods used
by the French colonists in New France. As early as 1757 it was noted by
Bougainville (1923-24: 56) that this method was used to catch tomcod
(Microgadus tomcod [Walbaum]) as they ascended fresh water to spawn in
streams flowing into Lac Saint-Pierre and in tributaries of the St.
Lawrence near Trois-Rivières. This fish, which migrates in large
numbers toward the end of December (whence comes its nickname petit
poisson de Noël), was a major contributor to the fresh food supply of
the colonists living along the St. Lawrence during the long, hard
winters.
This fishery gradually changed over the years. Montpetit
(1897: 171) reported that at that time tomcod, or the petit poisson des
chenaux was fished to be sold in the markets. Vladykov (1955a: 12)
mentioned that in 1954, commercial fishermen took approximately 100,000
pounds of tomcod, which brought at least 20 thousand dollars.
No doubt, when it first began, this fishing through a hole was
practised on the river ice with only a screen for protection, as we
occasionally see even still; however, for several years now fishermen
have used a little wooden shanty, similar to the one described in
reference to spear fishing through the ice but much more comfortable.
Deffontaines (1957: 117) described this type of fishing, but a much more
complete description is given in Vladykov (1955a: 12):
Les endroits les plus reputes sont Batiscan et
Sainte-Anne-de-la-Pérade. Dans ce dernier endroit, on a
compté quelque 400 cabanes durant l'hiver 1954. Ces
cabanes de bois mesurent ordinairement 7 pieds par 9
pieds, logent 4 pêcheurs et servent durant plusieurs
saisons. Cependant, on en trouve aussi de beaucoup plus
grandes, où 18 personnes peuvent pêcher. Toutes ces
cabanes sont peinturées de couleurs vives et gaies; elles
sont éclairées à l'électricité et chauffées par un poêle
à bois....
Dès que la glace atteint une épaisseur de 4 à 5
pouces, ce qui normalement se produit vers le 20
décembre, on installe les premières cabanes dans
l'estuaire de la rivière Sainte-Anne-de-la-Pérade. A
mesure que la saison progresse et que l'hiver sévit, la
glace épaissit jusqu'à deux pieds et peut supporter un
véritable village de cabanes de pêche et plusieurs
automobiles. Dans chaque cabane, on taille dans la glace
un trou rectangulaire d'environ 6 pieds de longueur par
16 pouces de largeur, qu'on recouvre, en dehors des
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heures de pêche, d'une planche de bois pour empêcher le
gel. Dans ces cabanes confortablement chauffées, on
pêche avec deux lignes. Chaque ligne, munie en son
milieu d'une allumette, porte deux hameçons appâtés avec
du foie de lard gelé. Une livre de foie de porc donne
400 morceaux d'un quart de pouce carré. Quelques-uns
préfèrent se servir d'appâts plus gros. Un mouvement
d'allumette indique qu'un poisson a mordu. D'un seul
coup, le pêcheur remonte la "Petite Morue" et la jette
par la fenêtre. Le frois a vite fait de geler les
prises, qui conservent ainsi leur saveur.
Le poulamon peut mordre à n'importe quelle heure du
jour, mais c'est surtout le soir que la pêche est
fructueuse. Une personne peut capturer jusqu'à 500 ou
600 poulamons, entre 7 heures du soir et 7 heures du
matin.
This fishing, as described to us by Vladykov, has become a popular
type of sport fishing in the past few years. Now there is even an
annual carnival on the river ice at Sainte-Anne-de-la-Pérade.

Fishing without a Hook - PL1.3
We found references to another type of hand-line fishing practised in
the fresh water of the St. Lawrence, namely fishing with worms, or
fishing without a hook. With this method, the bait, without any hook,
is simply attached to a hand line which is then suspended a few feet
down into the water. The fish, usually eel or bullhead (Ameiurus
nebulosus) bites the bait. When the fisherman feels the bite, he draws
the line back to the surface, taking care not to lose his catch, which
is held only by its jaws closed on the bait. Once the catch is out of
the water, the fisherman simply gives a quick jerk on the line to make
the fish loosen its grip and fall into the boat. This method is used in
the evening by torch or lantern light. Montpetit, who felt it was a
method characteristic of the area upstream from Quebec City, stated that
it was used prior to the middle of the 19th century.
Vous prenez un fil de chanvre de 3 à 5 pieds de longueur,
que vous enfilez dans une forte aiguille. Choisissant de
gros lombrics ou vers rouges, soigneusement vidés,
enquantité suffisante, vous passez l'aiguille suivie du
fil, dans le sens de la longueur jusqu'à ce que le fil en
soit entièrement couvert. Vous lovez ensuite ce
saucisson d'un nouveau genre en anneaux de 6 à 7 pouces,
réunis par un lien que vous attachez au bout d'une ligne
de 3 ou 4 pieds de longueur, jointe à une canne très
courte et solide. Il vas sans dire que cette pêche se
fait toujours au falot ou à des feux allumés sur la
grève. Du rivage ou du pont du bateau, vous laissez
descendre le paquet de vers à quelques pouces dans l'eau
et vous attendez.
Les anguilles attaquent les vers, que le fil
intérieur empêche de se diviser; le pêcheur sent-il
quelques petites secousses, il relève vivement le paquet
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qu'il jette vivement soit dans le bateau, soit sur le
rivage, où il entraîne sa proie accrochée par les dents.
Telle est la pêche à la vermée ou à la vermette, comme je
l'ai vu faire, je le répète, il y a près de 50 ans.
(Montpetit 1897: 286).
An elderly respondent informed us that he used this exact method
more than 50 years ago to catch bullhead in the La Prairie basin. His
father, who lived for a period in the Adirondack region in New York
State, had taught him the method.
Anell (1955: 69) states that this method was used all over the
world, especially in Western Europe and among the Amerinds. This
statement is backed by Wallis and Wallis (1955: 27), who mentioned the
use of a baited line without a hook used for fishing by the Micmacs.
According to Anell (1955: 71), this is a very ancient method and was
probably used even before the hook and line.
It thus seems probable that the method is or has been
known in most part of the world; and it is conceivable
that we here have to do with a very ancient method from
wich angling proper evolved when men learned to attach to
the end of the line various pointed objects, e.g.,
double-pointed sticks, thorns, etc. which must have
implied a great advance in the art of fishing.
Although this hypothesis is logically sound, we still have our
doubts about it since we have found no evidence to indicate that line
fishing evolved from simple to more complex methods, or from the baited
line to the hook-and-line method. In our opinion, fishermen did not
necessarily have to use the worm-fishing method initially in order for
some inventor to come up with the idea of attaching a pointed object or
hook to the end of the line.

Freshwater Hand Line - PL1.4
Another type of hand-line fishing is traditionally practised along the
St. Lawrence. Although it is not mentioned in any historical documents,
we base our claim that it is relatively old on the fact that an
80-year-old respondent told us of using the method from childhood.
The device used (Fig. 6c_) consists mainly of a strong, flexible
cord about 70 ft. long, at the end of which is attached a cone-shaped
lead weight 3 in. long and 1/2 in. at the base. At the end of the line
are three 6-in. leaders, with hooks, spaced about 1.0 ft. apart (Fig.
8_b). The line is wound onto a specially designed wooden reel, of which
one side measures about 10 in. long and tapers to form a point which can
be stuck into the ground and act as an anchor on the shore. This device
is mainly used to catch bottom-dwelling fish such as bullhead and eel,
but occasionally is also used for yellow perch (Perca flavescens
[Mitchill]) and pumpkinseed sunfish (Lepomis gibbosus [Linneaus]).
This device is relatively simple to use. Once at the riverbank,
the fisherman removes the hooks from the small cork float which serves
to prevent the hooks from getting tangled up or from injuring someone.
The fisherman baits his line with earthworms, which he places head first
on the hooks. He then unwinds the full length of cord from the
reel, being careful to coil it neatly at his feet in a spot which he has
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cleared of all twigs and pebbles that might cause tangling. Once all
the cord is removed, he pushes the pointed side of the reel into the
ground. Then, picking up the cord about four feet from the hook end and
a few inches above the leaders, he swings it in a fast rotating motion
above his head. When he feels that the momentum is great enough thanks to the weight at the end of the line - he releases the cord in
the desired direction. It lands about 70 feet away from him and sinks.
There it is held in place by the weight attached to the end, despite the
strength of the current. This done, the fisherman cuts a stick
approximately 1/4 in. in diameter and 2-1/2 ft. long from among the
bushes along the shore. This branch is pushed into the ground in front
of the reel. The upper part of the branch is split about 1.0 in. down
the middle, thus forming a kind of clamp. The rope is then passed
through this split, where the clamping action of the branch holds it in
place.
The purpose of the branch is to hold the shore end of the line out
of the water and thus make it more visible to the fisherman. When a
fish bites, it tugs on the line and causes the branch to move. The
fisherman then removes the line from the fork of the branch and, holding
it in his hand, waits until he feels sure that the fish has clearly
taken the bait into its mouth. At that moment, he gives a quick jerk on
the line so as to sink the barbed hook solidly into the flesh of the
fish. All he has to do then is draw his catch to the shore with the
rope. Some fishermen go one step further and add a few small bells to
the end of the branch. When the line is shaken by a fish biting the
bait, the bells jingle and inform the fisherman of the bite; however,
most fishermen simply use the branch by itself.
Once he has brought the fish in, the fisherman strings it on a fish
stringer (Fig. 6d_). This consists of a strong cord with, at one end, a
kind of blunt awl-shaped attachment made from wire, and, at the other, a
wire attachment bent around to form an eyelet through which the cord is
threaded and tied. To string the fish, the cord and awl-shaped
attachment are passed into the mouth of the fish and out one of its
gills. At the other end of the fish stringer, the wire attached to the
cord prevents the fish from slipping right off the end and keeps it
captive. Several dozen fish can be strung on the cord, thus forming a
string of fish. These strings of fish are always left in the water near
the shore to keep them fresh. The fish are still able to breathe and
stay alive until the fisherman leaves for home. When the string is
placed in the water, the fisherman must, of course, be careful to attach
it to a bush growing near the water. If there are no bushes, he should
drive the awl-shaped end into the ground. These precautions are to
prevent the fish from escaping. Aside from keeping the fish fresher,
the fish stringer greatly facilitates carrying the catch. When he is
through fishing for the day, the fisherman, holding onto the awl-shaped
end, simply throws his string of fish over his shoulder for the walk
home.
There are very few references to the fishing device mentioned
above. We found only one reference to it (Gruvel 1925: 160), reporting
the use in Annam (Indochina) of a hand line with two or three hooks used
from the shore. The author called the line a palangrotte (freshwater
hand line). We borrowed this term, moreover, from this author and use
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it to designate the fishing device that Quebec fishermen simply call a
ligne à main (hand line). At the present time we can only theorize
concerning the age and origin of the hand line. Until a general study
of fishing devices such as lines has been done, these facts will be
difficult to determine with accuracy.

Cod Hand Line - PL1.5
Hand-line fishing for cod along the St. Lawrence and in the gulf is a
very old method that has been described by numerous authors (Marcotte
1966: PI. III-V; Bérubé 1965: 13; La Morandière 1962, 1: 85-8, 148, 151,
163; Pépin 1958: 88-9; Vladykov 1955a: 9; Blanchard 1935: 69; Revoil
1863: 121; Denys 1908: 552-3). Since these references are easily
located, we will not bother repeating them here.
This method was introduced to the Gulf of St. Lawrence by French
fishermen who, at the beginning of the 16th century, before Cartier's
arrival, came to supply the demand for dry cod back home. Upon reading
descriptions written by Denys (1908), which were repeated by the
historian La Morandière (1962), we realize that shore hand-line fishing
for cod has remained practically unchanged in the 450 years that it has
been practised in our part of the country. Blanchard (1935: 69) wrote a
general description of this method. The only difference between his
description and earlier historical texts is that the kind of fishing
observed by Blanchard in 1925 was done on a family basis, whereas
earlier the fishermen were employed by a merchant and only came to our
coasts during the fishing season:
La saison de pêche ne commence qu'à l'arrivée des harengs
et des squeeds [encornets], qui vont servir de boette à
la morue, donc au début de mai; elle s'est peu à peu
retardée de nos jours jusqu'à juillet. Chaque matin, le
pêcheur accompagné de son aide part sur sa barque et va
jeter ses lignes à deux hameçons à très faible distance
de la côte, un mille environ, toujours à portée de la vue
et de la voix. Dès que la pêche a donné, il regagne en
toute hâte le rivage, où son canot s'échoue sur la flèche
littorale qui ferme le barachois. Là, les femmes et les
vieillards attendent, devant les "vignots" ou claies de
séchage, disposés à même le banc littoral. Les morues
déchargées sont décapitées, vidées, salées, les foies mis
de côté, tandis que le pêcheur retourne au large. La
saison de pêche prend fin en novembre.
The descriptions we have read would seem to indicate that this type
of fishing has not changed very much over the centuries. The most
complete description of the device used was given by Marcotte (1961).
The hand line is a very simple device. It consists of a 5-in. or 6-in.
weight of about 1-1/2 pounds (Fig. 7ji). Two wires, twisted about each
other, are inserted into the weight. At the end of these twisted wires
a ferrule is attached to prevent the line from getting tangled when the
fisherman brings in his catch. Two half-fathom leaders with hooks
(Fig. 101)) are fastened to the ferrule. The hooks are baited with
herring, squid or mussel. When the cod are plentiful, the leaders are
lengthened and a third hook is added. A leather thong is used to
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connect the whole device to the line since if it were attached directly
to the weight, the line would break easily. Line length may vary
according to water depth, but usually it is between 25 and 30 fathoms
long. The fisherman sinks the line nearly to the bottom, since cod is a
demersal species. He gives a few short jerks on the line, then waits
for a bite. He normally uses two lines at once; however, up to four
lines, hung from both sides of the boat, may be used.
To protect his hands from rope burn when he puts out and draws in
his line, the fisherman wraps them in a strip of material called
manigot. This practice seems to be quite an old one - it was mentioned
as early as 1724 (La Morandière 1962, 2: 150).
Although some old fishermen still use this method, we predict that
it will disappear completely from our coasts within the next few years.
Since the introduction of the trawl line or bottom line, a device which
gives much higher yields than the hand line, the latter has been on its
way out. Now that the drag net has been introduced, it is impossible
for an archaic device like the hand line to compete. The drag net in
fact has transformed fishing in the gulf into a veritable industry.

Halibut Hand Line - PL1.6
Halibut hand-line fishing was practised on the lower St. Lawrence with a
device similar to that used for cod fishing. Tache (1964: 38-9) left us
a vivid description of this method, which unfortunately would seem to be
no longer practised in this region:
La pêche au flétan est bien une des pêches les plus
intéressantes que je connaisse; une véritable guerre qui
demande une tactique particulière.
Les engins de cette pêche consistent en une ligne
d'un quarantaine de brasses au moins, soigneusement
roulée sur un cadre de bois qu'on nomme carrette, un
harpon, une hache et une gaffe. La ligne, semblable â
celles dont on se sert pour la pêche de la morue, porte
une cale de plomb, dont le poids varie selon la force des
courants au milieu desquels on pêche; de l'extrémité de
cette cale partent deux avançons, armés chacun d'un gros
hains ou croc.
Le flétan est difficile, il faut lui servir pour
bouëte du poisson très frais; autrement, il ne donne pas.
Il mord d'ordinaire, fort doucement, en produisant sur la
main du pêcheur la sensation d'un poids considérable
ajouté â la ligne.
Dès qu'un flétan a mordu à l'une des lignes de ceux
qui pèchent dans la même embarcation, l'heureux pêcheur
donne avis aux autres, qui tous retirent promptement
leurs lignes; car autrement, il y aurait danger de voir
toutes ces lignes se mêler pendant la lutte avec
l'animal. Ceci fait, on accroche, c'est-à-dire qu'un
coup sec fait entrer le croc dans la gueule du flétan.
Alors, le poisson part et il faut, en ménageant cependant
une certaine résistance, lui donner de la ligne;
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autrement il briserait tout, ou vous seriez oblige de
tout laisser aller, comme cela arrive quelquefois...
On donne donc de la ligne, mais avec parcimonie,
jusqu'à ce que la traction opérée par le flétan diminue;
alors, on reprend la ligne, sans secousse. Toute cette
opération se renouvelle autant de fois qu'il est
nécessaire, pour fatiguer l'énorme poisson, noyer le
flétan, en terme du métier.
Enfin, on attire doucement l'animal près de
l'embarcation; s'il résiste encore, à cinq ou six pieds
de l'eau on le harponne, sinon de suite on le gaffe par
la tête. Au besoin, on lui sépare l'épine dorsale en
deux, d'un coup de hache.
Hand-line fishing for halibut would seem to be a very early method.
It was mentioned by Nicolas Denys (1908: 564) in his book which appeared
in the 17th century. The halibut, like the cod, is a bottom-dwelling
fish. No doubt this type of fishing began when cod fishermen discovered
that they could catch halibut in the same fashion.

Hand-Line Fishing for White Bass - PL1.7
Hand lines were also used for fishing the white bass (Morone chrypsops
[Rafinesque]) on the lower St. Lawrence.
La pêche se fait au moyen d'une ligne de 15 à 20 brasses,
munie de deux forts hameçons montés sur empile de crin ou
en corde filée, et lestée d'un plomb ou cale du poids de
6 à 7 onces, qu'on lance à toute volée. Un pêcheur
habile surveille et entretient aisément deux lignes
(Montpetit 1897: 137).
The bait used for catching white bass was herring and smelt. We
did not locate any old references to hand-line fishing for white bass.
It seems to have been abandoned for several years now because of the
almost total disappearance of white bass from the estuary of the
St. Lawrence River.

Hand-Line Fishing for Mackerel - PL1.8
In the Magdalen Islands, mackerel are still fished with hand lines. The
fisherman, in his boat, holds a 4-1/2-fathom line in each hand. A hook
about 2 in. long with a lead shank is attached to the end of the line.
The hooks are baited with herring. Both lines are wound around the same
wooden reel or frame, an 8-in.-by-6-in. rectangle (Fig. lOd). The
season for this fishing is from the beginning of July to the end of
September.
Several authors mentioned line fishing for mackerel in the Gulf of
St. Lawrence (Joncas 1866: 21; Daneau 1964: 29), in Gaspé Bay (Fortin
1856) and in the Magdalen Islands (Le François 1965: 173). Innis
(1954: 327) reported that this type of fishing was still practised until
1870, at which time the use of purse seines to fish mackerel further
from the coast was introduced. Today, line fishing for mackerel
provides some added subsistence to the population of the Magdalen
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Islands at certain times of the year. It also constitutes an exciting
attraction for summer tourists to the islands.

Jigging for Cod - PL1.9
The jigger (Figs. 7jb, 8a) is a very old fishing device. The first
fishermen who came to the Newfoundland coast used it. La Morandière
(1962, 1: 86) gave a description of it:
La faux est un assemblage de deux hameçon liés dos à dos
par une masse de plomb à laquelle, pour suppléer à
l'absence d'appât, on donnait autant que possible la
forme d'un poisson et que l'on maintenait toujours
luisante. L'homme lançait sa ligne au bout de laquelle
était attachée la faux et la ramenait vers lui en lui
donnant une violente secousse, geste qui rappelait celui
d'un faucheur. La morue ne mordait pas à cet hameçon
mais se trouvait crochée par une partie de son corps. Ce
genre de pêche se pratiquait lorsque la morue
apparaissait en bancs serrés.
The use of this method gave rise to much controversy. As early as
1684, the procureur syndic for St. Malo protested its use (La Morandière
1962, 1: 174). The controversy continued for many years. In a letter
dated 9 September 1718, Monsieur de Brouage, the commandant for the
Labrador coast, protested the use of this device in his report to the
Conseil de Marine (Brouage 1922-23: 362):
Les capitaines m'on averti que si l'on continuait à
pêcher avec la faulx que la morue abandonnerait
entièrement la côte comme elle l'a fait au Petit-Nord,
parce qu'ils ne peuvent pas prendre une morue qu'ils n'en
blessent plusieurs. Aussitôt qu'il en a une de blessée
elle fuit et toutes les autres la suivent. Comme ils
sont tous persuadés que c'est ce qui a perdu la pêche au
Petit-Nord, me prièrent tous de demander au conseil un
règlement et qu'il faut défendre sous quelque prétexte
que ce soit et le Conseil ordonnera sur cela qu'il jugera
à propos.
The Conseil de Marine was hesitant about passing a regulation
banning this method. This is revealed in a letter dated 10 June 1719
from the president of the conseil to Commandant de Brouage (Brouage
1922-23: 362): "Il est fâcheux que la pesche n'ait pas mieux reussy; le
conseil a écrit dans les ports au sujet de la pesche avec la faulx, et
comme les négocians ne sont pas convenus du tort que cela y fait, il n'a
rien ordonné sur ce sujet...." However, Dardel (1941: 115) writes that
somewhat later, fisheries inspector Le Masson du Parc "mentioned the use
of jigging, which had been recently banned as a result of complaints
submitted a few years ago." The Conseil de Marine did, therefore, yield
to Monsieur de Brouage's requests and it seems that the new regulation
was enforced as is indicated in the following:
Le Masson du Parc a chargé le sieur de Beauchesne,
lieutenant de l'Amirauté, de faire une descente chez les
fabricants d'ains, dans le temps des armements, pour y
surprendre les moules de cuivre dans lesquels ils fondent
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les plombs qui forment la faux. Il propose de soumettre
les capitaines à l'amende (Dardel 1941: 115)
Jigging is still practised today with the same methods used by the
French fisherman in the 17th century, except that new types of jiggers,
such as the Norwegian jigger, have been recently introduced. The most
recent and complete description of this technique is found in Marcotte
(1966: Pis. VI-IX; Fig. 7_b_) . However, like hand-line fishing, jigging
for cod is declining quickly and we predict that within a few years it
will be nothing but a tourist attraction.

Fishing for Squid with a Squid-Jigger - PL1.10
In earlier times, in the 17th century, squid was caught by attracting it
to the shore with fires: "pour le [l'encornet] prendre on fait du feu à
terre sur le bord de l'eau, la nuit la mer montant il vient à terre, la
mer perdant il demeure à sec sur la grève, qu'on en trouve quelquefois
toute couverte" (Denys 1908: 565).
This method was described by several authors (Charlevoix 1761: 234;
Speck and Dexter 1951: 252; La Morandière 1962, 1: 172), who probably
were inspired by Denys' description. Moreover, it seems that this
method of fishing has since been abandoned; during our tour of coastal
visits, we did not encounter one fisherman who still used it.
Fishing for squid, which is an excellent source of bait for cod and
halibut fishing, is now done with a piece of equipment called a
squid-jigger.
La turlutte est un engin de pêche employé pour la capture
de l'encornet. Il consiste en un leurre de plomb peint
en rouge, garni à sa base de plusieurs pointes (hameçons)
réunies en faisceau. Ces pointes sont en cuivre. Il est
bien important que le plomb soit coloré en rouge ou tout
au moins gardé très luisant. La turlutte a
approximativement les dimensions suivantes: longueur 3
1/4", diamètre 1 1/16". Son poids est de 3 onces
(Marcotte 1966: sect. III).
This device was also described by Joncas (1886: 13) and La
Morandière (1962, 1: 32). The squid-jigger, often provided with red
wool yarn to serve as a lure, is attached to a line which the fisherman
handles much like a cod jigger to capture squid as they pass by.
Fishing is done from a boat, at sunset and sunrise, as the squid come up
toward the surface of the water; that is, up to a depth of six to seven
fathoms. The take can be very high. One of our respondents told us of
having caught several hundred squid in only a few hours of fishing in
this manner.
Fishermen make their own squid-jiggers. An elderly respondent from
Grande-Grève described to us how he made his; we give his explanation in
Figure 9.
This method seems to have been in use in the Gulf of St. Lawrence
for a long time. La Morandière (1962, 1: 32) mentioned it along with
other well-known traditional fishing methods dating from the French
regime and Innis (1954: 57) spoke of a squid hook which was on the
inventory of an English ship that came to fish cod in 1615 and was quite
likely similar to the squid-jigger.
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Drag-Line Fishing - PL2

Drag Line Used by the Amerinds - PL2.1
Jenness (1963: 61) believes that the Amerinds used drag lines quite
extensively since their unbarbed hooks - apparently only very few barbed
hooks have been found at early Iroquois sites - would have been
inadequate to keep the fish captive if stationary lines had been used.
Indeed, we did find an early reference to the use of drag lines
(Sagard-Thëodat 1939: 304) that practically proves that the Amerinds
used this method before Europeans arrived on this continent. This
method, used by the Hurons in the Great Lakes region, was to attach a
hook (probably composite) and line behind a moving canoe. The hook was
baited with a frog skin.
This method is still in use among present-day Amerinds such as the
Crées of Lake Mistassini (Rogers 1963: 43) and the Montagnais-Naskapi
(Lips 1947: 21); however, because these authors provided only brief
descriptions, we cannot say whether these Amerinds adopted an European
method or whether the early method as described by Sagard-Thëodat has
survived.

Drag-Line Fishing for Mackerel - PL2.2
La Morandière (1962, 1: 173) mentioned drag-line fishing for mackerel as
a traditional fishing method among fishermen during the French regime.
Our coastal fishermen adopted this method on the north shore, as
Puyjalon (1894: 34) pointed out:
Les planteurs de la Côte ont renonce à le (maquereau)
poursuivre, et l'on ne voit plus leurs embarcations
légères armées de longues lignes flottantes, maquereller,
les jours de calme, et parcourir en tout sens la surface
des eaux à peine ridées par les brises chaudes de l'été.
As Puyjalon states, this method was abandoned when the mackerel
populations were exterminated; however, during our visits to the north
shore villages, a respondent from Godbout assured us that there is still
some drag-line fishing for mackerel, but that this fishing brings in
very little to the few fishermen who still practise it.
Falaise (1954: 181) reported the use in the Magdalen Islands of a
line -attached to a short stick which jutted out on either side of the
boat. At regular intervals this line had 30-ft.-long leaders or clipots
to which were fastened hooks baited with herring, Crustacea or mackerel.
However, the same author added that this method was less profitable than
net fishing for mackerel. Therefore, it seems that hand-line fishing
for mackerel, like cod hand-line fishing, is being replaced by more
efficient methods and that it will soon be nothing but a memory.
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Stationary Lines - PL3

Stationary Lines with a Single Hook - PL3.1

Single-Hook

Stationary

Line

Used by the Amerinds

-

PLS.ll

From a description dating from the beginning of the 18th century that we
found in Rochemonteix (1904: 104), it would seem that fishing with a
single-hook stationary line was one of the traditional Amerind methods,
ils pèchent aussy à la ligne dormante de 40 a 50 brasses
d'eau, au bout de laquelle ils attachent la moitié du
petit poisson, dans laquelle ils ont passé un morceau de
bois dur et aigu, caché de telle manière que le poisson
qui vient pour avaler cette moitié ne s'en aperçoit
point; par ce moyen ils prennent beaucoup de truites.
The hook used with the nightline described above is not a hook in
the normal sense of the word, but rather a gorge or straight hook of the
type mentioned at the beginning of this chapter (see "Hooks - PL1.12" in
"Hand Lines Used by the Amerinds - PL1.1"; see also Fig. 6a_). This
description by Rochemonteix of the use of the straight hook corroborates
Jenness's statement (1963: 61-2) that since the Amerinds did not have
barbed hooks, they had to use the straight hook when they set stationary
lines and they knew a fisherman could not be present. These lines were
probably tied to weights or to some type of float.
Contrary to what Jenness had earlier reported, the Amerinds used
another type of hook, a composite hook, with their stationary lines left
unattended. Lips (1947: 21) stated that the Montagnais used until
recently a traditional fishing method which made use of the composite
hook, consisting of a wooden shank with an unbarbed tip made of bone
(see Fig. 6_b). The hook was fastened to a line of variable length,
which was attached to an 8-ft.-long fishing pole. The pole was held in
place by a cord attached to a stone or an anchor weighing about 15
pounds and resting on the bottom. The cord connecting the pole to its
anchor was always shorter than the depth of the water at the fishing
spot, and the upper end of the pole, where hook and line were attached,
was not anchored. As a result, the upper end stuck out of the water and
was visible from a distance. Moreover, because of the buoyancy of the
pole, this system tired the fish out much more quickly and permitted
larger fish to be caught without fear of the line being broken (Fig.
10a_). Lips also pointed out that it was not surprising to see 20 to 100
of these devices in use at the same time on a lake.
Poachers sometimes use this method for catching common pike. This
author has seen it used in the Laurentians, north of Montreal. The only
difference from the Montagnais' device is that the cord from anchor to
pole is attached at the middle of the pole, probably to conceal the
device from patrolling fishwardens.

The Brimbale

or Rooking

Lever

-

PL3.12

The rocking lever, used for ice fishing, may also be classed as a
single-hook stationary line (Fig. 10c"). It consists of a short
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fishing rod, about 3 ft. long, which is shaped like a rifle. At one end
(1), a line with a barbed metal hook is attached. Live bait, usually a
minnow, is used. At the fulcrum (2), a horizontal axis keeps the rod
balanced on a forked upright support (3) planted in the ice. When a
fish bites, the rocking action of the rod indicates to the fisherman
that a fish has been caught (Chamberland 1966: 338).
Fishermen can take care of several dozen of these devices at the
same time. They go from line to line, sometimes removing a fish just
caught, other times breaking and removing with a kind of ladle the thin
layer of ice which forms over the hole. The role of the fisherman in
this type of fishing is very indirect - he simply goes and unhooks a
fish when the rocking motion indicates that a fish has been caught. For
this reason we have classified this device as a type of stationary
line.
In a single day a fisherman can catch up to two or three hundred
fish, especially yellow perch; however, depending on the area and the
season, they may catch much smaller numbers of pickerel, common pike,
burbot and black crappie (Pomoxis nigromaculatus).
As we have already pointed out, for all types of ice fishing
fishermen protect themselves from the wind and the cold by staying
inside little heated shanties which they drag out onto the ice, or by
using screens. Sometimes they sit in their cars and wait for bites.
This type of fishing is now very popular, especially among sport
fishermen. Evidence of this is the appearance at fishing time of whole
villages of shanties on the ice, especially in the Montreal area, on
Lake Champlain, Lac Saint-François, Lac Saint-Louis and the Ottawa
River, in the same fashion as at Sainte-Anne-de-la-Pérade. No
historical documents provide us with indications of how long this method
has been in use, but perhaps discussions with old fishermen who practise
it could shed some light on the subject.

Stationary Lines with Several Hooks - PL3.2

Freshwater

Stationary-Line

Fishing

with

Several

Hooks -

PL3.21

The stationary line with several hooks, or longline, was used
extensively by commercial fishermen in the St. Lawrence and its
tributaries. A respondent from the region of La Prairie, who used this
device about 20 years ago, provided us with a description of it. He
stated that it consisted of a strong rope or master line about 350 ft.
long which had 18-in. leaders attached at 3-ft. intervals. A
medium-sized hook baited with minnows, frogs, crayfish or liver was
attached to each leader. The master line was held in place by a rock of
about 15 pounds attached at each end. A buoy, usually a sealed
one-gallon metal drum, was tied to the line to mark its location. The
line was set and left for the night. The main fish caught were
sturgeon, bullhead, eel and sometimes pickerel.
This description is very similar to that of a device which
Montpetit (1897: 251) claims was used by fishermen on the Ottawa River
in the mid-19th century:
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Il y a quelque 50 ans il n'existait pas d'endroits au
Canada ou cette pêche fut aussi abondante que dans
l'Ottawa. Plusieurs semaines avant le temps de pêche, le
vieux (le père ou grand-père), se rendait au bois pour y
lever de l'ëcorce d'orme qu'il faisait bouillir pour en
faire une câblière, ce qui lui prenait des jours et des
jours suivant la longueur de la ligne dormante qu'il
voulait tendre. La ficelle étant un article rare alors,
on se servait de chanvre pour faire des empiles
auxquelles on attachait des hameçons éhanchés, les seuls
connus, et qui coûtaient bel et bien un ou deux sous la
pièce. Un beau soir, la ligne dormante allait se coucher
au fond, longue de dix, de douze, de quinze arpents,
armée de cent à deux-cents empiles, eschées d'ablettes,
de grenouilles et de gardons. Le lendemain, dès l'aube,
le vieux faisait la relève et, de retour, son canot étant
rempli, il était fier d'éveiller les jeunes à son aide
pour transporter son poisson de la grève a la maison.
Although at that time lines were made of elm bark fibres, after the
Amerind fashion, we found nothing to indicate that longline fishing was
a traditional method used by the Amerinds. In fact, we found only one
reference to Amerind use of this device. In a recent work, Lips states
that it is not an early method:
Another modern device is the long fishing line, often
extending over two hundred feet. This line, spread out
between two planks floating on the surface of the water,
is anchored to the ground with two heavy stones tied to
its ends. A number of strings with hooks on their ends,
each about three feet apart from the next, are attached
to the line (Lips 1947: 21).
The longline was used for catching sturgeon, channel catfish
(Ictalurus punctatus [Rafinesque]), bullhead and eel almost everywhere
in the fresh water of the St. Lawrence and its tributaries, including
Lac Saint-François (Montpetit 1897: III; Cuerrier and Roussow 1951: 5 ) ,
the Ottawa River (Montpetit 1897: 256), Lac des Deux Montagnes (Prévost
1906), the Montreal region (Fauteux 1927, 2: 522), Lac Saint-Pierre
(Vladykov 1955c: 12), and Saint-Pierre on Ile d'Orléans (Dawson
1960: 149).
It is easy to understand the popularity of this device - the
fisherman does not have to be constantly present to watch the line and
it is much more effective than the hand line or single-hook stationary
line. The reason it is more effective is because the hooks, which
number two or three hundred, cover a greater area of the bottom than
does a hand line with a single hook. Consequently, the chances of fish
being attracted to the bait and biting are better.

Cod Trawl Line

- PL3.22

The trawl line, also called bottom line or longline (Fig. 11a), was
described by Marcotte (1966: sect. V ) :
Le principal élément de la palangre est la
maîtresse-corde. A cette corde sont amarrées, à
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intervalles réguliers, des lignes plus fines appelées
avançons. Chaque avançon est garni d'un hameçon de
grosseur appropriée à l'espèce de poisson qu'on veut
capturer. La corde à palangre se vend en longueur de 50
brasses. Chaque longueur de 50 brasses ainsi montée avec
avançons et hameçons constitue une pièce de ligne. Une
palangre est formée d'un plus ou moins grand nombre de
pièces de ligne. Ces lignes sont maintenues au fond
grâce à des grappins. Des bouées de repérage servent à
signaler leur présence en mer.
To prevent these lines, which may be very long, from getting
tangled, the fishermen hung some of the hooks on a wire or float which
ran around the outside of the boat; however, in the last 30 years
this wire has been replaced by the "piano" (Fig. ll_b_, c), which consists
of a wooden frame with two wires across the upper portion. The hooks
are placed on these wires one after the other.
Fishing with a trawl line is done with two kinds of boats, the
Miscou barge and the trawler. The Miscou barge, powered either by sail
or by engine, is similar in shape to the boat used for hand-line
fishing, but is much larger (30 ft. to 35 fc. long) and is decked. The
trawler is a 55-ft. engine-powered boat, also decked, that can carry
trawl lines with about 6,000 hooks each.
Each trawler carries herring gill nets. These gill nets are used
to catch the bait for this type of fishing. After having baited the
hooks, the fishermen put out their lines either in the same direction as
the current or across it, to prevent their lines from tangling. The
lines are usually set at night and brought in at dawn.
This type of fishing was very productive since, as Innis
(1954: 383) points out, it helped to increase the number of French
fisheries in the 19th century. This is not surprising when we consider
the fact that the trawl line covers much more bottom surface than the
hand line previously used in the Grand Banks. The two-leader hand line
covers only 600 to 1,000 sq. ft. while a 500-fathom length of trawl line
covers some 3,600 sq. ft., and with boats able to use up to 125 of these
lines, the surface covered can be anywhere from 72,000 sq. ft. to
440,000 sq. ft. Trawl lines are thus much more effective than hand
lines (Bérubé 1965: 15).
La Morandière (1962, 1: 157) believes that fishing with a trawl
line was practised for the first time in North America by a Frenchman,
Captain Sabot. He used it for cod fishing on the Grand Banks of
Newfoundland in 1786. But this was certainly not a new fishing method.
In his reports dating from the beginning of the 18th century, fisheries
inspector Le Masson du Parc described its use and mentioned that it was
used by fishermen from Cayeux and Ault:
Les cordiers de Cayeux sont montés par 10 à 12 hommes,
qui apportent chacun 20 pièces de cordes, longues chacune
de 50 brasses (85 m ) ; la tessure de l'équipage au complet
est garnie de 16 à 20,000 hameçons. Ils pèchent en
général dans un rayon de 5 à 6 lieues de la terre et
fréquentent les fonds du Vergoyer, "par le travers de
Boulogne". Les barques d'Ault n'ont que 6 à 7 hommes qui
fournissent chacun 1200 a 1500 hameçons: ils tendent
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leurs lignes à la voile et les relèvent "sur le champ par
le même bout qu'ils ont fini de tendre", ce qui leur
permet d'embarquer le poisson tout vivant (Dardel
1941: 38).
Therefore, it would seem that trawl-line fishing as practised by
the French fishermen on the Grand Banks of Newfoundland was an
adaptation of an already existing method used on the coasts of France.
According to Perley (1859: 53), the trawl line was introduced to
Newfoundland by French fishermen in 1845; however, the changeover to
using it did not take place without incident. Innis (1954: 381) reports
that the use of the trawl line was subject to strong criticism in
Newfoundland in the year 1852. American and British fishermen did adopt
its use in 1861 (Innis 1954: 329), as did Lunenburg fishermen, in Nova
Scotia, in 1870 (Innis 1954: 371-2).
Trawl-line fishing was definitely practised along the Gaspé coast
during the second half of the 19th century. We know this because Fortin
(1879: 12-3), the MLA for Gaspé, in preparing a speech to be given
before the Legislative Assembly in 1879, collected substantial evidence
from numerous people involved in fishing who stated that the use of the
trawl line and the seine was causing the fishing grounds to be depleted.
A second mention of its use was made by Abbé Huard (1897: 480-1), who
was concerned about the devastation of the north shore fishing grounds
by Newfoundland fishermen who were using trawl lines.
Therefore, trawl-line fishing was introduced relatively recently to
the Gaspé and north shore fishing grounds. It is still rather difficult
to explain the reason for the delay in the adoption of a method which is
such a vast improvement over the hand line. Bérubé (1941: 174) believes
that the use of the hand line declined as a result of a decrease in the
numbers of fish near shore. This decrease led to the use of the Miscou
barge equipped with trawl lines for deep-sea fishing. This might be a
partial explanation, but it does not explain why cod trawl lines were
not used by coastal fishermen. Perhaps one explanation could be found
in the socio-economic situation of the Gaspé fishermen in the 19th
century and at the turn of the 20th.

Halibut

Trawl Line -

PLS.2S

In Marcotte's opinion (1966: PI. 9, 11), the halibut trawl line is
simply an adaptation of the cod trawl line described above:
Le montage de la palangre à flétan se fait sensiblement
de la même façon que pour la palangre à morue.
Cependant, étant donné la grosseur et la force du flétan,
et aussi la profondeur à laquelle on le pêche
habituellement, les différents éléments de la palangre à
flétan doivent être nécessairement beaucoup plus forts
que pour les lignes à morue.
Historically speaking, we have only one reference to the use of the
halibut trawl line, that found in the speech by the MLA Fortin
(1879: 11). He reported that Americans came to the gulf to fish for
halibut. They came in a boat with six dories, each dory being equipped
with a 1,000-hook trawl line.
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Seal

Trawl Line - PL3.24

The earliest reference to a seal trawl line we found in Puyjalon
(1894: 64). He states that on the north shore, line fishing for seal
was done with large hooks hung down around rocks or with stationary
lines suspended a few feet down in deeper water.
This type of fishing is still done in the Magdalen Islands in late
April and early May. The trawl line is made up of a master line 1-1/8
in. in diameter which has from 50 to 100 3-ft. leaders attached at
9-ft. intervals. Each leader is fitted with a hook baited with herring,
one of the seal's favourite foods.
We were not able to determine the historical origins of this
device; however, we can suggest with some certainty that it was a local
innovation based on an already existing longline, such as the cod trawl
line.
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Fishing with a Gill Net - PFM

Stationary Gill Nets - PFM.1

Stationary Gill Net Used by the Amerinds - PFM1.1
The Amerinds certainly fished with nets before the arrival of Europeans
on the North American continent. Columbus (1961: 63) mentioned having
seem them in Cuba on his first voyage: "et dans les deux (maisons) en
trouve des filets faits avec des fibres de palmier, des cordes, des
hameçons de corne, des harpons d'os et d'autres appareils qui sont
propres aux pêcheurs."
In the summer of 1534, Cartier (1934: 41) met Amerinds fishing for
mackerel with nets in Gaspé Bay:
Nous trouvasmes grant quantité de macquereaulx qu'ilz
avoyent pesché bord à bord de terre, avecques des raiz
qu'ilz ont à pescher, qui sont de fil de chanvre qui
croist en leur pays, où ilz se tiennent ordinairement,
car ilz ne vyennent à la mer que au temps de la
pescherye, ainsi que j'ay sceu et entendu.
In the opinion of Rousseau, who carried out the ethnobotanical
analysis of Cartier's writings (Rousseau 1937, 1948), the Indians that
the explorer from St. Malo met were members of the Huron-Iroquois group
and the hemp mentioned by Cartier could only have come from one of the
following three plants: the linden (Tilia glabra), wood nettle (Laportea
canadensis), and Indian hemp (Apocynum canabium). Several authors,
including Champlain (1922-36, 3: 131) and Sagard-Théodat (1939: 322,
390), mentioned the use of hemp by the Amerinds to make nets. The most
interesting description in reference to the materials used for making
nets was written by the anonymous author of Relations par lettres de
l'Amérique septentrionalle (Rochemonteix 1904: 104):
Ils font ces filets avec de l'ortie ou du chanvre sauvage
dont il y a quantité dans les lieux humides, que les
filles et les femmes filent et tordent sur leurs cuisses
à nud; les cordes qui servent de maîtres à ces filets
sont faites d'êcorce de bois blanc ou de bois de plomb et
sont fortes et difficiles à rompre.
This text shows that the wood nettle (Laportea canadensis) and
Indian hemp (Apocynum canabium) were used for making the cloth of the
net, while the bark of the linden (Tilia glabra) was used to make the
lines. No doubt there were stone weights, such as those that have been
found in several archaeological sites in the St. Lawrence valley, and
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wooden floats, such as are found in most parts of the world, connected
to these lines. Unfortunately, none of the historical writings in our
possession specify the length of these devices or the size of their
mesh. This information could have given us a fairly good indication of
how efficient they were.
Moreover, Cartier's text is too vague to allow us to decide whether
the device used by the Amerinds he met in Gaspé Bay was a gill net or a
seine. On the other hand, a description by Sagard-Théodat (1939: 364)
confirms that the Hurons living along the Great Lakes at the beginning
of the 17th century used a gill net:
Tous les soirs on portait les rets, envyron demye-lieuë,
ou une lieuë avant dans le lac, et le matin à la poincte
du jour on les allait lever, et rapportait-on tousiours
quantité de bons gros poissons; comme Assihondos,
Truites, Esturgeons, et autres qu'ils esventroient....
Sagard-Théodat does not give a description of the fishing device,
but the word rets, which he calls it, was formerly the word used in
France to designate a gill net. Also, the fact that the net was set at
night and brought in at dawn reinforces our opinion that this was a gill
net since that is the usual time when gill nets are used. Moreover, we
can be sure that these nets were not obtained directly from the French
explorers since a little further on in his text Sagard-Théodat (1939:
322, 324) discusses how the women made these rets from ropes made of
wild hemp that they had gathered themselves and twisted, as we mentioned
above.
Other authors, such as Pierre Boucher (1964: 100) and Champlain
(1922-36, 3: 131-7), mention fishing with nets among the Hurons and the
Iroquois. The Jesuit Relations (Jesuits 1896-1901, 56: 120) of 1672
also mentions the use of nets by the Puants (today known as the
Winnebagos) to catch fish and even aquatic wildfowl. There is a myth
among the Amerinds of Michillimakinac which tells of how the god
Michabou taught them how to fish and how to make nets (Blair 1911-12,
1: 282-4; Rochemonteix 1904: 129). From these few references, we can
see that the net was a familiar fishing device in the whole Great Lakes
region.
However, not only net making was centred in this region; net
distribution was important as well. Nets made by the Hurons were an
important article of trade, as is revealed in the following quotation
(Champlain 1922-36, 3: 131):
Quant à leur(s) habit(s), ils sont de plusieurs sortes,
et façons, et diversitez de peaux de bestes sauvages,
tant de celles qu'ils prennent, que d'autres qu'ils
eschangent pour leur bled d'inde, farines, pourcelines,
et fillets à pescher, avec les Algoumequins, Piserenis
(Nipissings), et autres nations, qui sont chasseurs, et
n'ont leurs demeures arrêtées.
This statement reveals that the Hurons, a sedentary and
agricultural tribe, were not totally self-sufficient since they depended
partially on the hunting tribes of the surrounding area for some of
their necessities, such as hides from fur-bearing animals. Therefore,
the Hurons traded with other Amerinds prior to the arrival of Europeans
on this continent. In order to obtain some necessities, they had
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organized a trade network, which no doubt explains why they had no
difficulty in quickly monopolizing the fur trading market with the
French.
Other sources corroborate the above. In the Jesuit Relations from
1647, we are informed that the Atticamequis exchanged their furs for
Huron fish nets (Jesuits 1896-1901, 31: 208):
Ils ont commerce avec les Hurons, et quelques uns avec
les Français...les Hurons leur apportant du bled et de la
farine de leurs pays, des rets et d'autres petites
marchandises qu'ils échangent contre des peaux de cerfs,
d'élans, de castors et d'autres animaux.
In the same work, from the year 1634 (Jesuits 1896-1901, 6: 308),
it is reported that the Montagnais fished with nets which they had
obtained from the Hurons and the French.
The latter reference also points out the role possibly played by
the French with respect to spreading the use of fishing nets. The
explorers always carried small gill nets with them. The nets were set
at night near the camp and brought in at dawn. Fish caught in this
manner assured the men during their journey of a supply of fresh food.
Champlain (1922-36, 1: 274; 4, 169) used this method as he travelled up
the Ottawa into Huron country.
In modern times, the Amerind still fish with gill nets. Hirbour
(1966: 30) indicates that a small 50-ft.-long gill net is used by the
Algonquins of La Virendrye Park. On the other hand, Lips (1947: 18)
mentions that the Montagnais-Naskapi use a 100-ft. gill net with wooden
floats and stone weights. According to him, the net is made by the
women using a netting needle and a loom identical with those used by
modern-day commercial fishermen. According to Rogers (1963: 43),
gill-net fishing is common among the Mistassini Amerinds. The Micmacs,
it seems, also use a gill net with stone weights (Speck and Dexter 1951:
253) . From these few references we can see that gill-net fishing is
still in widespread use.
Rostlund (1952: 90 et sq) carried out a detailed study of the
distribution of gill nets in North America. Here we quote only the
conclusions reached by this author. He feels that there are no
documents which provide an adequate proof that gill nets were introduced
to North America by way of the West Indies, Mexico or the islands of the
Pacific; however, he notes that these nets were extensively used on both
shores of Bering Strait, which could lead to the assumption that they
were introduced to the American continent by a northern route.
According to that theory, use of the nets spread down the Pacific coast
to the south, from lake to lake in the northern parts of the Prairie
provinces, and finally down to the Great Lakes. From the Great Lakes,
the nets spread to the Atlantic coast by way of the St. Lawrence or the
Hudson River systems.

Stationary Gill Net Used by the Amerinds to Catch Beaver - PFM1.2
Netting beaver would seem to be a very old method of catching this
animal. Sagard-Théodat (1939: 387) points out that the Hurons used nets
set under water for catching beaver. Father Le Jeune, in his Relation
de 1634 (Kenton 1927, 1: 151), mentions that the Montagnais placed nets
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at the entrance of holes and used wood as bait to attract the beavers.
In the 1720s Charlevoix (1761: 222) noted with surprise that killing
seals with a musket was called fishing (pêche) and catching beavers
under water with nets was called hunting (chasse).
However, these descriptions are too brief to permit us to determine
whether the nets used by the Amerinds were gill nets or bag nets. Such
is also the case for the description given by Hirbour (1966: 30) of nets
used by the Algonquins in La Verendrye Park:
Piège à filet dans un ruisseau: après avoir construit un
couloir en aval de la maison, on y dispose un filet. On
va ensuite détruire la maison du castor. Celui-ci
descend le courant et est obligé de passer le couloir,
car le reste du ruisseau est bloqué par des branches. Il
s'engouffre dans le filet et l'Indien n'a plus qu'à
relever celui-ci.
Rogers (1963: 41) also mentioned beaver hunting as it was done by
the Crées on Lac Mistassini:
Also, nets were used for the capture of beaver and otter.
The net was set under water across a narrow stream. The
hunter held the ends of a cord which passed around the
edge of the net; he then concealed himself. When an
animal struck the net, the hunter pulled the cord taut.
This acted as a chawstring and closed the net around the
victim.
In this case, the author's description makes it very clear that the
net used was not a gill net, but a bag net. This type of net is also
used by the Montagnais and the Naskapi; Lips gave an illustration of it
(Fig. 23c_; Lips 1933: 8-9, 29, Fig. 3 ) . We are not certain, however,
that this method described by Hirbour is the same one found in works by
earlier writers. Indeed, it is possible that the Amerinds used several
types of nets for catching beavers, including one which required that
the Amerind be present at all times, such as the bag net described by
Rogers, and another type such as the gill net, which, like a
spring-operated trap, needed only to be inspected at regular intervals.
Because of the lack of information on this topic, we will have to leave
this question unanswered.

Fishing with a Stationary Freshwater Gill Net - PFM1.3
Freshwater gill-net fishing has been practised for many years by those
living along the banks of the St. Lawrence River. At the beginning of
the 18th century, Gédéon de Catalogne (1915: 292, 293) described a
method of net fishing that was used for fishing under the ice on Lac
Saint-Louis and Lac Saint-Pierre. Species fished included sturgeon,
walleye, pike and carp. Another report of net fishing comes from
Fauteaux (1927, 2: 522), who mentioned that as early as 1715, nets were
used to fish sturgeon in the Montreal area. The most complete
description of gill netting under the ice was written in 1754 by
Nicolas-Gaspard Boucault (1920-21: 14):
le poisson ne peut être péché qu'à travers la glace par
des trous que les habitants font de distance en distance
d'environ 12 à 15 pieds d'éloignement, faisant gagner
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d'un bout à l'autre le maître bout d'un filet qui est
chargé, au bas, de roches croisées et attachées, ou de
calles de plomb pour tenir le filet en respect contre le
courant et faire prendre le poisson dans les mailles.
Les filets ont des mailles plus ou moins grandes, et
sont mis en usage selon l'expérience et le jugement des
habitants....
Cette pesche sur les glaces se fait par les
habitants au-devant de leurs habitations; plusieurs
voisins pour leur grand avantage s'unissent ensemble pour
barer plus d'étendue d'eau, et lorsqu'ils veulent tirer
leurs filets, par ces trous, dont le bout du maître du
filet est amarré ou attaché à une perche entrée dans la
glace à côté du trou, ils sont obligés avec la hache de
refaire de nouveau ce trou, qui le plus souvent a plus de
5 à 6 pouces d'épaisseur de glace formée du jour au
lendemain.
This fishing, which provided a significant amount of food for the
farming population living along the banks of the St. Lawrence, has
survived to the present day. Almost the same species as these mentioned
by Boucault are still fished, including sturgeon, carp, red horse,
walleye, sunfish, bullhead and others (Mélançon: 101; Bastien 1965: 2;
Cuerrier and Roussow 1951: 3; Vladykov 1955b: 11; Tremblay 1961: 3 ) .
Even some anadromous species such as the shad are caught in this area
during their stay in fresh water (Cuerrier and Prëfontaine 1946: 20). A
drawing of the type of net used in the fresh water of the St. Lawrence
is given in Figure 12.
However, for many years now this type of fishing has greatly
declined. As a result of an unprecedented growth in the population of
the Quebec City, Montreal and Trois-Rivières areas, and the accompanying
steady increase in the number of sport fishermen, it was necessary to
pass rather strict regulations. Therefore, so-called sport species,
such as the muskellunge, walleye and bass, may only be fished
commercially at certain times of the year. We must also consider the
pollution of the waters of the St. Lawrence, caused mostly by industries
along the banks which dump their wastes directly into the river. No
doubt fish populations have decreased considerably as a result of this
pollution. The result has been that many commercial fishermen who were
operating in fresh water have had to abandon this trade since it has
become less and less profitable.

Stationary Gill Net for Cod - PFM1.4
The most important component, which is the part where the fish are
actually caught, is the cloth. This may consist of several relatively
large nets with different sizes of mesh depending on the fish to be
caught. For cod, the dimensions of the mesh are usually about 5 in. to
6 in. square when stretched. The cloth is usually attached, over its
entire circumference, to a kind of frame made out of rope, or lines,
which are of larger size than the netting material and are designed to
reinforce the net and provide a place to which the floats and weights
can be attached. The upper line or headline ("header"), to which the
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upper end of the net is attached, has floats connected to it at 6-ft.
intervals. The lower line, or footline ("footer") is held down by
weights which are also attached at 6-ft. intervals. At both ends of the
net are fall lines. Sometimes there are also two poles of the same
depth as the net located at the ends for the purpose of keeping it
vertical in the water. These poles are called stretchers. The finished
net is 100 ft. long and makes up one section. Several of these sections
of net may be joined together and set in the water where they are kept
on the bottom by anchor cables attached to grapnels or anchors. Buoys
connected to these anchor cables mark the spot where the net is set and
make it easy to locate from the surface.
According to Marcotte (1961: 116), the gill net has been used for
cod fishing since 1870, when it was first used in New England. His
statement is partially corroborated by Goode and Collins (1887: 269),
who claim that the first tests with fishing with gill nets took place in
1878 at Cape Ann in New England. The nets used were Norwegian in
origin.
This fishing method was adopted by some Maritime fishermen and must
have been quite successful. Only a few years after these first tests,
Joncas (1886: 13) wrote a strong article in support of extending the use
of this technique to all our Atlantic fishing grounds.
Monsieur James Feeham, de l'Ile du Prince-Edouard, écrit
aux journaux de cette Province pour dire qu'il a
admirablement bien réussi dans la pêche à la morue au
filet, capturant en moyenne quinze cents à deux mille
morues tous les jours.
Espérons donc que nos pêcheurs feront bientôt un
usage général de ce nouvel appareil dont l'emploi produit
de si beaux résultats dans les autres pays, et sauveront
ainsi un temps précieux et une quantité considérable de
hareng, maquereau et autres poissons, aujourd'hui
dépensés comme appât, mais qui pourraient être expédiés
aux marchés et produire de jolies sommes.
However, it was not until 1954 that the first tests of this advice
were carried out at the Grande-Rivière Marine Biology Station. As
Marcotte (1961: 116), who carried out the initial tests, has stated, the
tests were not followed up since very few fishermen adopted use of the
nets. However, more research was carried out with the gill net and
Boulanger (1960) carried out tests around Rivière-au-Tonnerre, on the
St. Mary Islands, and up to the Strait of Belle Isle, on the north
shore. These tests showed that the results of gill-net fishing were
more constant than those from trawl-line fishing for this region. In a
further attempt to encourage its use, Marcotte published in 1962 an
instruction manual concerning the gill net and how it should be used for
fishing bottom-dwelling fish.
Despite these efforts, Daneau reported in 1964 that cod gill-net
fishing had not had significant results. The following year, trawl-line
fishermen from Grande-Rivière and Ste-Thérèse-de-Gaspé outfitted some
fishing boats and gaspësiennes for fishing cod on the Miscou grounds
with gill nets. The results exceeded their expectations and they caught
larger cod than they had been able to catch with their lines for
several years. This method of fishing was again used in the 1966
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season, and to such an extent that the gill net partially replaced the
trawl line in these two communities.

Stationary Gill Net for Plaice - PFM1.5
We have been told that the gill net was also set on the bottom to catch
plaice. A respondent from the Magdalen Islands informed us that the net
used is similar to the cod gill net except that the dimensions of the
mesh are from 6 in. to 7 in. when stretched. He stated that the method
was introduced to the Magdalen Islands only very recently; that is, at
the end of the 1950s.

Stationary Gill Net for Herring - PFM1.6
The gill net used for herring at Grande-Rivière (Fig.. 13) in the Gaspé
Peninsula consists of a cloth with 2-1/4-in. mesh when stretched. This
cloth is attached by 6-in. vertical lines to a 25-fathom headline. The
headline is made up of two strong 1/4-in. ropes arranged parallel to
each other with their strands twisted in opposite directions to
counteract the tendency of the current to roll up the cloth of the net.
These two ropes are connected to each other by the vertical strings or
lines. The vertical lines are spaced at 6-1/2-in. intervals. Every two
fathoms is fastened a rectangular block of cedar measuring 5 in. on each
side and 11 in. long. These large floats are connected to the headline
by cords about two fathoms long. Because of this feature, the herring
gill net is a floating net that hangs just below the surface. There is
no footline and no sinkers or weights are attached, probably to keep
from weighing down the net since it must float freely. However, there
are double fall lines on either side. The fall lines are five fathoms
long and attached to the cloth by string spaced every 5 in. to 6 in.
The lines used for the fall lines are much smaller than those used for
the headlines; that is, 1/8 in. The cloth of the net is slackened by
one-third when it is attached to the lines, which means that to get a
net 100 ft. long, 150 ft. of cloth would have to be used. According to
our respondent, this degree of slackening provides openings just large
enough for the herring to place its head inside and get caught by its
gill covers. Several of these sections of net, which are 25 fathoms
long and five fathoms deep, may be joined end to end. The final net may
be as long as 1,600 ft. This net can be used as a drift net, but may
also be used in a stationary or anchored manner. In the latter case,
the net is anchored by one end by means of an anchor, which has a marker
buoy connected to it so that the net may be easily located. At the
other end, a buoy is also used, but without the anchor, so that the net
will orient itself with the current.
In the Gaspé area several variations of this type of net are used.
Some herring nets have the floats attached directly to the headline,
which may be a single line. In this case, the net would hang just
beneath the surface of the water. The floats are usually 5-in. cork
disks which are 2 in. thick, or small, flat, oval-shaped wooden floats
with furrows in which the cords of the double headline are passed.
Other nets have a footline with weights. There are also several types
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in which the cloth is not connected to the headline by vertical lines or
loops, but instead by a single line attached at regular intervals.
Although the herring gill nets currently used in the Magdalen
Islands are similar to those used in the Gaspë, there are some
differences in the way they are made. The former are 18 fathoms long
and five fathoms deep. The headline is single and the cork floats are
attached every three feet; however, this interval may vary depending on
the buoyancy of the material used to make the cloth. The important
thing is that the cloth is maintained in a perpendicular position in the
water. These nets also have a footline with sinkers are attached at the
same intervals as the floats when the net is set up. The meshes are 2
in. long when taut. These nets, when hung, are slackened by two thirds
for the headline and footline, and by one half for the fall line, in
order to obtain a diamond-shaped opening. According to the local
fishermen, this is the ideal shape for catching herring. When these
nets are set, two sections 18 fathoms long are fastened end to end.
When they are used as stationary nets, they are held in place by means
of an anchor, as in the Gaspé. The anchor used in the Magdalen Islands
is made of iron and weighs 45 pounds. This anchor has a stock which
holds it flat on the bottom and makes it hold better on an uneven ocean
floor. The nets, which are only anchored at one end, may move about
depending on the wind and the current. A buoy, attached to the net at
the fastening point of the anchor cable, marks their location. When the
current is too strong, a larger buoy is fastened in the same spot. Our
repsondents also reported that a gill net of the type used in the Gaspé
area was used at one time in the islands, but that the nets being used
today are of the type we have just described.
Net fishing for herring as described above is a very old method in
the Gulf of St. Lawrence. It was mentioned in writings from the 17th
century by Sagard-Théodat (1939: 298) and Denys (1908: 540). Then, as
in modern times, herring was used for bait by fishermen who fished for
cod with hand lines. Scattergood (1959: 4) feels that this fact
resulted in the herring-fishing industry being developed in conjunction
with the cod-fishing industry. Indeed, herring fishing declined
noticeably in the Maritimes at the end of the 19th century when the
introduction of trawling eliminated the need for bait. The revival of
herring fishing only came about because of the development of the
lobster trap, which made use of the herring as bait, and because canning
of herring as "sardines" began. Along the coast of Quebec this fishing
was subject to nearly the same problems, but was practised much longer
due to the fact that the first trawlers did not appear until 1951.
After a period during which herring catches declined sharply, it would
seem that new uses for this fish were found since in the last few years
it is again being fished; however, the formerly used gill net has been
abandoned and modern fishermen use enormous purse seines towed by seine
boats. The purse seines, which give much greater yields, will be
discussed below.

Stationary Gill Net for Mackerel - PFM1.7
In the Gaspé, stationary gill nets for mackerel are used in the same
manner as the herring net described above. The dimensions of one
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section of net are the same, that is, 25 fathoms long by five fathoms
deep. As many as 25 of these sections may be joined end to end. The
headline, which is single, has nylon floats attached to it every 3 ft.
The footline may be either a small weighted cord or a single line with
weights attached opposite the floats. As is the case for herring nets,
the fall line is double. The mesh of the mackerel net, 3 in. when taut,
is larger than that of a herring net.
The mackerel net used in the Magdalen Islands is exactly the same
as the herring net except that the mesh measures 2-3/4 in. when taut.
The mackerel, which like the herring is a pelagic fish, is caught
in the same manner, with the net floating just below the surface.
We did not find any historical references to mackerel fishing in
our waters, but since it was used as bait in cod line-fishing (Denys
1908: 540), we can assume that this fishing developed in much the same
manner as did herring fishing.

Stationary Gill Net for Smelt - PFM1.8
Like the herring and mackerel nets, the smelt net used in the Magdalen
Islands is made from nylon. The method is also the same. However,
because the smelt is a smaller fish, the size of the mesh of this net
when taut is only 1-1/2 in.
At Trois-Pistoles, on the lower St. Lawrence, the smelt is fished
with a gill net whose mesh when taut measures 1-1/2 in.

Stationary Gill Net for Salmon - PFM1.9
We saw a salmon gill net at Baie-Sainte-Catherine, not far from the
mouth of the Saguenay (Fig. 14). This net, a total of 135 ft. long and
6 ft. deep, was made up of three main sections joined end to end.
The first section, nearest to the shore, consisted of a cloth of
rope net 35 ft. to 40 ft. long. It was kept perpendicular by four
6-ft.-high stakes that were implanted in the soil on the water's edge
every 8 ft. or 10 ft.
The second section consisted of a cloth made from hemp. This
section was about 50 ft. in length. The cloth was attached to single
lines which had nylon floats and lead weights attached every 2 ft.
The third section, the furthest away from the shore, was made from
a nylon cloth supported by small nylon floats and weighted down by stone
weights spaced at 2-ft. intervals; however, probably because of the
strength of the current, the fisherman had attached five large wooden
floats with little flags on top every three fathoms along the headline.
The footline had extra weights as well, in the form of stones weighing
about two pounds attached at two-fathom intervals. In all three
sections the mesh when taut measured 6-1/2 in.
The owner of this net told us that the first section did not catch
very many of the salmon swimming near the shore since it was too fouled
with algae; however, the other two sections caught large numbers. He
tended his nets at low tide, which in that area leaves the beach totally
exposed, and took advantage of this situation to clean his net.
At Grande-Grève in Gaspé Bay we saw another type of salmon net.
This second type we found very interesting since technologically it
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would be placed between the salmon gill net and the salmon trap of the
type used at Carleton (see "Stationary Containers - PCI"); moreover, the
present owner of this net admitted that he had based the design of his
net on the salmon trap.
This device is a straight net 50 fathoms long and 2-1/2 fathoms
deep which is set at a right angle to the shore. It is anchored there
by a mooring rope some 60 ft. long. Every ten fathoms a leader or wing
of net is attached so as to make an angle of 30 degrees with the first
net. The mesh must be large enough to catch salmon and is therefore
5-1/2 in. when taut. The cloth of the net is slackened by one half when
hung. The header has nylon floats attached at 3-ft. intervals without
vertical lines so that the net will float at the surface. The footline
is weighted with sinkers; however, sometimes, where the strength of the
current warrants it, small stones are attached to this line to provide
the extra weight needed to keep the net perpendicular in the water.
The cloth of the net is held in place by long mooring lines
connected to stone anchors. These anchors may weigh as much as several
hundred pounds and require up to three men to move them. To mark the
location of the anchors, a buoy, a log 6 in. in diameter and 2 ft. long,
is attached to the anchor with a buoy line. To avoid losing anchors,
for example, in a storm when the anchor rope breaks loose, the fisherman
has to rely on such a device.
Since this is a floating device, it nets salmon swimming to a depth
of 2-1/2 fathoms. Salmon coming from the depth of Gaspé Bay swim along
the shore where they run into the perpendicular cloth of the net. If
they do not get caught there, they swim along the wall of net out into
deeper water to go around the obstacle. Before long they find
themselves trapped in the mesh of one of the wings or leaders (Fig. 15).
Our sources indicate that salmon fishing with a stationary gill net
is a relatively recent method. The first mention of its use date from
the second half of the 19th century (Taché 1885: 136; Publicus 1864: 35;
Perley 1859: 9 0 ) . Of course, salmon fishing with a leister or spear was
a very successful method, which probably explains why it was difficult
for the gill net to replace that device.
Salmon gill netting was probably practised along the coast of the
Gaspé Peninsula and even in the lower St. Lawrence, but it has since
been replaced almost completely by the large traps of the type used in
Carleton. On the north shore the gill net has always been very popular.
It is set near the mouths of rivers during the salmon run. There are
numerous references to its use in this region. We were able to verify
some of them during our tour of the coastal villages up to Sept-Iles.

Whaling with a Gill Net - PFM1.10
Strange as it may seem, several attempts have been made to catch whales
with gill nets. None of these attempts were successful. In 1735 the
Darragory brothers, Basques who had settled near Tadoussac, were the
first to try, and failed (Fauteux 1927, 2: 543). The second attempt,
which met the same fate as the first, was made by the Sieur de
Lafontaine de Belcour in 1747 (Renaud 1923: 42). Samuel Robertson, who
had built the large seal fishery of La Tabatière at the end of the
19th century, made a third attempt. Despite the great experience of
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this builder, this attempt, like all the others before it, failed. A
report on this topic was written by Abbé Ferland and is found in the
book by Huard (1897: 457).

Fishing for Beluga with a Gill Net - PFM1.11
Beluga gill-netting has been attempted several times, but the two first
known attempts (in the late 19th century and again in the early 20th
century) at Rivière-Ouelle in the lower St. Lawrence and at
Point-à-la-Carriole on the north shore, both failed (Casgrain 1873: 199;
Comeau 1954: 30); however, in 1927 Vladykov (1944: 35-6) reported that
fishermen at Les Escoumins had succeeded in taking large numbers of
beluga with gill nets:
Hector Morneau se servait de rets mesurant 800 pieds de
longueur, 12 pieds de hauteur, à mailles de 12 pouces de
côté; le brin de 2 à 3 lignes d'épaisseur était en fil de
chanvre. Le filet était tenu en position par des
flotteurs de cèdre placés à tous les dix pieds; sa
ralingue inférieure était appesantie avec du fil de fer
et reliée à une ancre de 500 livres. En un mois
d'automne, on a pris dans ce filet 15 bélugas et 24
requins. On raconte que d'autres personnes ont capturé
jusqu'à 95 marsouins par saison avec des rets
semblables.
Today this method is no longer used.

Fishing for Seal with a Stationary Gill Net - PFM1.12
This section deals with simple gill nets that were used for seal
fishing. In a later section we will discuss the large seal fisheries,
such as those at La Tabatière and Harrington Harbour. The latter are
much more complicated and are more closely related to a net trap than to
the gill net.
As early as the beginning of the 17th century, Sagard-Théodat
(1939: 295) mentioned that baby walrus were fished with nets in the Gulf
of St. Lawrence.
On le [morse] tue quand il paist de l'herbe à la rive des
rivières ou de la mer, on le prend aussi avec des rets
quand il est petit; mais pour la difficulté qu'il y a à
l'avoir, et le peu de profit que cela apporte, outre les
hazards et dangers où il se faut mettre, cela faict qu'on
ne se met pas beaucoup en peine d'en chercher et
chasser.
From the above text, we can conclude that the seal, also a
pinniped, was hunted with nets during the same period. If the following
text written by Mother Marie-André Duplessis from Sainte-Hélène
(1929: 39) is read carefully, our theory would seem to be corroborated:
Les pêcheurs qui vont là barrent de petits bras de
rivière avec des filets qui arrêtent ces poissons
[loups-marins] en si grande abondance qu'ils se prennent
à centaines, et que le travail est pénible de ceux qui les
prennent, qui les écorchent, qui font fondre les
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graisses po. tirer l'huile, on dit qu'ils gagnet bien
leurs gages....
On the other hand, Charlevoix (1761: 225) observed the use of nets
for seal fishing during his voyage to North America at the beginning of
the 18th century; however, the device he describes is a kind of weir set
up in the tidal zone. It had an opening through which the seals could
enter at rising tide. Once the seals were inside, the opening was
closed behind them. As the tide went out, the fishermen simply entered
the enclosure on foot and killed the seals, which could not escape.
This device is, therefore, very different from a gill net; however, in
another passage from the same author (Charlevoix 1761: 223), the device
described would seem to have been a gill net: "Some of their young are
very alert, and dextrous in breaking the nets spread for them."
We cannot be sure whether the nets that were broken by the young
seals were actually gill nets in which they had become entangled, or
simply the net walls of the weir described above through which they were
attempting to escape as the tide began to ebb. Only other historical
texts could clarify this point for us.
In 1859 Perley (1859: 93) noted that in the north shore region
strong nets were stretched across channels where the seals usually
passed. Although the author does not specify that the nets used were
gill nets, we can almost be sure that they were since it is difficult to
imagine how any other type of net could have been used to catch seals in
this manner. Moreover, Perley's description was expanded upon by Joncas
(1886: 24) some 30 years later. Joncas's description leaves no doubt
that the gill net was indeed used for seal fishing; he even considers it
as a traditional method along the north shore:
Dans ce temps, comme aujourd'hui encore, l'on se servait
de filets pour la capture de ces amphibies. Ces filets
sont en cordes de chanvre, très fortes quoique fines.
Leurs mailles mesurent huit pouces carrés et laissent
entrer la tête de l'animal. Quelques-uns ont au-delà de
six cents pieds de longueur sur une profondeur de
soixante pieds.
L'époque du passage du loup-marin près des côtes
étant généralement connue, les filets sont tendus
quelques jours auparavant. Un des pêcheurs est placé
comme sentinelle sur un rocher avancé et donne avis à
l'approche des troupeaux. Aussitôt qu'ils sont entrés en
dedans de la ligne des filets, le signal est donné et les
pécheurs se hâtent de lever, à l'aide d'un fort cabestan,
un filet retenu au fond de l'eau, à l'entrée de la pêche,
par des poids en plomb. Ce filet ferme l'ouverture par
laquelle les loups-marins sont entrés dans l'enclos et
les emprisonnent. Alors les pêcheurs sautent dans leurs
bateaux, frappent l'eau de leurs avirons et effraient par
tous les moyens possibles ces animaux qui, cherchant une
issue pour s'enfuir, plongent et se prennent dans les
filets dont les mailles sont tenues ouvertes par des
câbles placés d'une manière particulière à leur partie
supérieure et inférieure.
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Gill nets were used for catching seals in other places besides the
channels between the islands. They were also used in the summer on the
strand, where the seals would lie to rest. Puyjalon (1894: 63-4)
describes these nets, or chaudenettes, as being from 20 to 25 fathoms
long and 2-1/2 fathoms deep. The meshing measured 6 in. to a side. The
headline was equipped with cork floats and the footline was weighted
with sinkers or round pebbles.
In later years, several authors mentioned the use of these two
methods of catching seals (Huard 1897: 479; Comeau 1954: 139; Blanchard
1935: 269). Seal fishing with a simple gill net is still practised
today on the north shore, as was recently described by Beck (1965: 22):
In places where the water is too deep or the coastline
too exposed for a fishery, "shoal netting" is carried
out. In this method, nets 100 yards long and two yards
deep are sunk across a shoal and down the sloping side to
deeper water. There nets may be left unattended for
usually no longer than a week, and will still continue to
catch seals. As many as 14 seals have been taken from
one of these nets at one time, and many fishermen have
obtained the capital necessary for starting a fishery
using the more complex net system, by this method.

Drift Nets - PFM2
This is a very simple method. Several sections of net attached end to
end are tied to a boat by a hawser from 25 ft. to 30 ft. long and
allowed to drift (Fig. 12a; Roy 1964: 10).

Drift Nets Used for Herring and Mackerel - PFM2.1
As we pointed out earlier, stationary gill nets for herring and mackerel
may also be used as drift nets. This is a very old method and one
author claims that it was used during the Middle Ages and has remained
unchanged to this day.
Ce qui n'a guère changé non plus pendant longtemps, ce
sont les filets employés pour prendre le hareng; nappes
verticales avec flotteurs en haut, lest en bas, hautes de
neuf à dix mètres, longues de cent vingt à cent
cinquante, mises bout à bout pour former des barrages de
cinq à six kilomètres, dérivant avec le bateau qui les a
mis à l'eau. Un Normand du temps de Charlemagne, revenu
au monde vers le milieu du XIXe siècle, en aurait
reconnu la forme comme la matière; ils étaient faits à la
main, en fil de chanvre, par les femmes et les filles des
pêcheurs dont ils restaient la propriété; lourds, peu
maniables, trop apparents dans l'eau, leur rendement ne
correspondant pas à leur prix qui était fort élevé
(Thomazi 1947: 445-6).
The same author points out that similar nets were also used for
fishing mackerel in the Middle Ages (Thomazi 1947: 459).
Another interesting fact is that the herring net used at
Grande-Rivière, which has cedar-block floats attached at two-fathom
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to the headline by a cord one to two fathoms long, is almost
with the net used by French fishermen in the 18th century. We
to believe this from an illustration of such a net by Duhamel
which dates from that period (Thomazi 1947: 447).

Drift Nets for Salmon - PFM2.2
According to Huntsman (1931), this method was first used in 1907 in the
Miramichi region of New Brunswick. These drift nets, which have yielded
good catches in that area, are used along the coast.
Phelps (1930) mentioned drift nets used for salmon fishing in
Chaleur Bay, but in no instance does he give a description of the
devices. It would seem that this method was not extensively used in
Quebec waters.
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Fishing with Containers - PC

Stationary Containers - PCI

Stationary Fisheries - PC1.1
A stationary fishery may be defined as any type of barrier that permits
the passage of water but prevents the passage of fish. These barriers
may be used both in rivers and in the tidal zones. There are several
kinds, equipped with various devices for keeping the fish captive.
Because of this diversity, we have chosen to classify those used in the
gulf and on the St. Lawrence River according to five types. When
Europeans arrived in North America, these stationary fisheries were
already widely distributed (Driver and Massey 1957: 204). They were in
common use among both the Amerinds on the Northwest coast of the Pacific
(Jenness 1963: 64) and the Inuit (Jenness 1963: 411). Moreover, Driver
and Massey (1957: 203) are certain that these devices were used more
than nets on the Atlantic coast and that they were a very old method.
Indeed, the remains of what is believed to be a stationary weir were
found at Boston. Experts have dated this device as being 4,000 years
old (Driver and Massey 1957: 203; Collier 1950: 7 ) .

Semicircular

Heirs

-

PCI.11

These are barriers made from stakes or nets supported by stakes set in
the ground in the tidal zone. They are horseshoe-shaped with the open
end facing the shore. As the tide comes in, the water covers the
barrier and fish are able to enter the enclosure. When the tide ebbs,
the fish are unable to leave and can then be picked up by the fishermen
on foot. This very old method probably originated with the observation
of how fish were trapped in the natural pools of a tidal zone when the
tide ebbed.
The earliest mention of this fishing method is in a work by
Diereville (1933: 104), who saw it used at Port Royal, in Acadia, at the
beginning of the 18th century:
Dans la saison que le Poisson remue, car on n'en a pas
toujours, on en prend des quantités dans des Nigeagons,
et les habitants en reçoivent un grand secours pour la
vie. Voici comment on fait Nigeagon; on plante des pieux
l'un contre l'autre à l'embouchure des Ruisseaux et des
Rivières où la mer monte; le Poisson passe par-dessus à
marée haute pour aller chercher à s'engraisser du limon
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des marais: Quand la mer a bien baissé, et que le poisson
commence à manquer d'eau, il fuit le jusant ou le reflux,
et ne pouvant plus passer par-dessus les pieux, l'eau
étant trop basse, il s'y retrouve arrêté, et l'on va l'y
prendre.
The author also mentions that smelt, alewife and shad were caught
in the trap. This weir was definitely used in the Quebec City area, at
Chateau-Richer. It appears in a watercolour by Thomas Davies (National
Gallery of Canada, No. 6275) dated 1787. In this painting we see three
large horseshoe-shaped weirs set up in the tidal zone.
A similar fishery was described by Charlevoix (1761: 225), but it
was used for catching seals. Since we have already quoted a description
of this during our discussion of seal netting, we will only describe it
briefly here. The enclosure of this fishery consisted of a wall of net
supported by stakes. It was set up opposite to the back of a little
cove where the seals usually came. Probably because the tide was not
high enough to cover the fishery completely and allow the seals to swim
over it, an opening through which the seals could pass was made in the
wall of net. Once the seals were inside, the fishermen simply had to
close the opening and wait for the tide to go out before killing the
captured seals.
Wallis and Wallis (1955: 28) noted recently the use of a very
similar device among the Micmacs: "A semi circular weir, a Bilok teg'an
(net-trap), is employed to catch fish close to shore. A swinging door
in the centre opens sufficiently with the incoming tide to allow the
fish to enter, and is closed by the receding water, thus imprisoning the
fish." These authors also mention that a similar stationary fishery was
used in the Richibucto River in the middle of the 19th century; however,
instead of a net the Amerinds used branches which they wove around
stakes placed 3 ft. apart in the ground. These fascines or interwoven
branches were placed close enough together to prevent the fish from
passing through. According to these same authors, this description
corresponds to one of a stationary weir written by Lescarbot in 1606
(Wallis and Wallis 1955: 29).
These brief references could lead to the assumption that the weirs
used in the area formerly known as Acadia were native devices and in
use among the Amerinds before the arrival of the whites; however, before
such a statement can be made, care must be taken to check all the
sources. The use of the kind of weir which we have described here was
noted by fisheries inspector Le Masson du Parc during his visits to
French fishing stations at the beginning of the 18th century; it would
seem that this was a traditional fishing method in that region: "[Les
bas-parcs sont] des pêcheries de filets établies sur les fonds de sable
en pente pour retenir le poisson au reflux....Soutenus par des pieux,
ces filets tendus en fer a cheval se recourbent vers l'intérieur (Dardel
1941: 24)." According to Dièreville's description, these weirs could
have been brought to North America by the first French colonists in
Acadia; however, for the present time only an in-depth study of their
use among the various tribes of Amerinds would permit us to make a
decision on this topic.
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V-Shaped Weirs -

PCI.12

This type of weir is essentially made up of two converging wings which
form a V. At the point of the V, an eel pot or basket with a
funnel-shaped opening designed to receive the fish is set up. Several
of these weirs can be set up together to form an immense V with
zigzaging sides, the length of which can reach several hundred fathoms;
on the other hand, one also encounters weirs formed of a single V with
two wings and one basket.
V-Shaped Weirs Used in Tidal Zones - PCI. 121. For those set up in the
tidal zone, the open end of the V faces the shore so that fish which
come in with the rising tide will enter the device as the tide ebbs and
remain trapped. In the lower St. Lawrence region, this type of fishery
is called a pêche à anguille (eel trap) or a pêche à fascines (brush
weir). These devices may also be used in rivers, with the point of the
V facing downstream. They are then called fish dams or barriers. As in
rivers, in tidal zones this fishery can be found in simple or complex
forms.
We will first of all consider the V-shaped weirs used in tidal
zones. These devices are very old; in fact, if the Jesuit Relations of
1634 (Jesuits 1896-1901, 6: 308-10) are reliable, the Montagnais used
them from the time of the arrival of the very first colonists:
lis [the Montagnais] font des nasses avec assez
d'industrie, longues et grosses, capables de contenir
cinq à six cents anguilles: la mer étant basse, ils les
placent sur le sable en quelque lieu propre et reculé,
les asseurent en sorte que les marées ne les peuvent
emporter: Aux deux côtés ils amassent des pierres qu'ils
étendent comme une chaîne ou petite muraille de part et
d'autre, afin que ce poisson qui va toujours au fond
rencontrant cet obstacle se glisse doucement vers
l'embouchure de la masse où le conduisent ces pierres: la
mer venant à se grossir recouvre la nasse, puis se
rebaissant, on va la visiter; parfois on y trouve cent
ou deux cents anguilles d'une marée, quelquefois plus et
d'autres fois point du tout, selon les vents et le temps.
Quand la mer est agitée on en prend beaucoup, quand elle
est calme, peu ou point, mais alors ils ont recours à
leur harpon.
Originally, therefore, a wall of stones constituted the wings (or
leaders) of the device; however, at the beginning of the 18th century
it seems that the wings of the weirs used by the people living along the
river at that time (from Rivière-du-Loup to Montreal) were made of
interwoven branches or wattle: "On fait, l'automne, une très grande
pêche d'anguilles, qui descendent des lacs et des marais des Iroquois;
on les prend avec des clayes et des nasses" (Rochemonteix 1904: 28).
This description is confirmed by Lahontan, a contemporary of
Rochemonteix, as quoted in Renaud (1923: 52):
Les colons étendent les clayes à marée basse jusqu'à
l'endroit du fleuve où la marée s'est retirée. Cet
espace demeurant alors à seek, ces clayes barrent et
traversent tout le terrain desséché par la retraite de
l'eau. Ils mettent entre les clayes, de distance à
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autre, des ruches, paniers, bouteux et bouts de
genièvres, qui demeurent en cet état là trois mois de
printemps et deux d'automne sans qu'on soit obligé d'y
toucher. Toutes les fois que la marée monte les
anguilles cherchent les bords du fleuve et les fonds
plats, se traînent en foule vers ces lieux là, et lorsque
la marée se retire et qu'elles veulent gagner le rivage,
elles trouvent les clayes qui les empêchent de suivre le
courant, les obligent à s'enfermer dans ces engins qui en
sont quelquefois si remplis qu'ils en rompent.
Peter Kalm, a Swedish naturalist who studied the shores of the
St. Lawrence in the middle of the 18th century, added to this
description (Kalm 1770-71, 2: 253-4). The V-shaped weirs used at that
time consisted of two brushwood wings from 1.0 ft. to 3 ft. high which
converged at the opening of an eel pot. The eel pot consisted of a
wooden box with a funnel-shaped opening constructed of interwoven
branches. The pot was 2 ft. high, 2 ft. wide and 4 ft. long.
During the same period that Kalm visited, Franquet (1889: 8) made a
tour of inspection of the fortifications and wrote an even more detailed
description than did the Swedish traveller:
L'on tend des clayes sur toute la longueur du terrain que
la mer découvre, ces clayes sont faites de brins de bois
tendre et pliant d'un pouce environ d'épaisseur, sont
hautes de 4 à 5 pieds, longues de 6 à 7, posées debout
bien droites en files et soutenues par des arcs boutants
contre le courant du fleuve, de deux en deux ou de trois
en trois sont posés des engoulevents qui sont des espèces
de paniers faits de même bois que les clayes, en figure
de cônes de deux pieds de diamètre à l'un des bouts et de
trois pouces au plus à l'autre, ce dernier entre dans un
trou de six pouces percé dans le milieu d'un coffre fait
en planche de deux pieds d'hauteur, d'autant de largeur
et de trois de longueur; d'ailleurs sur l'un des côtés de
la grande ouverture du dit engoulevent se place en retour
autre claye dont on va faire connaître l'usage cy après.
Tout cet appareil bien dressé, l'on sait par expérience
que les anguilles suivent toujours la marée, de là, il
est évident que lorsqu'elle descend, celles qui cotoyent
les bords du fleuve St. Laurent viennent lutter contre
les clayes et cherchent à les pénétrer, elles se trouvent
barées par celles, possées en retour, et que ne trouvant
pas de passage que par la grande ouverture de
1'Angoulevent, elles y entrent, le pénètrent jusqu'à sont
extrémité ou celles tombent dans le coffre d'où elles ne
sauroient sortir. C'est là où l'on vient les prendre
quand la marée est totalement basse.
Na. - Que pour empêcher tout cet appareil d'être
soulevé par l'eau, on le charge de pierres.
Franquet's description is very important, not only because it
completes the facts reported by Lahontan and Kalm, but also because it
reads like a description of the eel traps or weirs currently used in the
lower St. Lawrence region (Figs. 16, 17). During our tour in 1966 we
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were able to see weirs, especially in the Rivière-Ouelle area, which,
with the exception of a few details, could have been the ones described
by Franquet more than 200 years ago. The weir that we visited was made
up of an enormous wall 1,200 ft. long and 5 ft. to 6 ft. high and was
built of branches and wire. Although the whole structure is basically
at right angles to the shore, its general shape is that of a huge snake
fence, including a series of V-shaped wings, each from 100 ft. to 125
ft. long with eel pots or boxes at the point of each V. In the fishery
we saw at Rivière-Ouelle, we counted nine of these eel pots, but some
fisheries only have two or three.
The first box, including its two wings, located closest to shore is
called the port de terre while the last one, that is, the one furthest
from shore, is called the port de mer. At Rivière-Ouelle, the wings of
these two ports were made of chicken wire and the rest was made of
branches. The leaders, made of interlaced branches, are 5 ft. to 6 ft.
high and have stakes spaced at 2-ft. or 2-1/2-ft. intervals. These
stakes are of maple and may last up to three years. Alder or fir poles
are laid between the stakes, alternating from one side to the other, so
as to form a wall from 5 ft. to 6 ft. high. The poles, about 1.0 in.
in diameter, are installed from the bottom up. Alder and fir are used
because of their flexibility and also because they are not particularly
useful as heating fuel or construction material. Fir branches are
placed along the bottom of the wall in such a way as to stop the eels
and prevent them from passing under the wall of the fishery. The
branches are held in place by boards of varying lengths nailed to the
maple stakes. The structure gradually becomes covered with mud, which
makes it even more difficult for the eels to get through. Wherever
possible, the stakes are driven to a depth of approximately 3 ft. into
the soil. Otherwise, the fishermen resort to using stones to reinforce
the stakes and hold the wall in place. These walls are arranged end to
end in 15-ft. to 20-ft. sections.
In the angle formed by the two wings is the trap, a kind of
compartment in which the eel turns about before entering the
funnel-shaped passages (Fig. 17a_). There are two of these passages
built from small boards 3 in. to 4 in. wide. These boards are sometimes
held in place by large stones placed on both sides. The passages lead
to the actual pot, a kind of rectangular fish pound measuring 6 ft. by
3 ft. by 3 ft. This pot has a sliding lid running from the front to the
back where the eels are ultimately collected. The pot is held in place
by large stones or by stakes driven in the ground.
A 4-ft.-deep net with 3/4-in. mesh is attached to 10-ft.-high posts
placed at regular intervals for the full length of the wall. This net
is placed above the wall to increase the height of the trap and thus
allow for the spring tides of this area, which attain 11 ft. Without
the upper net, the wall of branches, only 5 ft. to 6 ft. high, would not
catch large numbers of fish. Sometimes herring are caught in this net.
The net is of nylon and is purchased ready-made.
At each low tide, the fish are gathered with a metal-framed
rectangular landing net called a sallebarde. The fish are dumped into a
horse-drawn cart, which is taken from pot to pot at low tide. In
summer mainly tomcod and smelt are caught. The eel season begins in
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September, but it is not until mid-October that this fishing reaches its
peak and results in worthwhile catches.
Because the fishermen can only work at low tide, only a few hours
per day, it may take several months of work to build this weir. In the
fall, it must also be taken apart since if it were left standing, the
river ice would wreck it.
The weir described above has a whole series of pots; however,
other types of weirs may have only one located at the point where the
two wings converge. We have already seen that the Montagnais had
similar weirs, described by Montpetit in 1897 as follows:
Les pêches à anguilles sont formées de deux barrières, en
treillis serré, d'osier, fortement étayées, de 5 â 6
pieds de hauteur, ouvrant une gueule d'entonnoir vers la
côte, ou si vous aimez mieux, une équerre en pente, de
plus ou moins grande proportion, à l'angle de laquelle
est ménagé un étroit goulot conduisant à une, deux ou
trois de ces oubliettes que nous appelons des verveux,
des guideaux, des coffres, que sais-je encore?
(Montpetit 1897: 287).
Today this type of fishing is still practised in the Trois-Pistoles
area. Moreover, at Ile aux Coudres V-shaped brush weirs set up in the
tidal zone are used for gathering kelp (brown algae, genera Fucus and
Ascophyllum) used to fertilize cabbages and potatoes (Rousseau 1945:
80-1). There is no basket or eel pot on these fisheries at the point
where the two wings meet and they could just as well be classified with
semicircular weirs. This is evidently the only reference to fishing for
plants that we found during our research though this is a gathering
rather than fishing activity.
In concluding this section, we would like to discuss the origins of
this type of weir, especially as to whether or not it was borrowed from
the Amerinds. As we have seen, many writers, including Driver and
Massey (1959: 203-4), Jenness (1963: 64, 411) and Collier (1950: 7 ) ,
seem to agree that the Amerinds were using brush weirs before the
arrival of the Europeans. In the Jesuit Relations of 1634 is a
description of a V-shaped weir used by the Montagnais which is very
similar to those used in later years by French fishermen. These facts
would seem to indicate that the French borrowed fish weirs from the
Amerinds. This is the opinion, moreover, of Montpetit (1897: 288);
however, we must be careful in making such a statement. Like
semicircular weirs, dealt with in the preceding section, weirs were
probably known to the French, who were already using them on the coasts
of France before the colonization of North America.
V-Shaped Weirs Used in Rivers - PCI .122. In the opinion of Rostlund
(1952: 102), the most frequently used fishing devices in the
pre-Columbian period in North America were the barrier in the rivers and
the stationary trap. He feels that barriers go back very far in time
and that there are numerous possibilities as to their origin because of
the great number of naturally occurring types.
We have several references to Amerind methods for fishing by means
of barriers. In the 17th century the Winnebagos, using dip nets, caught
fish that had been herded together by weir dams (Jesuits 1896-1901, 56:
120-2):
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Ils la [la pêcherie] construient de telle façon qu'ils
barrent toute la rivière d'un bout à l'autre; c'est comme
une palissade de pieux qu'ils plantent dans l'eau en
ligne droite, ne laissant de l'espace que ce qui est
nécessaire pour laisser couler les eaux au travers de
certaines clayes qui arrêtent le gros poisson: Le long de
cette barrière, ils pratiquent des êchafauds, sur
lesquels ils se mettent en embuscade et attendent leur
proye avec impatience; lorsque le poisson suivant le fil
de l'eau arrive à cette barrière, alors le pêcheur
enfonce un ret fait en forme de poche, dans lequel il
fait aisément entrer le poisson.
During the same period, the Iroquois also used weir dams to catch
fish. With these weir dams they also caught eel and salmon (Jesuits
1896-1901, 43: 260):
les poissons qui y sont les plus communs, sont l'Anguille
et le Saumon, qu'on y pesche depuis le printemps iusque à
la fin de l'Automne, nos Sauvages fabriquent si bien
leurs digues et leurs écluses, qu'ils y prennent à même
temps l'Anguille qui descend, et le Saulmon qui monte
tousiours
The Hurons dammed rivers with weirs. These weirs had openings in
their walls in which nets were placed. The weir dams built by the
Onondagas consisted of two rows of stakes; the fish were driven down the
passage between the two rows. The Iroquois built stone weir dams which
were several hundred feet long and zigzagged down on both sides of the
river (Stites 1905: 4 9 ) . Fishing using a barrier has continued right up
to modern times among the Senecas, one of the Iroquois tribes (Fenton
1942: 49-50). This tribe builds a V-shaped stone weir with the point
facing downstream. At the point of the V they leave an opening which
leads into a kind of staked enclosure. The fish are driven toward the
weir by the Amerinds who, after going upstream, drag back, aided by the
current, a simply constructed work of tree branches which spans the
river.
The Micmacs placed weirs, equipped with eel pots, against the
current in rivers (Denys 1908: 599). This method was still being used
recently by the Micmacs from Richibucto. Their weirs were equipped with
a kind of bag net (Speck and Dexter 1951: 253).
This method was also used by the "Sauvages du Nord" at the
beginning of the 18th century (Rochemonteix 1904: 104): "comme ils
scavent en quel terns ce poisson passe dans les rivières, ils y font des
barrières n'y laissant qu'une sortie où ils mettent des puises qu'ils
retirent pleines de poisson quand ils en ont besoin."
Weirs are used all over the world and it is safe to say that this
fishing method is very old. It was used on the coasts of France long
before the French arrived in the St. Lawrence valley. For this reason
we are unable to say whether the method used in North America was
brought by the French from their homeland or simply borrowed from the
Amerinds.
Weirs are still used for fishing in some of the tributaries of the
St. Lawrence. The most important centre for such fishing is at
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Iberville on the Richelieu River and the installations could be
described as follows:
It entails the placing of a net in such a way as to block
off 4/5 of the width of the river so that the heavy flow
of adults seawardbound in the fall run will inadvertently
swim into the structure. The essential parts of the
barrier are two wings which guide the fish into a long,
small-meshed tapering bag inside of which is a
cone-shaped funnel. The two wings are made of boards and
stakes supported by rocks, brush or cotton on the
downstream side. A wooden frame from which the funneled
cotton-webbing bag lies suspended is placed inside the
opening. Boards or brush wings are a permanent fixture
of the barrier, while the wooden frame and the funneled
bag is removed at the end of each fishing season (Trade
News 1960: 8 ) .
Vladykov (1955c: 12) informs us that in one season of fishing with
the weir dam at Iberville, up to 100,000 pounds of eels were caught.
This weir dam has been operated by the same family since the middle of
the 19th century.
Other weir dams of lesser importance are also still in use, such as
the one on a stream called Saint-Fabien, in the lower St. Lawrence. The
river is barricaded by a weir dam about 35 ft. long. One of the sluice
gates of the weir has at its end a funnel-shaped culvert about 10 ft.
long. This culvert leads to a pot exactly like those described for the
eel traps used in the tidal zone. When the sluice is opened, the
current carries the eel into the culvert and then into the pot, from
which it is unable to escape. Our respondent told us that this weir had
been in use on the same spot since 1896. At about the same time,
Montpetit (1897: 272) gave a description of a similar device used in the
Perles River, located in the same area.
In the Champlain and Trois-Rivières regions, on the north bank of
the St. Lawrence, devices of this type were used to catch the tomcod
(Microgadus tomcod) as it ascended the St. Lawrence and the other rivers
in that area. The devices, called barricades, were used from the end of
December to the end of January. According to Father Cloutier (1915, 1:
234-43), who wrote a very detailed description of this device, still
used at the beginning of this century, the barricades were set under the
ice in the direction of the current (with the opening of the container
facing downstream in such a way as to catch the fish ascending against
the current). They consisted of a wing, a container or pot, and a
shorter wing or arm. The wing and the arm were arranged in a sort of V
shape so that the little fish would be guided into the funnel-shaped
opening of the container.
The wing was made up of three barriers each measuring from 10 ft.
to 15 ft. long and 4 ft. deep, set up end to end out from the shore.
These barriers were made up of a wooden frame with fir branches fastened
on in such a way as to form a kind of wall. The arm was built
in much the same manner, except that a net was used in place of the fir
branches since this portion was more exposed to the current. The pot or
net container was attached in the angle of the V, between the wing and
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the arm. It was a netted eel pot stretched over a wooden frame about
8 ft. long, in the shape of a trunk.
This whole apparatus had to be set up under the ice. To do this, a
long, narrow trench was cut in the ice from the shore out, using an axe
and an ice chisel. The wing barriers were placed in the water through
this opening and secured on the bottom. The same procedure was repeated
for the arm. These openings in the ice were called rigoles. The large
rectangular opening measuring about 10 ft. long cut for the container
was called the container hole (trou de coffre). Because it was so light
and movable, the container, held in the shallow water beneath the ice,
was kept on the bottom by the weight of a thin tree-trunk, with one end
resting on the ice and the other placed in the fork formed by two long
poles connected crosswise on either side of the frame of the container,
quite close to its open end. This fork formed by the two poles also
served as a handle when the fisherman pulled the container out of the
water. Every half hour he would dump the load of tomcod on the ice,
where it would freeze almost instantly. To ensure that uniform freezing
would take place, the fisherman would spread the fish out evenly on the
ice using a wooden rake or a broom.
Large quantities of fish could be caught in this manner. It is
reported that 84 bushels were caught in 24 hours and that one bag net
when emptied yielded five of these bushels. Since this fishing usually
took place at night under high winds on the icy surface of the river,
the work was exhausting. The fishermen could always rest in a little
shanty with a wood stove that had been dragged out onto the ice to the
fishing spot.
The barricades were strung out one after the other along the north
bank of the river. This system worked very well - the containers were
emptied in succession beginning with the one furthest downstream and
continuing upstream so that when they heard the noise of the fishing
operations, the fish would flee toward the mouth of the next container
upstream from the one being emptied.
The greatest obstacle to this type of fishing, except for storms,
was the accumulation of frazil, a kind of slush or crystallized ice, on
the containers. The frazil added weight to the containers in the icy
water. As for the storms, when the wind grew too strong there was the
risk that all the equipment, including the barricade and the cabin,
would be carried away by drift ice. According to Father Cloutier, such
storms did occur three or four times during the fishing season.

Common Fish

Weirs

(Fordigues)

- PC1.13

Common fish weirs, also called eel traps, brush weirs, herring traps,
salmon traps and beluga fisheries, depending on the species for which
they are intended and the various places where they are used, are
characteristic of those river regions where the tides are high and the
tidal zone is extensive. These devices have two main parts, namely the
enclosure and the guiding wing or "leader." The enclosure is made of
rocks, branches or chicken wire and is set up in the tidal zone at the
low-water mark. Fish swimming along the shore and descending with the
tides encounter a long wall, up to several hundred fathoms in length,
called the leader. The leader guides the fish into the enclosure, which
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they enter through a narrow opening. On each side of this opening or
door is a hook-shaped wing. The purpose of these wings or hooks is to
guide the fish toward the leader and make it enter the enclosure (Fig.
18). Common fish weirs (bordigues) used along the St. Lawrence are of
three main types: the eel traps used on Ile d'Orléans; the brush weirs
used on Ile Verte, and the beluga fisheries used on Ile aux Coudres.
Type Used on Ile d'Orléans - PCI.131. Nora Dawson described this type
of weir (1960: 144-6):
Dans l'étendue de terrain que couvre la haute marée, et
qu'elle laisse à sec en se retirant, à une distance
d'environ 300 pieds de la grève, on met une cage
d'environ trente pieds de long, sur quinze de large. La
porte d'entrée pour les anguilles se place en amont, du
côté de la grève....A l'intérieur de la cage il y a une
série de chambres, séparées les unes des autres par une
cloison de "broche" (treillage en fil de fer). Une seule
ouverture dans chaque chambre donne l'entrée dans la
chambre suivante. C'est-à-dire que chaque chambre est ni
plus ni moins un épervier, dont la seule issue débouche
dans une autre prison. La dernière ouverture, pas plus
grande que le poing, donne accès à un réservoir, où
l'anguille doit attendre ceux qui l'on fait prisonnière.
Pourquoi l'anguille entre-t-elle dans la cage?
c'est parce qu'une "chasse" ou palissade, également de
"broche", appuyée sur des perches de distance en
distance, s'étend de la "pêche" à la grève, ne laissant
aucun passage libre aux anguilles. Lorsque le tout est
couvert par la marée, les anguilles, qui cherchent
toujours les bords du fleuve se trouvent en grand nombre
le long de la palissade, en entrent de bon gré mal gré
dans la pêche.
Pour qu'on puisse plus facilement la ramener sur
terre en hiver, la "pêche" est construite sur une espèce
de radeau. De grosses pierres la retiennent dans l'eau
pendant l'été.
The season for eel fishing is mainly from September to October, but
since the device is left in the water for the whole summer, a large
variety of fish other than eels may be caught. Indeed, Beaulieu
(1962: 25-33), who carried out a full season of experimental fishing
with this device, caught 47 different species. This would seem to
indicate that the name "eel trap," normally given to this weir, is only
used because the eel is the most commercially profitable of any species
caught with the device.
The system described by Dawson is quite simple; however, some
fishermen choose to make it more complicated by adding, at the outside
end of the hooked wing of the first enclosure, a vertical leader which
leads to a second offshore enclosure (port de mer). Vladykov (1958: 7;
Fig. 18) gives a detailed description of this fishery. This
device with several enclosures spaced at intervals brings to mind the
V-shaped weirs described in a previous section that are used in the
Rivière-Ouelle area. The principle is certainly the same - the fish are
guided by a leader to a series of funnel-shaped openings which they
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cross and which then prevent them from escaping out of the final
enclosure. Indeed, the enclosures or the weirs used around Quebec City
are strikingly similar to the containers with their series of
funnel-shaped entrances used at Rivière-Ouelle. The materials of
construction and the measurements are different, but these could well be
simply adaptations to local environmental conditions. It is quite
possible that the eel trap used on Ile d'Orléans was originally designed
on the basis of the V-shaped weir used at Rivière-Ouelle, or that they
had a common ancestor.
Type Used on Ile Verte - PCI.132. The eel traps used on Ile d'Orléans
are very similar to another device, a kind of stationary trap, used on
the lower St. Lawrence down to Sainte-Flavie and on the north shore from
Saint-Siméon to Franklin. This device is still extensively used in the
Ile Verte area, which is why we gave it that name (Fig. 19a_). Roy
(1964: 10) described this fishery:
La pêcherie en fascines. C'est la méthode en usage dans
1'estuaire du Saint-Laurent, où l'amplitude des marées
est suffisante pour permettre de faire la "récolte" en
dehors de l'eau à la faveur du jusant.
Ce type d'engin est familier à tous ceux qui ont
parcouru le littoral du Saint-Laurent et ont vu, par
exemple, ceux de Rivière-Ouelle et de l'Isle Verte. La
"pêche" en fascines se compose de trois parties
principales: le guide, le parc et une aile ou croc.
Le guide est une barrière tendue perpendiculairement
au rivage: il est composé d'une rangée de pieux
("perches") reliés entre eux par des branchages
entrelacés (fascines) formant une haie et, à la partie
supérieure, de filet ou de treillis métallique. Le guide
nommé aussi par les pêcheurs "guideau" ou "grande aile" l'appellation variant avec les régions - se prolonge
jusqu'à l'entrée du parc vers lequel il est destiné à
diriger les poissons.
Le parc est construit également de fascines et de
filet ou de treillis. De forme circulaire, il a une
entrée, la "porte", divisée en deux par le guide qui
pénètre légèrement à l'intérieur du parc. D'un côté de
la porte (parfois des deux côtés), s'étend une aile en
forme de croc, construite elle aussi de fascines et
formant un angle de 45° avec le guide.
C'est de ce type général que dérivent toutes les
"pêches" en fascines du Québec; on trouve cependant
quelques modifications de construction apportées par les
pêcheurs des divers endroits: ainsi on voit des "pêches"
à hareng qui ont deux ailes (l'une de chaque côté de la
porte) ou même deux parcs concentriques.
Le pêcheur "lève" le poisson à marée basse, à l'aide
d'une épuisette.
This type of weir has been described by several authors (Rioux
1954: 19; Vladykov 1958: 10; Magnin 1963: 15-6). Construction of these
weirs begins around the end of April and is completed one month later.
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The weir can therefore be used for fishing all summer long and does not
have to be taken down until autumn, before freeze-up.
Today this device is still called a herring fishery or a salmon
fishery; however, in addition to herring and salmon, common shad,
capelin (Casgrain 1880: 132; Taché 1885: 136), bass, eel, (Casgrain
1880: 132) and sturgeon (Casgrain 1880: 132; Beaulieu 1963: 16; Vladykov
1955b: 11; Magnin 1963: 15-6) are caught.
In earlier times these fisheries were used mainly to catch herring
which penetrated into the estuary. Large quantities were caught.
Quand, selon l'expérience populaire, le hareng donnait,
ce qui avait lieu ordinairement vers la Saint-Pierre (29
juin), il n'était pas rare de prendre à la même marée,
dans une seule pêche, 500 à 600 barriques [une barrique
vaut 6 minots] de poisson. Dans l'impossibilité où l'on se
trouvait de tout enlever, et pour qu'il ne pourrît pas dans
la pêche, on était parfois obligé d'y pratiquer des
ouvertures afin qu'elle se vidât d'elle-même à la marée
montant (Casgrain 1880: 131-2).
In the 1950s the herring run still took place and there were quite
large quantities of fish. In spring up to ten or 15 loads could be
caught from one tide (Vladykov 1958: 12). However, very few salmon are
now caught. It seems that sturgeon are still caught in quite large
quantities in the Kamouraska region.
According to many of our respondents, this type of fishery was
borrowed from the Amerinds by the early French. This statement has been
supported by Rioux (1954: 19) and Mélançon (1958: 9 4 ) . On the other
hand, Vladykov (1958: 10) describes a brush weir of the same type as one
built around 1650 in the Petite Anse at Rivière-Ouelle. From this we
can conclude that it is an old device.
However, neither this early date nor a story handed down by word of
mouth provides us with adequate proof to confirm that this type of weir
was in use among the Amerinds before the arrival of the French
colonists, or that the latter subsequently borrowed this method from the
Amerinds. In fact, we found no documentation that clearly described the
use of such a fishery by the Amerinds. Moreover, if we proceed a little
further with our research, we discover that this fishing device is used
practically all over the world and that therefore it could be a very
early cultural artifact, most probably already known to the French when
they arrived in the St. Lawrence valley.
Beluga Fisheries - PCI.133. The first beluga fishing permits were
granted by the government of New France to Monsieur de la Bouteillerie
of Rivière-Ouelle in 1700. At that time, fishing was done with nets
stretched between the shore and the islands off Kamouraska. Les
Relations par lettres de l'Amérique septentrionalle, written around
1710, make it clear that the devices used were pens or pounds
(Rochemonteix 1904: 28): "Un peu au-dessus de Tadoussac, on a etably sur
des battures de grands parcs pour prendre du marsouin blanc dont il y a
quantité; cette pesche n'a reussy qu'une seule année depuis qu'on la
etably."
A description by Charlevoix (1761: 28) confirms the above. He refers to
an enclosure made from nets supported by stakes. Tree branches with
leaves were attached to the ends of these stakes. The beluga, in
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pursuit of herring, would enter the enclosure and be caught there at low
tide (Fig. 20).
The way of fishing for the porpoise is little different
from that I last mentioned with respect to the sea-wolf;
when the tide is out, they plant nets in the form of a
pouch the opening of which is tolerably large; but that
in such manner, that when the fish has once passed
through it, he cannot find his way out again, there are
green branches place at top of the stakes. When the
flood comes, these fishes which give chace to the
herrings, which always make towards the shore, and are
allured by the verdure which they are extremely fond of,
and intagled in the nets, where they are kept prisoners.
In proportion on the tide ebbs, you have the pleasure of
seeing their confusion and fruitless struggle to escape.
In a word they remain a dry, and sometimes heaped upon
one another in such numbers, that with one stroke of a
stick you may knock down two or three of them.
By comparing this with Charlevoix's description of seal traps,
which he makes reference to, we can infer that the first beluga
fisheries were horsehoe-shaped pens or enclosures constructed in the
tidal zone with the open end facing the shore. The entrance to these
pounds was also closed off by means of a movable net barrier which was
closed behind the beluga after they had entered the trap. This barrier
was closed using a winch or a windlass.
In 1720 the Sieur Peire of Rivière-Ouelle made a great improvement
to this fishery. The net walls were replaced by a fence of poles spaced
at regular intervals, but the movable net barrier or gate was still
used. This innovation was very important for it greatly cut down on
installation costs (Fauteux 1927, 2: 531). It even led to an increase
in the number of beluga fisheries: by 1721, 15 new fisheries had been
constructed and seven more were planned for the following year (Fauteux
1927, 2: 534).
It was not long before this innovation reached the north shore and
in the middle of the 18th century, Kalm (1770-71, 3: 222-3) pointed out
that it was still in use at Petite-Rivière:
When the tide ebbs in the river, the porpesses commonly
go down along the sides of the river, catching the eels
which they find there. The inhabitants of this place
therefore stick little twigs, or branches with leaves,
into the river, in a curve line or arch, the ends of
which look towards the shore, but stand at some distance
from it, leaving a passage there. The branches stand
about two feet distant from each other. When the
porpesses (six) come among them, and perceive the
rustling the water makes with the leaves, they dare not
venture to proceed, fearing lest there should be a snare,
or trap, and endeavour to go back. Meanwhile the water
has receded so much, that in going back they light upon
one of the ends of the arch, whose moving leaves frighten
them again. In this confusion they swim backwards and
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forwards, till the water is entirely ebbed off, and they
lay on the bottom where the inhabitants kill them.
The fact that the branches which made up the enclosure still had
their leaves on them, as Charlevoix had already observed in the passage
reproduced earlier, is rather interesting. It may give us some valuable
information with respect to the probable origin of the beluga pound or
trap. When the fishermen install the netted enclosure, their first step
is to put the leaf-bearing stakes in place, arranged in a semicircle.
It is very possible that before the net was hung, beluga might have
entered the staked enclosure and, fearing to go near the stakes despite
the fact that they were spaced a few feet apart, were captured when the
tide went out. The fishermen could then have noticed that the trap
worked just as well without the net and continued to set up their traps
in that manner. We feel that this is the most plausible explanation.
Use of the semicircular staked enclosure in the Rivière-Ouelle area
continued until about 25 years ago. Abbé Casgrain (1873: 192) left a
description which has been summarized as follows by Vladykov
(1944: 32):
La pêche à Rivière-Ouelle est formée d'à peu près 7,000
perches de 18 à 20 pieds de longueur, plantées à un pied
et demi les unes des autres sur la grève, qui, à cet
endroit, s'assèche à environ un mille et demi de la linge
de haute marée. Le demi-cercle que forme la pêche a 38
arpents, et est muni d'une ouverture. Les bélugas qui
pénètrent à marée haute restent pris dans la pêche, aux
endroits plus profonds spécialement réservés à cette fin.
A l'époque des grandes marées, les Bélugas s'échouent et
il est très facil de les tuer, mais durant les petites
marées, l'eau baisse beaucoup moins et ils peuvent nager
sur une grande étendue.
Alors les hommes, dans leurs embarcations, suivent
le bord extérieur de la pêche, franchissent le cordon de
perches côté du large et se mettent à la poursuite des
captifs. Quand les bélugas sont en grand nombre, il faut
se hâter de les tuer pour ne pas être surpris par le
marée montante.
Les chasseur sont armés de harpons et d'espontons.
The fishery used at Ile aux Coudres (Fig. 19_b) is very similar to
the one at Rivière-Ouelle except that a "tail" or additional leader
2,000 ft. long has been added to guide the beluga to the enclosure
(yard). This addition makes the device rather similar, at least with
respect to form, to the common fish weir described in the preceding
section. The Ile aux Coudres fishery is smaller than the one at
Rivière-Ouelle and consists of only 3,500 stakes 18 ft. to 20 ft. long
instead of twice that number at the larger fishery (Vladykov 1944: 34):
Trois hommes peuvent en quatre marées planter à la main
tous les piquets. La pêche complétée se compose d'une
cour d'à peu près 20 arpents de long par 15 de large,
dont le plus long mur, du coté sud, est appelé le parc
du sud. Du côté nord se trouve l'entrée large d'environ
8 arpents, qui mène à cette cour. L'entrée est flanquée
de chaque côté par une aile dont la plus petite, située
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près de l'île aux Coudres, est appelée petite aile;
l'autre du coté opposé, est le raccroc. La petite aile
touche à une queue, d'environ 2,000 pieds de long, dont
le but est de guider les Marsouins vers la pêche.
The development of the beluga fishery could therefore be summarized
as follows. Initially a netted enclosure in the shape of a horseshoe,
this design was replaced by an enclosure of stakes with the same shape
which was used until very recently at Rivière-Ouelle. On the other
hand, at Ile aux Coudres, the semicircle of stakes was adapted to local
conditions by the addition of a "tail" that served the same purpose as
the leader on the type of weir used on Ile Verte for herring fishing.
Concerning the use of this kind of fishery, several authors have
mentioned that according to an oral tradition, these devices were
invented by the Amerinds (Vladykov 1944: 33; Mailloux 1879: 34-5);
however, Casgrain (Mailloux 1879: 35) feels that there is no factual
basis for this tradition. We have no documentation that mentions the
use of such a device for beluga fishing and, as we stated previously
with respect to semicircular weirs, this type of device was certainly
not new to French fishermen, who used it on their own coasts long before
they came to North America.

Net Traps - PC1.14
The traps that we include under the heading of net traps catch fish on
the basis of the same principle as the weirs we described in the
previous section. Net traps are also made up of two main components;
that is, a guide or leader which runs at right angles to the bank and
leads the fish into the other main part, the enclosure. However, while
weirs were made of brush, wire or stakes, net traps, as their name
indicates, consist of nets. Here the leader is a long vertical wall of
net which leads to the doorway of an enclosure or yard similar in form
to a huge net bag. Floats around the whole circumference of the device
serve to support it just beneath the water's surface. Heavy anchors are
used to hold it down and to prevent its being tossed about by currents
and waves during storms. In Quebec's waters in the Gulf of St.
Lawrence, three types of net traps are used: cod traps, salmon traps,
and herring traps .
Cod Traps - PCI .141 . Cod fisheries or traps (Fig. 21a_) have been
described by several authors (Huard 1897: 155; Quebec [Province]. Dept.
of Industry and Commerce 1963: 7-8; Vladykov 1955a: 8; Bérubé 1965: 13;
Gosling in Innis 1954: 410), but the most complete description was
written by Ronayne (1957: 3-7):
Essentially, they all resemble a huge room, complete with
floor and door but lacking a roof. In size they range
from a very rare small one of thirty-five fathoms "on the
round" to giants of 84 fathoms. Similarly their depths
vary from six fathoms up to 14 fathoms.
Generally speaking, the cod trap when in fishing
order extends from the surface to the bottom, the walls
being supported by small cork floats reeved onto the
headrope and weighted down by small, leaden balls on the
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footrope. In some deep water areas, however, the traps
are sunk, i.e., the heads are beneath the water....
A most important part of the cod trap is the
"leader", which is simply a wall of fairly large mesh.
The leader hangs from the surface to the bottom and
extends from the shore or "sunker" to which the trap is
moored into the doorway of the trap. Cod swimming along
by the coast thus have their direction diverted onto the
traps where they are still free to move around. However,
the fish are discouraged from leaving the trap via the
doorway by the lay of the front walls which slant inwards
at the door. Thus, as the fish cruise along by the walls
inside the trap they are shunted away from the openings.
Leaders vary considerably in length, from as low as 30
fathoms to as much as 80. Generally, the longer the
leader the greater the yield of fish, although
circumstances do not always make this possible nor a
rigid rule....
Mesh sizes in both the trap and the leader show
little conformity and invariably are considerably larger
than the minimum legal size of 3-1/2 inches. In late
years especially there has been a tendency towards use of
larger mesh because this makes the trap lighter and
easier to haul, it provides less area for "slub" to
collect, and it doesn't hold so much tide. In leaders
the mesh is sometimes as large as 10 inches.
When large numbers of cod pursue schools of capelin close to the
shore, the cod traps are set up and ready for action. The season during
which this device can be used is relatively short, beginning in June and
peaking in July when large cod catches are made. Toward the end of
July it slows down and the dismantling of the traps begins in early
August.
However, because the cod is a bottom-dwelling fish that cannot
stand warm waters, the only areas in which it will pursue the capelin
close to shore are those where the water near the bank is deep and cold.
For this reason, these traps can only be used on the coasts of Labrador,
the north shore and Newfoundland, where these hydrological conditions
are present. In the Gaspé, the Magdalen Islands and the estuary of the
St. Lawrence, the necessary conditions are lacking.
The story behind the invention of the cod trap is well known. It
was invented by Captain W.H. Whiteley, a Newfoundlander who fished on
the north shore, at Bonne Espérance. The events leading to this
invention have been told many times and are as follows. One Saturday in
July 1865, Captain whiteley and his crew, having noticed that the cod
had stopped biting since they were satiated with the plentiful capelin
near the coast, decided to set their vast cod seines, as they usually
did in such a case. This device consisted of a wall of net about 160
ft. long which was higher in the middle (the centre section was 60 ft.
deep) than at its extremities. They encircled the school of cod with
the seine and began towing it to shore. Because there was so much cod
in the seine, it could not be emptied completely before night fell. The
next day being Sunday, a day of complete rest, Captain whiteley decided
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to leave the seine and its contents in the water so that he would not
lose the fish already captured in it. Care was taken to anchor both
extremities of the wings securely to the bank. The anchored seine
formed a kind of enclosure from which the fish were unable to escape.
When Captain Whiteley and his men returned on Monday to empty the
device, they observed that not only were the original cod still trapped,
but also even more cod were present than previously since some had
entered the seine by swimming under the footline.
It was then that the idea of constructing a huge net enclosure came
to Captain Whiteley. Just like the seine he had left near the shore, it
could be used to catch cod. The very next winter he began his
preparations and the following summer carried out tests with the cod
trap. Ronayne (1956: 4) describes this device: "it was shaped like a
room, six fathoms deep, with two sides measuring 15 fathoms long, the
back wall 12 fathoms long, the front wall 18 fathoms long with an
opening 18 in. wide."
That summer, Captain Whiteley had a record catch. Subsequently,
other fishermen learned about the device and began to use it; however,
it was not without some difficulties that this device came into general
use. From 1888 to 1898 it was even banned from the southern and
northeastern coasts of Newfoundland because catches with it were
considered to be too high. Also, Huard (1897: 479-80) was concerned
about cod traps used by Newfoundlanders on the north shore. He felt
that these traps were to blame for the decreases in cod and salmon
catches.
However, despite all these problems, catches with the cod trap were
so fantastic that its use spread. In 1911 there were 6,530 of them in
use along the coasts of Labrador.
In Quebec, on the north shore, this device was initially very
successful; however, later on its usage gradually declined. An
explanation for this decline was offered by Vladykov (1955a: 9 ) :
Les trappes a Morues, fabriquées de filets de coton à
mailles de 3 â 4 pouces, étaient assez efficaces sur la
Côt Nord il y a une vingtaine d'années, quand les
conditions hydrologiques favorisaient l'approche de la
morue au rivage. Ces dernières années, probablement â
cause du réchauffement des eaux du Golfe Saint-Laurent,
les Morues se tiennent plus au large en été et n'entrent
qu'en petit nombre dans les trappes tendues près du
rivage.
In 1963 there were scarcely more than 100 of these devices in use
along the lower north shore (Quebec [Province]. Dept. of Industry and
Commerce 1963: 8 ) .
Salmon Traps - PCI.142. Salmon traps (Fig. 22) are mainly used in the
Carleton area, but they are also found in Gaspé Bay and along the
north shore of the Gaspé Peninsula. Like the cod traps that we have
just described, these devices are made entirely from nets and have two
main components, the leader and the enclosure.
The leader is a large wall of net set at right angles to the shore
in such a way as to intercept fish swimming along the bank and lead them
into the enclosure. The leader may be up to 20 ft. deep and 1,200 ft.
long. The meshing, when taut, measures from 5-1/2 in. to 6 in. To
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maintain the net in a vertical position, floats are attached to the
headline as well as long vertical stakes fastened to the cloth of the
net at 13-fathom intervals. Cables attached to two lateral anchors
serve to hold these stakes in place.
The enclosure consists of a series of three compartments,
interconnected by doorways. When a salmon, guided by a leader, moves
slightly into the enclosure, it has crossed the main entrance and is
then in the first compartment. As it then continues to try to find its
way back out to sea, it inevitably enters the second compartment. The
meshing in these first two compartments when taut measures 5 in. The
salmon next crosses a third doorway and finds itself in a dead end and
cannot get out. In this last compartment the meshing is even smaller
than in the two preceding ones; that is, 4-1/2 in.
The enclosure is usually 26 fathoms in circumference and may be up
to 20 ft. deep. It is held in position by duck-shaped (diamond-shaped)
floats, which do not catch on the boats when the fishermen enter the
enclosure to gather the salmon assembled in the last compartment. There
are also long poles fastened around the enclosure in the places most
exposed to strong waves or currents. These poles, which we have
numbered in our diagram, are held in position by cables attached to
metal anchors weighing about 200 pounds; however, at each end of the
leader and at the poles numbered 3 and 6, the anchors used are even
heavier in order to ensure the overall solidity of the device.
For salmon fishing, the upper ends of the poles numbered 1, 2, 3,
4, 6, 7, 8 and even the end of pole 5, when it is too close to the
enclosure, are freed. Once the poles are freed, the bottom of the trap
tends to float toward the surface. The bottom of the net is fastened
with a hook connected to an empty barrel which acts like a buoy and
brings the trap even closer to the surface. Finally, the fishermen free
pole number 9, at the same time continuing to haul in the bottom of the
trap in such a way as to drive the salmon into the last compartment.
While all this work is being done it is important not to leave any of
the doorways open since the salmon could then escape. Once the salmon
are well trapped in the end of the enclosure, the fishermen simply have
to gather them up with a sallebarde or landing net.
In Quebec, commercial fishing for salmon is only allowed from May
15 to July 31.
According to a 19th-century author who published under the pen
name Publicus (1864: 6-7), the type of salmon trap we have just
described was invented in Scotland around 1814; however, we do not know
how reliable this information is:
These "Stake or Barrier Nets", which are of universal use
in the Salmon Fisheries of Canada, were invented in
Scotland, about fifty years ago, and were found to be
effective modes of capture by intercepting the fish in
their approaches to the rivers: they spread rapidly, and
some years after were introduced into Ireland as well as
into this country. They are formed, as the name implies,
of strong netting attached to long "Stakes", firmly
driven into the shore, and usually extend from high to
low water mark. They act upon the principle of a leader
against which the fish on their way along the coast to
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their breeding grounds strike, and are conducted to a
narrow opening, the entrance to a chamber or trap from
which there is no escape.
These devices are still used quite extensively in Quebec's waters.
In 1960 there were 104 in use.
Herring Traps - PCI.143. The herring fishery or trap (Fig. 21_b) that
will be described here is used in the Magdalen Islands. It is not found
in the Gaspé Peninsula, on the north shore, or in the estuary of the
St. Lawrence River. It consists of a long leader or wall of net which
leads to a heart-shaped net enclosure. This enclosure is not divided
into compartments like the salmon trap described in the preceding
section.
The leader follows the slope of the bottom, which is usually quite
gentle in places where herring traps are set. Its height may vary from
1-1/2 fathoms to 3-1/2 fathoms. It is generally 150 fathoms long, but
can be as long as 180 fathoms. Four-inch meshing is the legally
permitted size. The cloth is hung at 26 meshes per fathom along the
headline and at 24 meshes per fathom along the footline. The leader is
held vertical by a system of floats and weights. The floats are
attached to the headline; there must be enough of them to support this
line at the surface. The weights are small lead sinkers that are
attached to the footline. Six are fastened per fathom of line for
ordinary conditions and a few extra are added at the distal end of the
leader since it is more exposed to the action of the current and the
waves.
The enclosure is also called the heart because of its form. This
heart is a kind of net bag with a circumference of 48 to 50 fathoms.
The doorway of the trap is located in the V of the heart. Through this
doorway passes the headline of the leader; from the doorway it continues
across to the opposite side of the heart. This enclosure is 48 ft. long
by 96 ft. wide. The net is hung on the headline at 72 meshes per
fathom. The meshing of the walls of the enclosure measures 1-1/4 in.
when taut, whereas that of the bottom measures 1-1/2 in. The material
used to make these nets is a light nylon yarn which has to be weighted
with sinkers so that it goes to the bottom. Floats 4 in. long are
attached to the headline around the circumference of the enclosure at
5-in. intervals. Sometimes larger floats are used on the sea side of
the enclosure. The bottom of the trap rests on the ocean floor. To
increase the efficiency of this device, wings or leaders may be added to
either side of the doorway of the enclosure.
This trap has a very complicated anchorage system due to the fact
that it may be subjected to rather rough treatment, especially when it
is filled with herring and a storm comes up. Therefore, anchors are
attached to each end of the leader. The anchor on the end jutting out
into the ocean weighs 300 pounds, whereas the one close to the shore
weighs 100 (sometimes two of these smaller ones are used). Eight
200-pound anchors are spaced around the enclosure. Along the leader
are five pairs of 100-pound anchors. These anchors are made of iron,
are all of the same shape, and are equipped with a stock; however,
sometimes they may be replaced by pieces of rail. A buoy is attached to
each anchors so that they can be easily located. Cables approximately
30 fathoms long are used to connect the anchors to the trap.
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The mooring reins are two ropes 25 fathoms long which are connected
on either side of the doorway to the enclosure and connected to a common
point on the headline of the leader. The purpose of these reins is to
help keep the door open so that the herring will enter far into the
trap.
This fishing gives its highest yields at the end of April or the
beginning of May, when large schools of herring come near the shore.
The trap is not placed arbitrarily. This device must be set in a place
which has a gently sloping floor and, as much as possible, oriented so
as to be parallel to the current since overly strong currents striking
it broadside decrease its performance and may even break it.
The herring swim in with the incoming tide and return to sea with
the ebbing tide. They follow the leader, which must be solidly set so
that it does not frighten away the fish. Once the herring have entered
the enclosure, the fishermen approach in two small boats, without using
a motor or propeller, and bunt the doorway by sliding the net along the
headlines. Next they gradually haul the bag of the net in, thus pushing
the fish to the distal end of the enclosure. Once the herring are
gathered together in one place, they are loaded onto a kind of barge,
called gabares (scows). For this the fishermen use either landing nets
(sallebardes) or a pump.
Our information concerning the age of this device is very limited.
A 61-year-old respondent from the Magdalen Islands stated that these
traps were already in use before he was born. This herring trap is
likely a somewhat recent innovation introduced to the Magdalen Islands
from the Maritime provinces, where devices similar to it have been in
use for a good number of years. These islands are very closely linked,
economically speaking, with the Maritimes.

Seal

Traps - PCI. 15

Seal traps are used along the lower north shore from Blanc-Sablon to
Harrington Harbour. They are a kind of partitioned maze made from net
with meshing 16 in. long when stretched taut. The seals enter the trap
and are caught in the mesh of the nets. In fact, this device is just as
closely related to gill nets as it is to stationary traps, but we
preferred to include it with stationary traps because of its close
similarities to semicircular weirs and net traps. In writing this
section, we gleaned most of our information from Beck's article (1965:
18-19, 22), the most complete reference we found on this subject.
Seal traps are set in mid-December at a depth of two fathoms so
that they will not be broken up by drift ice which is common in this
area. Because the cord used to make the cloth of the net is very heavy,
barrels are attached to the headline. The headline is white and can
easily be seen, while the rest of the net has been treated with creosote
so that the seal, noticing this obstacle under the water, will attempt
to dive under it to avoid it and thus get caught up in the meshing of
the net. Only very rarely will a seal try to escape by passing over the
headline.
The cloth making up the wall of these fisheries is twice as high as
the depth of the water where it is set. The reason for this height
can be explained as follows. To remove the seals caught in the meshing,
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the cloth has to be brought to the surface of the water. If the cloth
height were only equivalent to the water depth, the cloth would be
lifted off the bottom when the seals are being removed and this would
leave an opening through which groups of other seals swimming about in
the enclosure could escape. With this double length, the fishermen are
always sure that the wall is resting on the bottom.
These traps are anchored in a manner rather like that previously
described concerning net traps. They are usually of the type used at
Harrington Harbour (Fig. 25\a; Beck 1965: 18); however, some fishermen
also take advantage of the local topography, as in the case of the large
seal trap at La Tabatière, which is set across the channels of water
between the islands (Fig. 23_b).
This seal trap was invented in the 19th century by Samuel
Robertson of La Tabatière, who, it is said, caught 4,000 seals in it
during a single autumn (Chambers 1912: 144). Use of the device spread
rather quickly and as early as 1856 Captain Fortin (1856) referred to
the seal fishery belonging to Mr. Rendall Jones in Brador Bay. This
fishery was supposed to have been the next largest after that of Samuel
Robertson. Today, this device is on the decline; in less than ten
years, from 1949 to 1957, the number in use decreased from 96 to 30.
The reason for this decrease is no doubt the fact that there has been a
serious drop in the number of seals recorded in the Gulf of St. Lawrence
in the last few years.

Simple Bag Nets - PCI.2
Smelt fishing, after the fashion of the Micmacs, is still carried on
today at Point Miguasha, located not far from Carleton on Chaleur Bay.
This fishing is done using a bag-shaped net set beneath the ice. Raoul
Blanchard (1935: 39) has already reported use of this net. Never having
seen this device, we are not able to say whether or not it is identical
to the bag net used for smelt fishing in the Miramichi River in New
Brunswick (Mackenzie 1964: 24). We would need further information on
this subject before being able to decide.
Beaver are also fished using a simple bag net (Fig. 23cO set under
the ice. To reclose the net once the beaver has entered through the
opening, the Amerind standing on the ice simply pulled on a drawstring
(Lips 1933: 8-9, 29, Fig. 3 ) .

Pots - PCI.3
Pots are small containers most often with a funnel-shaped opening which
prevents an animal entering from easily finding his way out. They are
usually set on the bottom of the body of water. The form of a pot can
vary from cylindrical and semicircular to square, and so on. They can
have several compartments connected by a series of funnel-shaped
openings. In some pots, bait is used. Construction materials are
varied as well, including chicken wire, net or wooden laths. Pots
therefore constitute an assorted group of devices that catch fish on the
basis of the same principles as stationary traps. Their smaller size,
which reaches a maximum of about ten feet, sets them apart from the
latter.
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Pots

Used by the Amerinds

- PCI. 31

We are certain that pots were used by the Amerinds before the arrival of
the Europeans. We have already referred to their use by the Montagnais
at quite an early date in our discussion of V-shaped weirs (Jesuits
1896-1901, 6: 308-10); however, we did not find any references to the
use of a pot by itself - all the references mention pots used as part of
a stake or brush dam or barrier. This leads us to believe that the
Amerinds did not use the pot by itself. This statement would seem to be
substantiated by Driver and Massey's distribution map (1957: 204), on
which the only pots indicated are those used as part of barriers by the
Amerinds of the gulf and valley of the St. Lawrence.
Moreover, nowhere did we find a description of the pots used by the
Amerinds that was detailed enough to allow us to determine whether there
was any connection between the Amerind pots and those used in fresh and
salt water by the European colonists.

Hoop Nets

- PCI.32

Hoop nets are pots made from chicken wire or from net and used in the
fresh waters of the St. Lawrence and its tributaries. Several authors
have reported their use (Cuerrier and Préfontaine 1946: 29; Montpetit
1897: 164, 511; Vladykov 1955c: 11; Trade News 1960: 9 ) . These nets can
be divided into two main types: cord nets and wire nets. Figure 24a_
illustrates a cord net used by freshwater fishermen on the St.
Lawrence.

The Lobster

Trap -

PCI.33

This trap is a cage made from cedar laths, constructed in the shape of a
cylinder cut in two lengthwise (Fig. 24_b). This cage has one or more
funnel-shaped openings called heads. These openings are made from nylon
net whose mesh measures 2 in. long when taut. Their inner end is held
open by a cedar or metal ring 5 in. in diameter. These openings lead
the lobster into the first compartment of the trap; the funnel shape of
the passage prevents the lobster from escaping. In this compartment, in
the centre of the pot, is a small pointed stick, made from a piece of
hardwood about 10 in. long. This stick, called a piquette or
bô-à-boëtte, bears the bait, usually old salt herring. At the end of
the first compartment, a second funnel-shaped passage, similar to the
heads just described, leads the lobster into a final compartment, the
salon, or prison. From this area there is no escape. Between the laths
of the pot and its actual bottom, heavy flat stones are inserted for the
purpose of holding the trap well in place on the ocean floor. A door on
the side of the trap is attached with two pieces of twine. This door or
taquette is kept closed by a lock made from a piece of lath a few inches
long which pivots on a nail. On the front end, a cable is spliced to
either side of the trap in such a way as to form a becket or eyelet. It
is through this becket or eyelet that the traps are linked together and
also there that the marker buoy is connected.
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Lobster traps may vary in size. In the Gaspé we saw some measuring
40 in. long by 22 in. wide and 22 in. high. Those we measured in the
Magdalen Islands were 32 in. long, 24 in. wide and 13 in. high. Most
traps have the general arched shape that we mentioned earlier; however,
in the Carleton area on Chaleur Bay we did see some rectangular ones.
The weight of traps used in the Magdalen Islands is about 45 pounds.
Differences in the number of funnel-shaped openings or heads and
the manner in which they are arranged may also occur. The traps used
in the Gaspê have a head at each end; other types have one on each side,
on the front of the trap, or a single head on the side. In the Magdalen
Islands, all traps used have two heads, located on the sides. According
to the islanders, this type "fishes" better than any of the other
types.
The way in which lobster traps are used in the Magdalen Islands is
also somewhat different from the method used in the Gaspé. In the
Magdalen Islands, traps are set in groups of ten connected to a common
line at six-fathom intervals. At each end of the group is a buoy on an
18-fathom line to mark the location of the traps. In the Gaspé the
traps are not connected in groups, but rather are set individually, each
with a cedar buoy to mark its location.
Lobster traps are set quite close to the shore in water from one to
15 fathoms deep, preferably on a silty or sandy bottom. The fisherman
checks the traps each morning from a small boat some 12 ft. long in the
Gaspé and from a specially designed 25-ft. boat in the Magdalen Islands.
This latter boat is the same as the one used in the Maritime provinces.
At present, a fisherman may not own more than 300 traps. The
fishing season is from 9 May to 10 July.
The lobster traps we have described are very widely distributed and
may be found along the coasts of New England, Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick, Newfoundland, the Gaspé Peninsula, the north shore and the
Magdalen Islands.
According to Corrivault and Tremblay (1948: 5-11), who wrote a
short historical summary concerning lobster traps on the shores of the
Gaspé Peninsula, lobster fishing was unknown prior to 1870, the year in
which the first canneries were set up in that area, although it had
already been practised for many years in New England and the Maritime
provinces. There were so many lobsters that sometimes during storms
rows of them up to five feet thick were stranded on the beach. At such
times they were used as fertilizer to enrich the soil; however, once
their commercial value had been recognized, they became the object of
intensive fishing. This new industry peaked in the 1890s and then, as a
result of excessive takes, began a rapid decline that has continued to
the present day. The extent of this decline can be seen in the fact
that in 1963 all the lobster caught in the Gaspé amounted to only seven
per cent of the national annual take.
On the north shore the pattern repeated itself (Potvin 1938: 77-9).
In 1900 there were 11 lobster canneries within the 60 miles from lie
Saint-Charles to Natashquan, but less than 40 years later there had been
a complete reversal in the situation (Potvin 1938: 79): "de Sept-Iles à
Natashquan soit une distance d'un peu moins de 200 milles, il ne se
prend plus un seul homard. La prise totale de l'année 1937 ne s'est
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élevée qu'au poids de 36,000 livres dont la valeur n'a pas été
probablement supérieure à $900.00."
Today, lobster is no longer fished commercially on the north shore.
Some fishermen continue to set their traps as a means of varying their
daily diet, but they hardly catch enough to satisfy their own needs.
In the province of Quebec, the Magdalen Islands is still the place
where most of the lobster is caught. In 1963, 3,545,600 pounds were
caught, compared with a total figure of 267,600 for the Gaspé.

Eel Basket

- PCI. 34

This device, also called an eel trap, is used on the Magdalen Islands.
It is actually a modified lobster trap. In the arch there is only one
funnel-shaped opening or head, located at the front end. The ring is
only 3 in. in diameter and the laths making up the arch are spaced only
1/4 in. apart so that the eels will not be able to escape. However, due
to the fact that the yield obtained with this device is low, it is not
used extensively. The islanders seem to prefer fishing for eels in more
active ways, such as with a leister, dard or gaff, to this rather
passive method.

Movable Containers - PC2

Standing on the Bank in Shallow Water - PC2.1

Dragged Devices

- PC2.11

Bush Nets - PC2.111. The bush net (Fig. 25_b) is a fishing device made
up of a headline, usually a coarse rope, to which leaves or branches are
attached. It is used in the same manner as a seine - it is stretched
out in a semicircle not far from the shore, then dragged in by means of
ropes attached at each end. This moving dam created by the bush net is
used to frighten, herd and drive the fish toward the shore where they
can easily be captured. The bush net is sometimes used to drive fish
toward a stationary barrier. Distribution of the bush net, although
irregular, is very widespread, including an area all the way from Africa
to North America by way of India and Oceania.
Loskiel, quoted by Renaud (1923: 25) wrote an account of its use
among the Amerinds:
Des gens marchaient parallèlement sur la rive, en tenant
les extrémités d'un immense treillis de vigne dont ils
balayaient le cours d'eau, tandis que des compagnons
munis de fourches de bois en soutenaient le milieu;
d'autres dirigeaient les poissons avec de longues perches
vers une boîte percée d'une ouverture et disposée à cet
effet, d'où, des canotiers les retiraient facilement.
According to an anonymous author (Ontario. Dept. of Education
1917: 37), Ontario Amerinds used a bush net made from vines to guide
fish toward a V-shaped dam that had a bag net or a pot at the bottom of
the V. A Moravian missionary mentioned the use of this method by the
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Senecas as early as 1719 (Fenton 1942: 4 9 ) . The best description of
this method is given in Fenton (1942: 49-50), who received his
information from a Seneca respondent who had used the method himself:
Near the river we cut poles between 3 and 4 inches in
thickness, felling only hickory and ash saplings because
they are tough. Overlapping the ends of the poles, we
tied the saplings together with withes of inner hickory
bark; and we completed the boom first before tying on the
bush. Then we cut brush - anything that grows by the
river except the willow - that is, hickory, oak and
chestnut. We would build the boom along the shore, and
when we had it done, tie on the brush. Then when it was
finished, we swung the upper end across the river.
Then the drive began. Willie did not say how they
dragged the seine in early times, but within his memory
there was a team of horses, sometimes two, on either
bank, and the horses were driven to pull the brush-laden
boom downstream through the eddy, while the men of the
band manned the boom with spears.
Meanwhile at the foot of the eddy a weir had been
constructed across the river at the head of the riffles.
Stones were pilled up to form a great V with its apex
downstream. Where the weir converged near the middle of
the river bed they drove stakes to form a fence or crib
in which to impound the fish. Apparently there was no
permanent trap.
A similar method was used by the Micmacs (Wallis and Wallis
1955: 28):
A net, a'bi, sometimes fifty yards in length, is made of
interwined branches of birch, elder, or other tree or
bush. It is put into the water near the shore and
extends into deep water. While some tend the net, others
in canoes splash water to drive the fish into the apex of
the triangle formed by shore, net, and canoes. The
deep-water end of the net is then drawn toward the shore
and gradually pulled into shallow water, where the fish
can be taken.
The second quotation contradicts somewhat the Driver and Massey
distribution map, which illustrated the use of such a device only
opposite New York on the Atlantic coast. The Micmacs lived further
north.
On the other hand, Rostlund (1952: 92) studied the use of this
device and decided that its distribution in North America was too
sporadic for any logical conclusions to be reached concerning where it
was and was not used.
The Simple Seine - PC2.112. The traditional simple seine consists of a
rectangular cloth which does not act as a gill net, but has small
meshing. The seine has floats on its headline and weights on its
footline. There are usually ropes at the ends of the cloth which are
used to drag this device along the bottom. Sometimes the cloth of
simple seines is wider in the middle than at the ends, with the result
that when it is dragged in the water, a kind of pocket is formed. This
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device is usually set in a semicircle opposite the shore and dragged by
two men or, for very large seines, two teams of men (Fig. 25a). When
both ends of the cloth reach the shore, the two men or two teams pulling
it in move together in such a way as to close the semicircle and form a
circle, thus trapping the fish. With this method the whole seine is
hauled in to the shore until the fish are enclosed in a very restricted
space from which they can easily be caught.
Seine Used by the Amerinds - PC2.1121
The simple seine was definitely used by the Great Lakes Amerinds
before the arrival of the Europeans. We found several descriptions
of its use dating from the beginning of the 17th century: "en autre
saison ils [Hurons] y pèchent à la ceine une certaine espèce de
poisson, qui semble estre de nos Harangs, mais de plus petits,
lesquels ils mangent fraiz et boucanez" (Sagard-Théodat 1939: 386).
However, a description given by Champlain (1922-36, 3: 166) of
ice fishing with a seine is much more detailed:
Les hommes [Hurons] font les rets pour pescher et
prendre le poisson en este comme en hyver qu'ils
peschent ordinairement et prennent le poisson
jusques soubs la glace â la ligne ou à la seine. Et
la façon de cest pêche est telle qu'il font
plusieurs trous en rond sur la glace et celui par où
ils doivent tirer la seine a quelque cinq pieds de
long et trois pieds de large, puis commencent par
ceste ouverture à mettre leur filet, lequel ils
attachent à une perche de bois de six à sept pieds
de long, et la mettent dessoubs la glace et font
courir cest perche de trou en trou où un homme ou
deux mettent les mains par les trous, prenant la
perche où est attaché un bout de filet, jusque â ce
qu'ils viennent ioindre l'ouverture de cinq à six
pieds. Ce fait, ils laissent couler le rets au fond
de l'eau, qui va bas, par le moyen de certaines
petites pierres qu'ils attachent au bout, et estant
au fond de l'eau, ils le retirent à force de bras
par ces deux bouts et ainsi amènent le poisson qui
se trouve pris dedans. Voilà la façon en bref,
comme ils en usent pour pécher en hyver.
According to Rostlund (1952: 95), this fishing device was
conceivably introduced to North America by way of Bering Strait.
From there he thought that it spread toward the south along the
Pacific coast and toward the east by way of the lakes situated in
the north of the Prairie provinces, the Great Lakes and the
St. Lawrence.
Simple Seine Used in Fresh Water - PC2.1122
The simple freshwater seine dragged from the shore was used almost
everywhere in the fresh water of the St. Lawrence, notably Lac
Saint-François (Montpetit 1897: III), at Buissons and Cascades
(Montpetit 1897: 511), on Lac Saint-Louis and Lac des
Deux Montagnes (Prévost 1906), and in the Sorel area (Cuerrier and
Préfontaine 1946: 29). This device was commonly known as the rope
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seine (senne à cordeaux), probably because of the long ropes used
to haul it to shore.
This type of fishing was also practised at Saint-Pierre on lie
d'Orléans and Dawson (1960: 147-8) provides a good description of
it (Fig. 25c):
Avant la "pêche" dormante et un peu après, on
péchait à la senne. C'est un filet rectangulaire
aux mailles d'un pouce et avec une amarre à chaque
bout. Des anneaux de plomb placés de distance en
distance d'un côté, et des flottes de liège de
l'autre, assurent que le filet flotte
perpendiculairement dans l'eau. On peut pêcher â
pied ou d'un bateau. Si l'on est à pied, on se met
deux, l'un à chaque bout du filet. On pêche à l'eau
montante. On commence sur le sens du courant.
C'est un ouvrage dur et dangereux; on doit pêcher de
longues heures dans l'eau au-dessus des genous.
Si on pêche d'un flat (bateau plat), on peut se
servir d'une senne plus grande, d'une vingtaine de
brasses de long, sur quatre pieds de large aux
bouts, et dix au milieu. Le filet se fait de fil à
saumon (acheté), renforcé au milieu pour soutenir le
poids du poisson.
D'un bout de la seine une amarre de 20 brasses
de long va jusqu'à la grève. De l'autre bout une
amarre de cinquante brasses de long s'attache au
flat.
This device was used to catch pickerel, whitefish, red horse,
sturgeon, bullhead, and so on; however, today this device is only
rarely used for fishing in fresh water and it is not often that one
sees the fishermen seining.
Simple Seine Used in Salt Water - PC2.1123
The simple seine dragged from the shore has been used for many
years in the salt water of the St. Lawrence River and the gulf. It
was used by cod fishermen for catching herring, capelin and sand
eel, which they used to bait their lines. Scattergood (1959: 23)
claims that European colonists had been using this device for
centuries before their arrival in the new world.
Although this device is almost never used today along the
Gaspé coast, there are still several fishermen who remember it.
This seine, which was mainly used for smelt fishing, is very
similar to the one described by Dawson that is used on lie
d'Orléans.
At Grande-Rivière in the Gaspé, the net used was wider in the
centre than at the ends, thus forming a kind of pocket with two
wings or leaders. Its total length was 170 ft., the centre height
16 ft. and the height at the end of each wing was 7 ft. The
headline was double; that is, made from two lines twisted together
in such a way as to prevent the cloth of the net from rolling up.
Cork floats were placed every 3 ft. along this headline. Weights
were attached at the same interval along the footline. The meshing
when taut measured 1-1/4 in.
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At Carleton smelt fishing was done with a device similar in
form (Fig. 26), but much longer (270 ft.) than the one mentioned
above. The centre portion of this device was 16 ft. high and 90
ft. long. The meshing when taut measured 1.0 in. in length and
double floats were spaced at 3-ft. intervals to ensure buoyancy.
The wings near the bag measured a height of 16 ft., but at the end
near the stakes to which the hauling lines were attached, 6 ft.
The stakes were 10 ft. high. Single cork floats were fastened to
the double headline for the full length of the wings. The meshing
of the wings when taut measured 1-1/4 in. Weights were fastened to
the footline at 3-ft. intervals. The type of fishing done at
Carleton was rather unique in that the seine was brought to shore
with two portable winches called virvos. Fishing was done at night
by the light of an oil lamp. Using a boat about 15 ft. long, the
fishermen would set the seine out at a distance of about 40 fathoms
from the shore. One of the fishermen remained on shore, allowing
his winch to unwind while the other rowed out in the boat and set
the seine opposite the shore. Once the seine was in place, the
fisherman in the boat would return to shore, all the while
unwinding his winch, on which the second tow line was wound. When
he arrived back on shore, he would mount his winch on a sawhorse in
the same manner as the first winch was installed. By using the two
winches, the two men were able to manoeuvre this very heavy fishing
device with relative ease. Without the winches the assistance of
two teams of men would have been required to accomplish the same
task. The saving in labour resulted in a proportional increase in
profits. The next step was to haul in the seine. Knots were tied
in the ropes to serve as markers of how much rope had been hauled
in on each side so that both sides of the seine were hauled in at
the same rate. This was particularly important if the fishing was
being done at night. As the seine approached the shore, the
fishermen had to move in closer to each other with their winches in
such a way as to close the open end of the seine and form a pocket.
After the seine was on the shore, the fish were placed in wooden
crates using a sallebarde or dip net.
For this type of fishing, each fisherman was allotted a
section of beach as determined by a licence. Fishing mainly took
place in the fall since that was when it was legally permitted, but
some illegal fishing was done in spring when smelt could be sold at
a higher price. This device was sometimes used for herring
fishing. Our respondent told us that he had learned the method
from a fisherman from Paspébiac. It would seem that this method
was also used at one time at other locations along the Gaspë coast.
Respondents from Méchins and Grande-Grève told us that they could
recall having seen winches used for smelt and sand eel (Ammodytes
americanus) fishing.
The use of similar seines was also reported by respondents
from the estuary of the St. Lawrence, the Magdalen Islands and the
north shore. The difference was that these seines were hauled in
by hand.
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Cod Seines - PC2.1124
It is said that seines dragged from the shore were also used to
catch cod that came in close to the bank in pursuit of capelin
along the coasts of Newfoundland and Labrador.
According to La Morandière (1962, 1: 8 9 ) , French fishermen
began using these seines or haloppes toward the middle of the
18th century. These fishing devices were enormous, measuring 180
fathoms long by 15 to 18 fathoms deep. In the opinion of the
historian Innis (1954: 380-1), the French depleted their fishing
grounds through excessive use of cod seines, which were very
effective devices.
Nevertheless, these large devices were still in use in 1852,
as is revealed in the following description written by Commandant
Pierre Fortin (Innis 1954: 380): "[they were described as] chiefly
very large nets which are nearly 150 fathoms long and 30 fathoms
wide. Nearly forty men [are] required to handle them successfully.
They are very costly."
Sometimes such devices were hauled back to shore with a winch,
thus reducing greatly the number of men needed (Révoil 1863: 126):
Six pêcheurs suffisaient pour traîner une de ces
seines dont un bout était fixé sur la rive à l'aide
d'une corde, tandis que l'autre était porté au large
sur une embarcation, de façon à balayer autant
d'espace possible. Dès qu'ils avaient atteint leur
but, c'est-â-dire formé un demi-cercle qui
retournait à la rive, deux pêcheurs tiraient le
filet à terre à l'aide d'un cabestan, tandis que les
autres pêcheurs restés dans deux pirogues
soutenaient le bout du filet, et battaient l'eau de
façon à effrayer le poisson et le pousser vers le
bord. Dans un seul coup de filet, j'ai vu ramasser
trois mille huit cent dix-sept morues. Quant aux
capelans et au menu fretin, cela ne se comptait pas,
tant il y en avait de grouillant, se débattant,
sautant et crevant sur le sable.
Smaller cod seines, measuring 160 ft. long by 60 ft. deep in
the centre, were still in use on the coast of Newfoundland at the
end of the 19th century (Ronayne 1956: 3 ) . These seines led to the
invention of the cod trap, in the manner we described in the
section dealing with net traps.
Today it would seem that fishing for cod with seines has
indeed been abandoned. We found no recent references that
mentioned the use of this method along our coasts.
Seal Seine - PC2.1125
Puyjalon (1894: 75-76) reported the use along the north shore of
large nets made of very strong cords worked in much the same manner
as seines. These nets, whose master lines were especially strong,
had 6-in. meshing and could be up to 100 fathoms long. One end was
attached to a winch near the shore and the cloth was set so as to
form a kind of triangular enclosure with the shore. The bottom of
the net was left free so that seals swimming along the coast could
enter from underneath. A hauling line was attached to the end of
the cloth and served to link the net to a second winch. When the
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seals entered the enclosure, the fishermen simply had to wind in
the winches and trap the mammals by surrounding them with the wall
of net.
You will notice that this method is very similar to that
described by Rëvoil (1863: 126) with respect to cod fishing with a
seine. For this reason we have included this net with the seines
despite the fact that the mesh size would seem to indicate that
some of the seals were caught in the cloth.
Lamprey Dredge - PC2.113. The lamprey dredge is a fishing device used
in fresh water on the Saint-François River. It was described by
Vladykov (1952: 93) as follows:
La rivière St-François, près de Pierreville, avec un fond
convenable et beaucoup d'iles qui séparent le cours d'eau
en plusieurs branches, est un endroit particulièrement
favorable à différentes espèces d'Ammocètes. Là, un des
collectionneurs d'Ammocètes a construit une sorte de
drague carrée qui ressemble à une pelle à chevaux, dont
on se sert pour niveler la terre.
Le cadre de cette drague est en fer solide, tandis
que la paroi postérieure, de 10 pouces de hauteur, et le
fond, de 26 par 28 pouces, sont fabriqués de treillis
métallique de 1/8 de pouce de maille. De chaque côté, il
y a une plaque de fer, épaisse d'un quart de pouce, dont
la hauteur est de 3 pouces en avant et de 7 pouces en
arrière. Sur le cadre en avant est attachée une chaîne
et l'arrière est muni de deux mancherons en fer. Pour
manipuler cette drague, il faut deux hommes, dont l'un
tire sur la chaîne et l'autre dirige cette pelle et la
fait enfoncer dans le lit de la rivière. A cause de la
quantité considérable de vase amassée par cet engin, sa
manipulation exige un assex grand effort physique.
Cependant, il présente l'avantage de prendre beaucoup
d'Ammocètes.
This invention, both local and recent, does not seem to have been
used in other areas; moreover, today lamprey fishing has been
practically abandoned.

Scooping

Devices

- PC2.12

Dip Nets or Scoop Nets - PC2.121. Amerinds definitely used scoop nets
in the pre-Columbian period.
Small hand nets, dip nets, and scoop nets were widely
used in native North America, but seines and gill nets
were of more limited distribution. While small nets are
indisputably pre-Columbian, the large seines and gill nets
may be post-Columbian in certain localities (Driver and
Massey 1957: 201, 203).
Stites (1905: 49) also reported the use of these devices among the
Iroquois and stated that they were very popular:
All the Iroquois made extensive use of the net,
especially in the capture of smaller fish in the rifts
and shallow places of streams where most of their fishing
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camps were situated. Here they could employ their
favorite implement, either as a scoop-net or as a seine.
However, the author did not describe which type of dip net was used
by the Iroquois nor did he provide a source for his information. This
seriously decreases the value of this reference.
French colonists used the landing net as well. We have mentioned
several instances where it was used to transfer fish captured in a
stationary trap or a seine into another container. This would seem to
be its most common use, but it was also used to catch capelin during the
times when they "rolled" on the shore in coves (Joncas 1886: 12).
Stake Seines - PC2.122. The stake seine (Fig. 27a_) consists of an
average-size rectangular cloth that has a stake attached on each side.
These stakes are used to push the net along the shore in shallow water.
Two men, each holding one of the stakes, are needed to use this device.
The fishermen move slowly forward in the water for a certain distance
until they feel that they have caught some fish. At that point they
quickly bring the seine to the surface, lifting the device in much the
same way as one would a shovel. Sometimes the fishermen place their big
toes over the footline near the stake for by doing this they ensure that
the seine is scraping the bottom as they move along and that the fish
are not able to escape under the net.
This fishing device is not very common in Quebec, but it is used by
some freshwater fishermen in the Sorel region.

Cast Devices

- PC2.13

The Cast Net - PC2.131. Cast nets are not used by Quebec fishermen.
The only reference that we found concerning this device made mention of
its use for fishing trout in New Brunswick (Rëvoil 1863: 18).

In Deep Water, from Boats - PC2.2

Horizontal

Devices

- PC2.21

Seine Drawn by Boats - PC2.211. It seems that this type of net was used
on the Restigouche River, which flows into Chaleur Bay. Sage (1888: 60)
described it in the following manner:
The drift net is the most potent cause of harm to the
fish after they have escaped the danger of the tide way.
It is a net long enough to reach across the river, and
loaded at the bottom, so that it will drag along close to
the bed of the stream. There are also floats on top. It
is worked down stream by two canoes; one near each shore,
and the places adapted for its most deadly use are the
long flats where the water is of pretty uniform depth and
the bottom smooth.
However, because the author does not mention, for example, the size
of the meshing in the above description, we are unable to determine with
any certainty whether this device was a simple seine or a drift net
guided by two canoes.
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The Trawl Net - PC2.212. The trawl net (Fig. 27_b) is a device rather
new to Quebec fishermen. Although it has been used in the coastal
waters of the Atlantic since 1908, it was not seen on the Gaspé coast
until the Grande-Rivière Marine Biology Station introduced it in 1951.
Several authors have written descriptions of this modern fishing method.
The following summary by Pépin (1958: 92-3), which we reproduce in
extenso, is in our opinion the best one available:
Le chalutier utilisé ici est un bateau ponté de
dimensions considérables, soit 60 pieds de long et 16 de
large. Son tonnage est de 45 tonnes, et il est propulsé
par un engin diesel de 160 h.p. environ. L'équipage est
de 4 hommes, 34 chalutiers ont actuellement leur port
d'attache dans la région.
b - Les techniques de pêche
Le chalutage est la technique idéale pour la grande
pêche industrielle; économie de mouvements, maximum de
rendement. N'ayant pas de boette à utiliser, le
chalutier peut filer directement vers les bancs de pêche.
Le chalut à panneaux utilisé ici est une immense poche en
forme d'entonnoir, dont la gueule atteint de 70 â 80
pieds de diamètre. Rendu sur le banc, on commence par
jeter par-dessus bord toutes les parties non métalliques
du filet, ensuite les rouleaux ou diabolos qui vont
l'appesantir et en protéger la partie inférieure contre
les déchirures, finalement les flotteurs qui supporteront
la partie supérieure du chalut.
Lorsque le chalut est bien disposé, on augmente la
vitesse du bateau, et deux panneux de bois qui facilitent
la manoeuvre du chalut sont lancés à l'eau. On laisse
filer ensuite une longueur de corde égale à trois fois la
profondeur; ainsi, si la profondeur est de 65 brasses, la
longueur des cables sera de près de 200 brasses.
Le chalut est trainé à ras le fond, durant quelques
heures, et les poissons sont, pour ainsi dire, cueillis
au vol. En une heure le chalut balaie un secteur de 105
pieds de large, multiplié par la distance parcourue à la
vitesse de 3 noeuds (16,000 pieds); ou 48 milles carrés
par journée de 24 heures.
On pratique la remontée du chalut à l'aide d'un
treuil, et un palan dépose la charge sur le pont. Si le
volume des prises est trop volumineux, un câble
d'étranglement permet de hisser la poche en deux
sections. Le noeud (cod end) qui forme le fond de
chalut, défait, les poissons sont déversés dans des
casiers, sur le pont. On remet le chalut à la mer, et on
pratique l'êviscérage du poisson, le disposant ensuite
dans la cale, avec des couches protectrices de glace
broyée. Un coup de chalut remonte plus de 3,000 livres
de poisson. Le chalutier, qui pêche habituellement
quatre jours d'affilée, rapporte facilement 50,000 livres
de poisson. Une seule ombre au tableau: c'est la
cueillette indistincte de poissons de toutes tailles.

Ill

Mais on ne peut empêcher cela, et il semble heureusement,
que les zones de reproduction soient assez nombreuses et
bien protégées pour pallier cette perte.
The Scallop Dredge - PC2.213. The scallop dredge, used for several
years in the Magdalen Islands in the wake of the discovery of major
commercial banks in the area, is basically a chain-mail pocket attached
to a heavy metal frame (Fig. 28). This frame, actually a kind of sled
which scrapes the ocean floor, is linked to the boat by a steel cable.
The measurements of this frame vary, but it is usually from 10 ft. to 13
ft. wide, thus providing an opening wide enough to catch scallops and
other bottom dwellers in the chain-mail pocket. This device is very
heavy, as is illustrated by the fact that an empty 12-ft. drag weighs
between 1,300 and 1,500 pounds.
Since this very recent device is still only put to limited use in
our waters, we will not go into greater detail about it. Our
description is based on the book by Bourne (1964) on this topic.

Surrounding

Devices

- PC2.22

The Purse Seine or Swing Seine - PC2.221. The main component of this
type of device is a straight cloth which sometimes is quite high. The
headline bears floats and the footline, weights. The difference between
the purse seine and the other types of seines is the fact that there are
rings fastened at regular intervals along the footline and a rope, which
serves as a drawstring, through these rings.
When a school of fish is located, the swing seine is dragged around
the whole school by boats. Once the school is surrounded by the net,
the fishermen pull on the purse line which is reeved through the rings
on the footline. As with a purse, this serves to close the open end and
makes the net into a kind of bag.
This device is mainly used for herring and mackerel fishing, but it
has also been used to catch cod when the latter are found near the
surface, as is the case along the north shore (Le Moine 1863: 102).
Purse seines are usually enormous - one respondent told us that some
fishermen use seines measuring 120 fathoms long by 14 fathoms high in
the centre and having a meshing size that measures 1-1/4 in. when taut.
At the present time, use of these devices is mainly centred around the
Magdalen Islands where there are still dense populations of herring;
however, at the end of the 19th century similar ones were also used
along the north shore (Huard 1897: 328).
A method of purse-seine fishing slightly different from the one we
have just described is used in the Magdalen Islands. There the seine is
worked close to shore rather than out on the ocean. It has been
described by Jean-Marie Roy (1964: 10-11):
La seine utilsée, au Québec, pour la pêche du hareng est
formée d'une nappe de filet liëgêe à la ralingue
supérieure et lestée de plombs en bas. La longueur du
filet, qui varie avec les endroits de pêche, est en
général d'une centaine de brasses. La manoeuvre de cet
engin s'effectue d'une barque légère, non pontée. L'une
des ailes de la seine est pourvue d'un câble et fixée au
rivage, l'autre bout de la seine, qui est transportée sur
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le bateau, est jeté à l'eau. La manoeuvre consiste à
décrire un cercle, pendant que la seine drague le fond;
dès que le cercle est complété, on commence à lever le
filet, tout en le faisant coulisser sur la ralingue
inférieure de façon à le refermer en forme de cuvette, le
poisson se trouve de la sorte emprissonëe dans un sac.
Cette seine, dite "seine de grève", est utilisée aux
Iles-de-la-Madeleine pour prendre le hareng destiné a
servir de boette.
Actually, this method is only a variation of the one used out at
sea. According to Captain E.-T. Deblois (Good and Collins 1887: 269),
the first purse seine was tested in New England in 1826:
The first purse-seine that was made, so far as I know,
was made by John Tallman the first, and Jonathan Brownell
and Christopher Barker, in the year 1826. It was 284
mesh deep and 65 fathoms long. The purse weight was a
56-pound weight, and the blocks were the common single
blocks, and they had to reeve the end of the purse-line
through the blocks before they put the purse-weight
overboard.
Use of this device spread rather quickly among American fishermen, who
used it for mackerel fishing.
In the Magdalen Islands the American fishermen who came to catch
herring mainly used seines dragged from the shore. Catches were
enormous - sometimes up to 5,000 barrels of fish were caught with one
sweep of the seine; however, this intensive fishing could not last
forever and gradually the amounts of herring taken from the shore
declined. It was at that time that Gloucester fishermen first began
using their mackerel purse seines to catch schools of herring out at sea
(Earll 1887: 463). Because of the high yields obtained with this
method, its use quickly spread and has continued to the present.

Vertical

Devices

- PC2.23

The Square Dip Net - PC2.231. The square dip net does not act as a gill
net, but is used with a vertical or diagonal upward motion. The net is
placed on the bottom and, using some kind of apparatus, is lifted back
up to the surface, thus trapping any fish in its path.
The square dip net, like the dip scoop, was definitely used in the
pre-Columbian period by the Amerinds (Driver and Massey 1957: 201).
Moreover, the Jesuit Relations of 1672 (Jesuits 1896-1901: 56, 120)
reports Amerind use of square dip nets in Baie des Puants (in the area
of Lake Michigan) to catch fish assembled at the foot of barriers or
dams in the river. The Relations par lettres de l'Amérique
septentrionalle, written around 1710, describes how the Amerinds from
Sault Sainte-Marie used the square dip net to catch whitefish in the
rapids (Rochemonteix 1904: 116):
Un homme se met dans un canot et après avoir monté
quelques cascades rapides et y avoir jeté un puise, se
laisse doucement dériver et retire ensuite cette puise
pleine de sept ou huit gros poissons blancs. Il n'y a
qu'à remonter ce rapide et rejeter sa puise pour en
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pescher encore autant, si bien qu'on en prend tant qu'on
veut et à toutes heures.
This device was still in use in recent years among the tlicmacs of
Richibucto (Speck and Dexter 1951: 253), but we found no references to
its use by the Amerinds of the St. Lawrence valley.
On the other hand, several respondents have told us that some
freshwater fishermen formerly used square dip nets for fishing in the
Montreal region and in the Ottawa River, but that this fishing method
has not been used for several years. These statements are corroborated
by Montpetit (1897: 257), who wrote that bullhead were caught with dip
nets in the Montreal region.
In the Magdalen Islands a baited square dip net of a special type
is used for fishing plaice. This net is called a sallebarde, the same
term used to designate the round dip net (Fig. 29). This device, called
a balance by French fishermen, consists of a circular metal frame with
holes punched in it. The diameter of this band of metal is about 40
in. A cone-shaped net bag is attached to the frame by a cord threaded
through the holes. This bag, 24 in. deep, is connected at its lower end
to a 3-in. metal ring. At right angles across the diameter of the upper
metal band are two double cords to which pointed sticks for holding the
bait are attached. These sticks (piquettes) are made from little pieces
of hardwood. The pointed end, where the bait is attached, faces the
centre of the dip net. The principle of these bait sticks is the same
as that of the sticks in the lobster traps described previously. Three
24-in. cords forming a pyramid attach the frame to a five-fathom line.
At the juncture of these cords and the line is a nylon float which
serves to hold the ropes well above the device and thus out of the way
of the little plaice moving toward the centre. The sallebarde is
normally used off the ends of docks in shallow water. The fisherman
lets the device sink to the bottom and when he sees a fish swimming over
the net pocket to steal the bait, jerks the device toward the surface
with his victim caught inside. Plaice caught in this manner are used
for bait in lobster traps.
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Fishing with Poisons and Drugs - PPN

It has not been clearly established that plant poisons were used for
fishing by the Amerinds of the St. Lawrence valley. Indeed, although
Collier (1950: 8) states that the Iroquois fished with poisons, Rostlund
(1952: 297) points out on his distribution map that no real proof of
Iroquois use of this method has been found even though there are plants
suitable for use as poisons in the St. Lawrence region. The question
has yet to be settled; however, it has been determined that plant
poisons were used in the pre-Columbian period in more southern portions
of the eastern regions of North America. According to Driver and Massey
(1957: 208), this method spread to these regions from South America by
way of the West Indies:
Fish poisoning is a much more important method in South
than in North America, as the 100 species of plants used
there for this purpose indicate. Although there are
apparent gaps in the western North American distribution,
it seems plausible that the idea of fish poisoning was
carried northward into California from western Mexico or
lower California. The Southeast may have derived its
first knowledge of this art by way of the West Indies.
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Conclusion

This concludes our systematic description of methods used to catch fish
and other aquatic animals. We are now in a position to evaluate our
work and to give some suggestions as to other types of studies for which
our data could prove useful.
Fishing methods used along the shores of the St. Lawrence River and
the gulf are both numerous and varied. We described 7 3 methods that
came under the categories of the general classification we outlined at
the beginning of this work. Moreover, these methods are used in diverse
environments, including fresh water, the estuary of the St. Lawrence,
and out at sea, to catch species as different from each other as cod and
seal. These methods are not used solely by modern-day commercial or
sport fishermen, but also by farmers living along the river, who fish at
certain times of the year, and even Amerinds, who until recently fished
for a major part of their food supply.
The technological data presented in our study could no doubt be
used directly for a general historical study of fishing technology in
our waters. This research would, of course, require a much more
detailed examination of archival documents than we carried out in order
to determine where and when the various fishing devices were used, what
groups of people - fishermen, hunters or farmers - used the devices,
what quantities of fish were caught, and so on. Because there are so
few data in this field, their compilation requires particularly detailed
research. We did, at one point, make an attempt to trace the success or
decline in the use of fishing devices with respect to new devices
introduced from 1911 on. We used quantitative data on the number of
fishing devices used each year as recorded in the Annuaire statistique
de la Province and tried to plot these figures to form curves. However,
thus far, our attempt has been unsuccessful due to the fact that up to
about 15 years ago, the terms used to designate fishing devices in these
reports were often inexact or wrong, with the result that the statistics
were practically useless. Another problem was that the quantities of
fish caught are given without any mention of the method used to catch
them.
Another general study which could be made on the basis of our data,
and which could prove very interesting, is one of fishing ecology. This
would involve the relationships between fishing technology and the
physical, biological and socio-cultural environments. We know that the
design of a device depends on the species that is to be caught and the
physical environment where it will be used. We also know that, either
because of their effectiveness or because of the kind of co-operation
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they necessitate, fishing devices are very important from a
socio-cultural point of view. Such relationships exist for fishing
methods used in Quebec, as is illustrated by the fact that some devices,
such as tidal-zone stationary fisheries, are used only in certain areas
(places where the tides are high and the tidal zone slopes gently). The
distribution can only be explained in terms of these relationships.
Moreover, we believe that the St. Lawrence River and the gulf, with
zones of fresh, brackish and salt water inhabited by a large variety of
species, could provide ideal comparative data for such a study.
The data could also be used in more limited studies. For example,
we noticed that most commercial salt-water fishing methods were European
in origin, while those used in fresh water seemed to have been more
influenced by Amerind methods. Did the Europeans borrow these
freshwater methods directly from the Amerinds or are Europeans and
Amerind methods similar because both groups used them in a like
environment to catch the same species of fish? Finding answers for
these questions would be fascinating. One might also wonder why cod
fishing devices such as the trawl line, the gill net and trawl net,
which are much more effective than simple hand lines, were so long in
being adopted by Quebec fishermen. Such a study would no doubt not be
limited to pure technology and could shed new light on the recent
history of the coastal areas along the gulf.
The descriptions included in our paper could also provide the basis
of a comprehensive, systematic list of fishing vocabulary. Indeed, now
that the various methods of catching fish have been listed and the
different components of each fishing device have been described, it
would be relatively easy to compile such a technical glossary. During
the course of our research we made every effort to assemble a maximum of
technical terms; however, since ours was limited to preliminary research
and since time was inadequate to cover all aspects of such a vast field,
we were unable to complete this list in a satisfactory manner.
Nevertheless, such a glossary should be compiled, especially in view of
the fact that an increasing number of traditional fishing methods are
being phased out as modern methods that are more effective become
available.
As you may have noticed, this basic study of fishing methods goes
beyond the study of purely technological aspects in that it brings to
light more problems than it solves. To carry it through to a
satisfactory conclusion and to make the maximum use of our data would
require the participation of a team of specialists from many different
disciplines, including ethnographers, linguists, archaeologists,
historians and geographers. We believe that such research, which
transcends the often artificial barriers between scientific fields and
brings together knowledge acquired through various techniques, is not
only desirable, but also imperative if any conclusive results in the
area now known as the humanities are to be obtained.
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TABLE

Table 1.

General Classification of Fishing Devices

Direct Approach
PP - Fishing with a pointed device - spear, harpoon, leister, trident, bow and arrow
PM - Hand fishing
PNC - Fishing with a noose
(Note: quite often containers, baskets and landing nets are used in direct-approach fishing methods.)

Indirect Approach
PL - Fishing with a line (with or without rod, hook, lure or bait)
PL1 Hand-line fishing
PL2 Drag-line fishing
PL3 Stationary-line fishing
PFM - Fishing with a gill net
PFM1 Stationary
- common gill net
- trammel net
PFM2 Movable
- drift net

CO

Table 1. Continued

PC - Fishing with a container
PCI Stationary
a) simple bag nets
b) stationary traps
c) eel pots
PC2 Movable
a) on the bank, standing in shallow water
- dragged devices: seines and bush nets
- scooping devices: scoop net, dip nets and baskets
- cast devices: cast nets (Note: a cast net may also be used from a boat)
b) in deeper water, usually from a boat
- horizontal devices: otter and pelagic trawls, seines drawn by boats
- surrounding devices: swing seine, purse seine
- vertical devices: square dip nets, lobster nets (cast nets)
PPN - Fishing with poisons and drugs
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ILLUSTRATIONS
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1

The St. Lawrence River drainage basin.
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2

Torchlight eel fishing.

(After Montpetit 1897: 283, Fig. 50.)
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3

a_, Leister used by the Amerinds for salmon and eel fishing (after Dawson
1960: 148, Fig. 115; courtesy Archives de folklore, Laval University,
Quebec) ; b_, entogan or harpoon used by the Montagnais for salmon fishing:
1, bone point or head attached to the line; 2, shaft or handle into which
the head is inserted (Napolëon-A. Comeau, Life and Sport on the North
Shore of the Lower Saint Lawrence and Gulf [Quebec: Telegraph Printing,
1954], p. 114; courtesy of Noe'l-M. Comeau); _c, double-jawed leister made
of wire, used in the Magdalen Islands for eel fishing.
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4

a, Gaff or jig used in the Magdalen Islands for eel fishing; b_, fork
or harpoon used in the Magdalen Islands for eel fishing; c^ esponton
(lance) (1) and harpoon (2) used for hunting white whale or beluga
(Vadim D. Vladykov, "Le marsouin blanc," Contribution No. 14 [Quebec:
Dept. of Fisheries, Maritime Fisheries Directorate, 1944],
p. 32, Fig. 10).
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5

Devices used in whaling (after
Alexander 1860: 260): a, hand
harpoon; b_, "pricker," probably
the device used for killing the
whale; c_, instrument used to
flense the whale; _d, harpoon shot
from a cannon or gun; e, lance.
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6

a, Straight hook or gorge; b_, composite hook still used by the
Montagnais (Lips 1947: Fig. 9): 1, bone point; 2, wooden shank;
re, palangrotte or freshwater hand line used in the Montreal
region; d, fish stringer.
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7

a, Cod hand line used at Grande-Grève: 1, line; 2, leather thong;
3, weight; 4, twisted wires; 5, ferrule; 6, leader; 7, hook; 8,
bait; b_, jigger, line and reel (after Marcotte 1966: PI. VIIIc ;
published by the Quebec Department of Industry and Commerce,
Maritime Fisheries Directorate).
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8

a., Eighteenth-century cod jigger, side view of fish-shaped weight or
lure (after Duhamel du Monceau 1769: PI. 7, Fig. 2) ; b_, cod hooks used
in Petit-Nord: 1, hook mounted in the English manner; 2, hook mounted in
the French manner (after Duhamel du Monceau 1769: PI. 7, Figs. 1, 2).
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9

Steps involved in making a squid-jigger: a., straight spines are
imbedded in a piece of cardboard or birch bark; b_, the cardboard or
birch bark is rolled to form a cylinder; c_, the device is buried in sand
and molten lead poured into it; cl, the lead is allowed to cool and the
cardboard cylinder removed; e_, after a few minor alterations, the jigger
is complete.
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10

a., Single-hook nightline used by the Montagnais (after Lips 1947: 21,
Fig. 9) ; b_, No. 14 cod hook (scale drawing); r^_, the brimbale or rocking
lever: 1, end; 2, fulcrum; 3, support; d_, mackerel hand line used on the
Magdalen Islands.
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11

a., Trawl line in use: 1, marker buoy; 2, anchor rope; 3, grapnel;
4, master rope; 5, leader; b_, section of a trawl line with hooks
connected to a "piano" (after Marcotte 1966: PI. XXIVb; published
by the Quebec Department of Industry and Commerce, Maritime
Fisheries Directorate) ; c_, "piano," general view (after Marcotte
1966: PI. XXIVc; published by the Quebec Department of Industry
and Commerce, Maritime Fisheries Directorate).

Cn

12

a., Gill net, general view: 1, water surface; 2, ocean floor; 3, cloth; 4, headline
and floats; 5, footline and weights; 6, eyelet; 7, anchor cable; 8, anchor;
9, buoy line; 10, buoy; To, series of simple knots used to fasten the cloth, the
floats and the weights to the master lines: 1, loose knots, 2, tight knots; c_,
cloth attached to the headline, detailed view (after Marcotte 1962: PI. II,
Fig. 10; published by the Quebec Department of Industry and Commerce, Maritime
Fisheries Directorate); rl, float attached to the master line; e_, eyelet, detailed
view: 1 and 2, headline and footline; 3, simple knot; 4, eyelet.
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13

a_, General view of a herring gill net used as a drift net; b_, detail of a
herring gill net: 1, buoy line; 2, double headline; 3, vertical line; 4,
fall line; c, cedar buoy used to float herring gill nets.
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a

b
14

/a, Stationary salmon gill net (Baie-Sainte-Catherine) ;
b, the same net at high tide.
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15

Scale drawing of the stationary salmon net used by Mr. Albert
Langlais of Grande-Grève, Gaspé Bay: 1, shore ; 2, shore end;
3, leaders; 4, upper anchor; 5, lower anchor; 6, ocean end;
7, cloth; 8, ropes or mooring lines; 9, anchors; 10, arrows
showing the route followed by salmon coming in from Gaspé Bay.
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16

V-shaped weir used in the tidal zone in the Rivière-Ouelle area. Arrows
indicate the approximate directions taken by the fish: 1, shore; 2,
porte de mer; 3, low-tide line.
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17

_a, Detailed view from above of an eel trap, showing the
enclosure, funnel-shaped openings and pot or basket: 1,
leaders; 2, enclosure; 3, funnel-shaped openings; 4, pot;
5, stones used to hold the pot in position; b_, side view
of the enclosure, the funnel-shaped openings and the pot:
1, brushwork enclosure; 2, funnel-shaped openings; 3, pot,
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18

Eel trap made of chicken wire of the type used on lie
d'Orléans. (Vadim D. Vladykov, "Deux pêches caractéristiques du fleuve Saint-Laurent," Actualités marines, Vol. 2,
No. 1 [Jan.-March 1958], p. 9; Quebec. Dept. of Industry
and Commerce, Maritime Fisheries Directorate.)
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19 /a, Brush weir of the type used at Ile Verte. The insets illustrate
how the branches are interwoven to make the wall and the general
appearance of the walls of such a weir (Marcel Rioux, "Description
de la culture de l'île Verte," Bulletin No. 133, [National Museum
of Canada, Ottawa, 1954], p. 21) ; b_, beluga fishery used at Ile aux
Coudres (Vadim D. Vladykov, "Le marsouin blanc," Contribution No. 14
[Dept. of Fisheries, Maritime Fisheries Directorate, Quebec, 1944],
p. 34): 1, the tail (2,000 ft. long); 2, the enclosure of the
Fishery; 3, the little wing or leader; 4, the southern enclosure; 5,
the raccroc or hook-shaped leader; 6, the opening. The stakes in
the tail are nine feet apart and in the main enclosure, only two
or three feet.
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20 Plan of a beluga fishery used at the beginning of the
18th century in the Riviëre-Ouelle area. (Quebec.
Archives Nationales, B-913-Saint-Laurent-1728.)
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21

a., Cod trap used along the lower north shore and in
Newfoundland (Trade News 1956: 6) ; b_, herring trap used
on the Magdalen Islands (Roy 1964: 11; Quebec. Dept.
of Industry and Commerce, Maritime Fisheries Directorate.)
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22

Salmon trap used at Carleton: 10, cloth of the net; 11,
anchorage; 12, anchor; 13, stakes. The shore is illustrated
by hatching. The arrows indicate the general directions
followed by salmon approaching the leader or wing.
Because of the length of the leader, we had to illustrate
only half its length in order to keep our diagram at a
suitable scale.
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a, Seal trap at Harrington Harbour: 1, net; 2, anchors; 3, barrels;
4, directions followed by the seals (Beck 1965: 18); the shore is
illustrated by hatching; b_ the La Tabatière seal trap (Beck 1965:
18): 1, net; 2, anchors; 3, directions followed by the seals; the
shore and the islands are illustrated by hatching; c_, simple bag net
used by the Montagnais and the Naskapi for catching beaver (Lips
1933: 29.)
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a_, Hoop net used by freshwater fishermen of the St. Lawrence; b_, lobster
trap used by Gaspé fishermen.
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a., Simple seine dragged from the shore; b_, leaf bush net used for fishing
in Pakistan; c^, simple seine, 20 fathoms long, used on Ile d'Orléans
(after Dawson 1960: 147; courtesy Archives de folklore, Laval University,
Quebec): 1, cork floats; 2, 4-ft.-long plank; 3, lead rings; 4, 50-fathom
line; 5, 14- to 15-ft.-long "flat"; 6, 20-fathom line; 7, anchor or post.
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26

Method of hauling in a simple seine with a winch or virvo used
in Carleton in the Gaspé: a_, portable sawhorse used to support
the winch; b_, detachable spool of the winch; c., hauling in the
simple seine with the virvo; d-e_, manner in which the seine is
set with the boat, hauled toward the bank, and closed off so as
to herd the captured fish: 1, virvo or winch; 2, hauling lines;
3, shore; 4, fish.
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a, The stake seine used in the fresh waters of the St. Lawrence; b_,
trawling for cod.
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28

Scallop dredge.

29

(After Sundstrom 1957.)

The sallebarde or balance (dip net) used on the
Magdalen Islands: 1, five-fathom line; 2, nylon
floats; 3, metal frame; 4, piquette or wooden
stick used for holding the bait.
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